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This supplement to the paper entitled "Calculation of Nonequilibrium Radiation
in the Flight Regimes of tAAeorassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicles," AIAA Paper 84-
0306, January 1984, contains the listings of the computer code NEQAIR (Nonequilib-
rium Air Radiation), its primary input data, and explanation of the user-supplied
input variables. The user-supplied input variables are the thermodynamic variables
of air at a given point, i.e., number densities of various chemical species, trans-
lational temperatures of heavy particles and electrons, and vibrational temperature.
These thermodynamic variables do not necessarily have to be in thermodynamic equi-
librium. The program calculates emission and absorption characteristics of air
under these given conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Radiative properties of gases at high temperatures have been studied over the
past several decades. Such studies culminated in the development of a computer code
titled, "A Computer Program for a Line-by-line Calculation of Spectra From Diatomic
Molecules and Atoms Assuming a Voigt Line Profile" (ref. I). The computer code in
reference I accepts thermodynamic properties of the gas under study, such as number
densities of chemical species, translational temperatures of both heavy particles
and electrons, and rotational and vibrational temperatures of the molecules, and
calculates spectrally detailed radiative properties.
Reference I has a serious limitation, however. The thermodynamic properties
must satisfy the equilibrium relationships. In a low-density environment, as
encountered at high altitudes, equilibrium relationship_ may be violated; that is, a
nonequilibrium condition may exist. Such would be the case for the flight regime of
the proposed Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicles (ref. 2). For such low-density
regimes, therefore, an additional technique must be developed that would replace the
equilibrium relationship. Such a technique has been developed in reference 2. The
technique is based on the concept of quasi-steady-state distribution (ref. 2) of
thermodynamic properties, which replaces the equilibrium relationship. Reference 2
describes the technique in detail, and presents typical results of the calculations.
Since reference I presents the complete listing of the code for the equilibrium
case, and since reference 2 is an extension of reference I for the low-density
nonequilibrium regime, the entire code is published herein to serve as an update to
the code in reference I. All technical details and nomenclature contained in this
code_are given in references I and 2.
SECTIONI. CALLSTATEMENT




The definition of the arguments is given as commentsin the subroutine NEQAIR, and
is reproduced below:
(InputParameters):
NMETH=Calculating method. O=no radiation calculation. 1=emitted power only
calculated. 2=emitted power and spectra calculated.
NFINI=Unit number of excitation data input file.
NFIN2=Unit number of radiation data input file.
NFOUT=Unit number of output file.
NPRTI=Print control for input data. O=no print. 1=small print. 2=large
print.
NPRT2=Print control for output print. O=no print. 1=small print. 2=large
print.
NERR=Unit number of error message file.
NARRAY=Length of spectral array.
NSAVE=Unit number of spectral intensity output file. In this file, the index
NARRAY and the arrays WAVEL, EMIS, and ABSB are saved in an unformatted form. See
the subroutine NEQAIR.
WAVELS=Short wavelength limit, angstrom.
WAVELL=Long wavelength limit, angstrom.
STARK=Stark width for molecules at electron density of 1.0E16 cm-3, angstrom.
WIDTHF=Lorentz width multiplication factor. This factor is multiplied to the
Lorentz width calculated by the impact approximation to obtain the true Lorentz
width.
D=Physical thickness of the equivalent isothermal emitting cylinder for line
absorption calculation, cm. If D is set equal to zero, absorption is calculated
using the UVX values given. If D is finite, the UVX values are ignored, and absorp-
tion is calculated from D assuming a Doppler line profile.
UVX(3,2)=Ultraviolet line escape factors for the atomic lines of nitrogen
and oxygen whose lower states are one of the three lowest states of the atoms.
UVX(I,J)=I.0 means optically thin gas. UVX(I,J)=O.O means completely self-
absorbed. The first index refers to the electronic states, counting from the ground
state. The second index refers to nitrogen and oxygen (1=nitrogen, 2=oxygen). If D
value given is finite, UVX values are ignored, and absorption is calculated using D
and assuming a Doppler profile.
UVC(3,2)=Ultraviolet free-bound continuum escape factors for nitrogen and
oxygen. UVC(I,J)=I.0 means optically thin. UVC(I,J)=O.O means completely self-
absorbed. The indices are the same as for UVX(3,2).
SMF(20,2)=Emission _trength multiplication factors. The first index refers to
to the radiating mechanism. The second index refers to atoms and molecules
(1=atoms, 2=molecules). FheSMFvalues are multiplied to the oscillator-strength
(or equivalently to transition probability or transition moment) values assumedin
the basic radiation data read in as unit NFIN2. The oscillator-strength values are
taken: for atomic lines, From reference 3; for atomic continuum, from reference 4;
for molecular bands of N2+, N2, NO, and 02, from reference 5; for the CNbands, from
references 6 and 7. The indices refer to:
(1,1)=atomic nitrogen lines.
(2,1)=free-oound continuum of nitrogen atom.
(3,1)=free-free continuum of atomic nitrogen ion.
(4,1)=atomic oxygen lines.
(5,1)=free-bound continuum of oxygen atom.
(6,1)=free-free continuum of atomic oxygen ion.
(!,2)=N2+ First Negative band, low vibrational quantum
number transitions.
(2,2)=N2+First Negative band, high vibrational quantum
number transitions.
(3,2)=N2 First Positive band, low vibrational transitions.
(4,2)=N2 First Positive band, high vibrational quantum
number transitions.
(5,2)=N2 SecondPositive band.
(6,2)=N2 Birge-Hopfield 2 band, low vibrational quantum
number transitions.
(7,2)=N2 Birge-Hopfield 2 band, intermediate vibrational
quantumnumber transitions.
(8,2)=N2 Birge-Hopfield 2 band, high vibrational quantum
number vibrations.
(9,2)=N0 Beta band, low vibrational quantum numbertransitions.
(I0,2)=N0 Peta band, intermediate vibrational quantum
number transitions.
(11,2)=N0 Beta band, high vibrational quantum number transitions.
(12,2)=N0 Gammaband, low vibrational quantumnumber transitions.
(13,2)=N0 Gammaband, high vibrational quantumnumber transitions.
(14,2)=02 Schumann-Rungeband, low vibrational quantum
numbertransitions.
(15,2)=02 S_humann-Rungeband, intermediate vibrational quantum number
transitions.
(16,2)=02 Schumann-Rungeband, high vibrational quantum
numbertransitions.
(17,2)=02 Schumann-Rungeband, high vibrational quantum
number transitions.
(18,2)=CN Violet band.
(19,2)=CN Red band, low vibrational quantum number transitions.
(20,2)=CN Fed band, high vibrational quantum number transitions°


















WAVEL(NARRAY)=Wavelength,angstrom. The wavelengths are at equal photon-energy
intervals starting from WAVELSand ending at WAVELL.
EMIS(NARRAY}=Emissioncoefficient, Watts/(cm3-micron-ster radian).
ABSB(NARRAY)=Absorption+ stimulated emission coefficient, cm-I .
TOTPWR(3)=Totaloptically thin emitted power. (1)=all wavelengths. (2)=longer
than 2500 angstrom. (3)=longer than 3500 angstrom, Watts/cm3.
AN(20,2)=Equilibrium-equivalent numberdensity for each radiating mechanism
corresponding to the given hypothetical equilibrium radiation temperature TARB,
cm-3. The first index refers to the radiation mechanism. The second index refers to
atoms and molecules (1=atoms, 2=molecules). The indices are identical to those
for SMF.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































C JL=ITO 22 FORN. =ITO 19 FOR O.
C TE'/A(ISP)=EQUIVALENTEXCITATIONTEMPERATUREOF ATOMS

































C O--NUMBERDENSITYOF 0 ATOMS,CM-3























































C FACT_ FORN _D 0
C INPUTPARAM_ERS
C N=NUMBERDFd'BITYOF N, CM-3
C O=NUMBERDENSITYOF O, CM-3
C ANX.(JP,ISP)=NUMBRDENSITYOF JP-THLEVELOF ISP-THATOM
C TARB=ARSITPARILYSPECIFIZDTEMPERATUREFOREQUILIEr._RADIATION
C CALCULATION
















"SP,E....!F_, n _ _,rF,,:O
f,
C:C_,LCU_TETRUENr_,JEQU]LIBRIL_I_D; T[_ P_ER INVISIBLER_GE
JUi:JL+I
D'_2 JU=JL'I,ML[V





" ; _ ' ISP)!TEXX=-I,43877+ELD_(K,ISP)/ALOG(#_IX_K,ISY)xS'I'NT(i,


















• " ' _SP).LT,!,) GOTO 5IFfAL:_,,U,%. .
_.-_,_._',__u,u_,•_r;_._i , •JU,ISP)*Ex:P_-I.43877*
I EL£J{JU.i£1P)/T_(iSP))*_fF'*LELEV(JU,ISP)-ELE_J(JL,




........ " .i_90> "" TO
















































DATAIND/4,1,1,4,1,1, 4,1,1, 5,2,1, 5,2,1, C,2,1,
>5,3,1,5,3,1, 5,3,1, 5,3,1, 5,1,2, 5,1,2,5,!,2/
C












!F{'B.Eq,2) ANLL=O OF, F'_G_TC _,..,,_,__". .. °_ ._.
DE=I. rJE8/I_JEL (L)
Lr:.'G=GB_R,ANL,D,_T{_.,IT/,B),oL,.L)_&., _.) F(JL) ,DE_T:'.
q={,, 6g7,': GL"L)/GU{ !.)):_F( L)_:I. 0E1_,,q,_EL (L)_2
RAZ_T! ::L, ZB._=RoADT:,CL,I B)+GU(L)_A











C _JAL_TES LiNE RADIAT/ONESCPE FACTORASSL_INGA DOPPLERPROFILE
::INPLFrPAE_EP, S
C NL=NUMBER DENSITYOF LO&4ERSTATE,CM-3
C D:D!A_.ETEE,C_
C M=AT_H C WEIGHT
C rJU=UP_ERSTATE STATISTiCkLWEiG,HT





























C READIN DATAFORCALCULATIONOF NONEQUILIBRIOMEXCITATIONOF AIR


































C READIN_ERGY L_EL DATA
IF(IPRT.GT.I)WRITE(NFOUT,24)

































































































































































SL_I= O.G2* EONE(EKT)/EKT- 0.534 + EONE(EKTI)/EKTI

















DO 5 JP = I, HLER._









9 C(JP,JO ) = - BKPC(JP)














10 DET = DET+ABS(C(JP,JQ))




13 C(JP,JQ)= C(JP,JQ)* DET
C
C CONSTRUCTRHS OF QSSEQUATION
BK(!,I)= 0.0
BK(I,2)= DET





























































































C O_ i::'OOR QUAL, ii"Y
C INrrERCHRfIGECOLLI$1S



















DO_IxI= RIH:3_(9.57332÷25.63296 _14,21.09%5 _i41_24,3.!)58497
1 14!_3)
EONE = ((I,;_44,UP)/(_4 4-DOI4N))/(14_ EXP(W))
GO TO 20
I S_ = -0.577216 4.0.999992_-0.249911 *W_24, 0.0551997 *l,,Urk3
1 -0.00976004 I_4+0.00107857 _v_5

















C DATA SET. VAXIMUM 4 ALLOWED
C (2,1B)=NUMBEROF ELECTRON-IMPACTEXCITATIONCROSS-SECTION
u _TA SET. MAXIM_ 6 ALLIED
C (3,iB)--N_BEROF ENERGY LEVELS.MAXIM_ 8 ALLOWED
C (4,1B)=NL_BEROF FIRST F_ ELECTRONICLEVELS



































































2 12/58HNUMBEROF ELECTRON-IMPACTEXCITATIONCROSS-SECTIONSET =,
> 12/58HNUMBEROF ELECTRONICLEVELS =,
> 12/58HNUMBEROF LEVELSIN QUASI-STEADY-STATECALC. =,
3 12 /80H DEGEN













































































































































C ANX(M,IB)=NUMBERDENSITYOF M-THELECTRONICSTATEOF IB-THMOLECULE


























































































































































































































































15 DO 20 J:!,N
20 IPIVOT(J)=O





































































C TO AN EQUILIBRIUMRADIATIONCODE,GIVESTHE CORRECTNONEQUILIBRI_
C RADIATIONEMISSIONFOROPTICALLYTHINCASE
C INPUTPAP_PI_ERS













DATA!/!,3,1,1,3,1, 2,3,2,2,3,2, 2,5,3, 2,5,1,
1 2,5,1, 3,3,1, 3,3,!, 3,3,1, 3,2,1,3,2,1, 4,5,1,












































































































































































































OE FOGR QU_LLi. _'_
























































































C TESTFORX TO BEMONOTONICALLYINCREASING





















































C NFOUT=FILENUMBEROF O_PUT PRINT








































































































































































C COMPAREDELTAQ-VIBRATIONALTO 0.1PERCENTOF THE QV SUMTO THIS
C POINT.
IF (DELTQV.LE.O.O0!*QV)GO TO 70
C HAS THEVIBRATIONALENERGYREACHEDA FICTITIOUSPEAK.
IF (EVIB2.LE._IBI) GO TO 70
iAJ=QV+DELT.OV



















IF (N- K) 1,1,2
4 NER=2
RETURN
2 IF (K-S) 3,3,!



































































C R_TECONSTANTSC _D N TAKENFROMPARK-MENEESJGRVOL 83,N0C8,
C P4029,AUG 1978
























































C READINMULTIPLICITYAND ENERGYLEVELOF NEUTRALAND IUNIZEDSTATES
IF(NPRT.GT.i)I,IRITE(NFOUT,8)












9 FORo_T(/IOHLINEDATA/99H _ EXPN GL GU TERM




































































25 FORMAT(15HNO. OF LEVELS=,I2,IX,7PALTh_T=,F5.1,1X,4HDEU=,
I IPE!O.3_IX,GHBETAU=,EIO.3,1X,4HREU=,EIO.3,1X,7HDZEROU=,OPFIO.2
2,1X, 6HCAF'AU=,F8.2,1X,6HCAPLU=,F4.1/4H MU=, F8.2,6)(,71._IUSPIN=,
3F5.1,1X,4HDEL=,IPEIO.3,1X,6HBETAL=,EIO.3,1X,4HREL=yEIO.3,1X,
4 7HDZEROL=,OPFIO.2,1X,6HCAPAL=,F8.2,1X,6HCAPLL=,F4.1/80HDEGEN






























C N--NUMBERDENSI_ OF N
C NP=N_BR DENSITYOF hi+
C O=NUMBERDENSITYOF O
C OP--NUMBERDENSITYOF O+










































































































































































C CALCULATESEMISSIONAND ABSORPTIONCOEFFICIENTSDUETO BOUND-FREE
C CONTINUL_I







































































































































































































































































































































C FINDTHE UO!GTLINENIDTHAT HALF-HEIGHT
WIDT_I DTHL/2.O+SQRT(WIDTHL_P_Y4.O-l-NIDTHG_2)
C























































































r.. A_tIOL=N_BER ._._,n_JeTTV,• OFMOLECULE























































CH, L = SPEC2(B,2,JSPEC2_
LEVELS=LMOLEC(3,JSPEC2)
nn 40 M=_ !Vdrl


























C FINDO, THE PARTITIONFUNCTIONREFERENCEDTO THE EQUILIBRIUMPOSITION











C COMPAREDELTAQ-VIBRATIONALTO 0.iPERCENTOFTHE _ SUMTOTHIS
C POIKE.
IF (DELTQV.LE.O.O01*QV)GOTO 70
C HASTHE VIBRATIONALENERGYREACHEDA FICTITIOUSPEAK.
IF (EVIB2.LE.EVIBI) GO TO 70
QV:QV+DELTQV



























SUBROErINE ,l T p _ _ , _. n it.' it,
> EMIS,ABSB,NARRAY,NFOUT,,NPRT,NFERR,Ii'IETH,TOTPNR)
C SETS C_ST@CT,S FOR EACH VIBK4TIONALBAND _D CALCULATE
C INPUT PAR_ETERS
._,-C'p _ TC JSPEC<.-.,,LC _ NL_IBER
C _F=STRENGTH MULTIPLICATIONFACTOR
C AI'IE=ELECTR_DENSITY, _-3
C PRESS=PRESSURE,ATM. ZERO SETS NUM. DEN, OF FORE!GI4GAS TO 0
C WIDTHF=LOF'.ENTZWIDTH MULTIPLIC_TI_ FACTOR
t. .:,IARK-_,AP.KWIDTH AT _E=I.E16 _D TE=IO000
C DENS=DENSITY,G/_3
r,.. I_4VEL--4.1AVELENGTH,A
." ,_I4RR_Y=LENGTHOF NAVEL, ENIS,ABSB ARRAYS
i".v _;%Ec,,=FILENUMBER OF OUTPL_ PRINTS
C NPRT=PRiI.fTOUT IND.. 0_0 PRINT. I=_ALL PRINT.2:LARGE PRINT
C I!FERR=FILENL!'IBEROF ERROR,MES_GES










I_" tl_l'l / I p I! _' D I ! _ P' PI " _BII "I'B 1COFIdO_LL.B;I'L_,A..._L,,.,_U.,>ETAU,CAPA.J,L.APLU,D.u,_Zt.ROU_....,._RMI..i
r, - _'i • •, r." , r ' r7_" R r'' _,i AL _L, .,_=..BETAL,CAPAL,L_PLL,I_EL,_._._.ROL,,:_.,TE,.ML
_ ,t'_l/# /, Irto ' I i . t t_V I . .,.OFf%.....B_ _A4E .,WD;Eu,14_EU,WEZEU,BVU,DVU,DEGENU,MU,;_I_i[@T,
I_il I !L-Y'=i '" I l, ,_.Di .I
._ _--,W.... ,bI_IEL,WE-ZEL,BVL,DVL, ,_.o, In
COII_IFJ"WCT7MP/TELEOT,TVI B,TROT
CEM%_W_I DTbb'_4IDTHL,W!DT,_),,_GE,.._..ID_'II6,1,4,i i.r_iL_I,iM i.!,,.,,







































































C:LORgE ' ,_m,,, ....
_'.'J :u.nWIDTHL IS A .,EIMOF WIDTHI(COLLISIONSWITH LIKE _.OLE-
C: _JLLC,:rlI'r_'-_ NIP,TU'),''n!. ,cTn_mNITH ALL OTHER), . ..................... AND WIDTH3(N_TURAL)
Z _'-lD W:DTH4(c-_R_'
'" y( 11_ .J.._ C.r_T_TI:" p,>_;DTH!=!,:-;3E-2_:SQRT(2.01AMOLEC(3,JSPEC2))OR,_IN .2*...,R,_ .,.M. :
!:_PARTCC
_M!DTH2--5,S5E-30;SQRT( i, 0/_0LEC( 3, JSPEC2)+I ./_REST )*,0R!_!_',_.2
-;-:2 G,T,,T C TC:'_:LD,.*_REST
_] :".T Ui -UI r._U_ ..#.l.J! r;TUE




T,",TI..I' _:'lrT '_M.,!TF'TLI T T "_, T I'_TIJ14..... L--,.... H. ,. u,,,2+N. D.%'1_..... 4
C





• . ......._.,,#;_,._.. .._AB..t.,NARRA__,,I,:_
> NPRT,NFERR,I',LM,ETH)
, I't" • [,. )IF(IN_EX._Q.3,CALL S2Fi2(Wi'4JEL,EMIS,ABSB,_R_'AY,NFOUT,,
_> kE, J_,T I,..II:'_"OD _ll:-rLi_,
]F:t'!?RT.GT.I) W_'..ITE(NFOLrT,2){_OLEC(I ,JSPEC2)_I=! _2)
_U'L._VL_OP.:I,_;.'LWI;_..H_ N_:,_HL_SI_RE."_FR_.!.L.K_KM_._
,_.A.,,2.., G_..U,VL--,,.r 4.0, _X_7HOR]G.N- ;F9.2 _2X,













C =''"=F;!IT"._J__.,,,,,,,,,.,_ZERO COMPLq'ESPARALLELTRANSITIONSFOR DiATOMIC:"_ -r.,_c
::INPLF F'AR_ETERS
C b'_' P!-i._ ['_ FT4CTLIC
C NARPAY=LENGTHOF NAiAEL,EMIS_ABSB ARRAYS
C NFO_=F!LE NUI'IBEROF O_P_ PRINTS
C NPRT:PRINTOb'TINDEX. 0_0 PRINT.I=SMALLPRINT.,2=LARGE_'RI..NT
C NFER_'=F!LEN_BER OF ERROR MESSAGES
C' , "J t',ITT_






_:EAL ,.u, KL,L_C:L _Mtl, LAPI!,IN,NUBAR,NU_RO ,!_LISPIN
CC_'_'_C_'-J."CBA_.;DI/ALPHAU,BEU,BETAU,CAPAU,CAPLU,DEU,DZEROU,REU.7ERMU,
































.. _H_N_BER OF DffRIESINTHE INTENSITYARRAY,FROMTHE LINECENT



























ZIL:CAPLL_2*.YL*. (YL-4.0)+( 4.0/3.0 )+4. O*KL*(KL+!, 0)
Z2U=( C_PLL_2_Y_(YU-I, 0 )- { 4 0/9,0 )-2, O*KL_(KU+!,0 ) )/( 3, O*ZI U)
T.'_i-_P'. ,_k _ ' 9. l • r, ,." / ' ') h_ _r p,':'_H ,0_..IL_
.c,--,.L_PL .. rL .(Y._-_ u)-,4,0... 9.01-,.,,,. KL _KL+I,L,,.: ,.° -,,,
_1:E:E_'_F'_ETHE I_ELENGTH OF THE LINE CENTER1N _GSTRO_S,
27 FPU=BUU+(Kth_(.KU+:.)+4.0_Z2U)-Z_JL_(KL_0.5)*_4





C r_._r, -HE o'_._Tu F_[:TOR,
•D-_,UT:_.: ! K
C:DETEFGi;NEI_ LINES ALTER_TE !N _,nr_._";T_'
FACTOR=!,9
IF iALTNAT ,EQ, 0,0) GOTO 30
C B:_qLLL._TETHEALTEK'_TION FACTORFORH_ONUCLEARMOLECULES, THE
_ "r'r FO_,IDSEP_R,qTELYTO _4SURES Ex:F'C_,!L-NTIN THE ALTERJ'_TINGF._C,I[_'_IS
C T_T IT IS _,JINTEGERBEFORE RP.!SING(-I,0)TO A P_ER.
KEY.P:KL ÷ ALT_T + 0.!
FACTOR.--I.,?+(-I.0)*kKEXP/(2.O*NUSPIl_H-1,0)
C -'=;Nr_THE _ _:P " F),.C_.'_.,AIE_LINE INTENSITYDUE Tfl_'_'_q'ANr_'¢"_,,_.;r_,E
C _CD SDN OF AB_ORPT;gN#_J,D£TIMU_TED EMISSIONAKI
_--_"rrR+,:,_.."k-k,",k._" -k:>*_ "k p'- .43E:7._.(C:INTI30 , .AC........_ ,UBAR,.AO,) _.C.NT,-EX,, I
• . , _ T _'_+_F_JUk.KLI*_KLH'IO )I,ROT,,
AL._=1.OE-_._L.,-t_HCL
AK=B.4,'..Rc!5k_A_k5)kR2_E
_i =_..w:.* { 1, - 1, O/R2)
_: SET ':_NSTr_'T,SUSE-'TO DISTR!BI.rT,E THE ROTATIONAL INE,
_.._,2T 8 p T -_.!r'_-_,a,'r_ ..j,klC F.,I}_ p
!F,,''_I.I_TA_T T _'i. ............. I,.OP,.(N_4D.GE.I_RRAY)'IGOTO 50
" DISTRIBLFTETHE ROT.',-hTI#4ALIIN_









MC,-I,J _ V-.' ¢_r - ,_r !:7, l.,-, .,,wrt".... L,H_.D'_',L_q',,
l _r w LT, i -C, .:,+_-,,-_< MQ_=PF',, "_ I'4Q=:I',I'D4JAIC'DP_'p_




_<,':' [F{,"_._N-"Pm_F)_-_ ,c _ GOTO 310












IF (KL .EQ.KU-I.O)GO TO 70







































C FINDTHE N_BER OF ENTRIESINTHE INTENSITYARRAY,FR_ THE LINE
C AT WHICHEACHLINEISASSUMEDTO HAVEA CONTRIBUTION.






_ r, e,, _ r.., ,.#OF POOP, Q_:-_ i_.
C SET THE SI(YlOF CAPLU,USED IN STRENGTH EQUATIONS,APPROPRIATETO THE
C SI(YIOF DELTA LAMBDA. SEE JOI_ISONPAGE 150.
SiGR=1,0
IF (CAPLU ,LT. CAPLL) SIGN=-I,0
TF._F._PlII -r 0.5) GO TO 5










2 +I F_'*NLIBARO*(BVU-_L), ( (_LI-_)L )_2"44dIU_RO, (DVU-_L ) )
S *TBYB**4)
S, --el rLIH,_-_._x4.*I_.57








I r' n I.,rFrF,,C.,TY' TO ":PC_-_'EOUSC C:_F97EAN[}D!STRIBL.rFETHE ,IxrF_G_TE_,t...... ...DUE
C _,,.,._,_:_'_'r"_,r'PALL SPECIFIEDROTA,TIONn_LLINES.
DO 90 M=K_MIN,I_J'iAX







!._C':'r:I_"_-4 ! i,O _J, ,.:-:'._ 11rf? k_t/hCl tiC.
r'_r' THE
...... STRENGTHFACT2R,





.......................', ......- , O-S__.h_CAPLL!b"
! (KU*(KLPr!.0))
_0 TEl50
C R BR_CH STRbI_THr_rrn_-
40 .... _.k',+Srgj',_r_P, _÷_'-_ n+F;,G,_FAP_u'.,.:',.!
C ".:'=EP_mE...,..... _.,r"!hiF__ALTEPd'&qTEIN INTENSITi.
.#v rn _. __..,.-i, 0
',AL;,_-: . 0.0' TC:60
68
OF ........ "+ c'.,__ !. ""'<_
C EVALUATETHEALTERNATIONFACTORFOR HOMONUCLEARMOLECULES.THE
C EXPONB'_IINTHE ALT_TING FUNCTIONISFOUNDSEPARATELYTO ENSUE
C THATIT iS_'IINTEGERBEFORERAISING(-I.0)TO A POWEP,.
KEXP=KL + ALTh_T+ 0.1
FACTOR=!.0+(-I,0)_KEXP/(2.0_NUSPIN.I-I.O)
C FINDTHE INTEGRATEDLINEINTENSITYDUETO SPONT_EOUSEMISSIONE,




































































































C ADJUSTFACTORUSEDIN INTENSITY.EQUATI_TO CORRECTPARTCC









































































































C SET CC_ISTAN-FSFORTHE Os-AND nF'21B_ANCHES(PITO SIGMATRANSITION)0





T DAI_ l'l-_ ,h
S!GNU2=I.0


























C SET CONqTANTSFOR THE R2 _D RQ21 BP-.abICHES(PI TO S!(_ TRANSITIC_I)0





C S_ CONSTANTSFOR THE VAVELENGTHEQUATION.
SI_UI=I.0
SIGNU2=I.0








C SET CONSTAIxrFSOR THE PI AND P012 BRANCHES (PI TO SI(_"IATRANSITION)0





C SET.CONSTANTSFOR THE I._VELENSTHEQUATION.
S!_U!=-I.0
SI_U2=-I.0







C C_PLr!,EAND DISTRIBUTETHE INrFEGR_TEDINTENSITYDUE TO SPONTANEOUS
C EMISSION OF ALL SPECIFEDROTATIONALLINES FOR THE APPROPRIATEBRANCH.






C Z:C"IPLrFiETHE I,I_VELENGTHOF THE LINE CENTERIN ANGSTROMS.
o I- _F U-E__ _.JU+O.5)_2-CAPLLF/rk2+SIGNUI/2.0*SORT(4.0,(JLH-O.5)
!*,2-4.O*YU*CAPLU_2+(YL_k_PLU)**2))
?3
OF. POOR Q_,_:,_ _,
FPL=BUL*(( JL+O.5)_2-CAPLL_2+SI _U2/2.0 *SQRT(4.O*(JL+O. 5)







U=!. O./SORTfY*,2-4. O,Y+(2. O,J+1.0 )*_2)
==_'" ' "_ 0'*÷" +SIGNS/._(2.0*J+I O_,kll_(40*J*-_2 +4.h*.l"_'r_NcTl"
IF (,NOT,DBLBP_IGO TO 90
C F!NC'STRENGTH FPC:TOEFOE DOUBLEBRANCHES,
.,°=_+f:,,_ ._-.,-_;'÷._.O>*((4 0.J_2+4,0kJ-1,0)-SIGNSI*U*(8.0',_}.:_3+12,0
i _ I]ICII[_"-")R_IJ'Pf'I_'IC'TOJ''_'I"_'I_'¢_C'), 0"_._,:t; /¢ 0 n{ I_i T4.1 h ; 'l
? C.T _C FIN[:,fur,,,_I_EGRATEr_L!NE -*rFEN._,_¥ D'Ir._TO SP.FI_IT_EOUS=,'u"_........o= , _,_,
r._.#4D S_.:OF ABSOR°T!_4AND STIMULATE[!_ISSIO_ AKI




S-=TO_!ST_,rFSUSED Tn DISTRIBbTETHE ROTAT!_I_L_NE.




IF (E.LT.!.OE-25)G? TO "-'!0






I-'(k" IT l'-O =,_:_'/f_'.'r_MqPrPr,_}) M3_3+NSPEED
HI =NSTART
M2_]END
309 IF((N3-t+ISPEEr_a'I[).GE.I) GOTO 308
M!_I+I
GO TO :,n_
































































C LINEAR COMBINATIONROUTINETO SUBSTITUTEFOR THE BUILT-IN
•'..rSUBRLrT',NE_,,T_"CRAY












C CALCU_TES GLOBAL _ISSI_ POWER
C:INPUT ?_P_ETE_S
C i,I/_.;EL--kv4,!EL_ GTH, A
C EMIS:EMISSIONCOEFFICIENT,NI(MICRC_-C:M2-SR)
C NAR_Y:L_IGTH OF _,EL, EMIS ARRAYS
_. ,r-14Ri:TOTAL ,.:.,rMFrr_'r',.,._.PONER
C PWR2:POWERF.,MI_EDABOVE 2500 A








p(_Rl-pf.l;)_ z_T c;w,-kD[-_ i pr4-, ....,.-,., ...... _:,,_ .= .... _ 0E-4_4,_3,_4_ '
iF(_VEL (M).GT.2500.) F'HR2=FI4R2+EMIS(M)*DELLOC:*I,OE-4
}'k4,.3,! 42



















































































































36.3P 4D 3P 4P3P
18.3P 2S 3P 2D 3P
18.4S 4P 48 2P
60.3D 4F 3D 4P 3D
30. 3D 2P 3D 2F 3D
54. 4P 2S 4P 4D 4P
18. 5S 4P 5S 2P
90.4D 2P 4D 4F 4D
126.4F 4D 4F 4F 4F
54.5P 4S5P 4P5P
90. 5D 2P5D 4F5D




























4P 4P 2D 4P
4D 4D 2F4D
46 4F 2D 4F
4D 5P 2S 5P
4D 5D 2F 5D
















1 2 1.!E-08 0.20 i S 3.5E-090.21 1 4 7.IE-06-1.87 1 5
G 4.0E-090.82 i 7 1.0E-300,00 1 8 1.5E-05-1.93 i 9
1 10 !.qE-300,00 ! ii 5.9E-090.92 1 12 2.9E-05-I.93 1 13
i 14 !.0E-30O.OO 1 15 1.0E-300.00 1 16 4.7E-05-2.04 1 17
! 18 1.7E-05-2.09 1 19 1.9E-05-2.09 1 20 2.1E-05-2.09 i 2!
2 3 5.4E-090.27 2 4 1.0E-300.00 2 5 5.3E-06-1.86 2 6
2 "_,6,8E-09 0,62 2 8 .,_.a=,__r,___,.,_.,_. 87 2 _g_._,OE-300,00 2 10
._ 3.3E-09 0,,_ 2 12 9.3E-06-I 88 2 13 8.1E-06-2,04 2 14
2 i5 1.0E-300.00 2 16 1.6E-05-2.03 2 17 l.OE-300.00 2 18
2 _ 6,3E-06-2..,,"'_2 20 7.0E-OG-2.07 ,_21 7.6E-06-2.07 2 22
,,_4 1.0E-C",,U0.00 3 5 3.5E-06-1.85 3 G 1.0E-300.00 3 7
3 8 3.4E-06-I.87 3 9 !.0E-300.00 3 10 G.OE-06-2.06 3 11
3 12 7.3E-06-1.8£ 3 13 6.3E-06-2.04 3 14 !.0E-300.00 3 15
3 !6 1.2E-05-2.03 3 i7 1.0E-300,00 3 18 4.5E-06-2.06 3 19
3 20 5.6E-06-2.07 3 2! 6,IE-06-2.07 3 22 6.6E-06-2.07 3 23
4 5 7.3E-!2-0,43 4 6 3,tE-08-0.05 4 7 2,3E-09-0,85 4 8
4 9 1.1E-07-0.16 4 10 3,5E-09-0.72 4 11 8,2E-OB-O.25 4 12
4 1:3!.2E-07-0.22 4 14 4,2E-09-0.23 4 15 7.8E-08-0,30 4 16
4 17 !.1E-07-0,28 4 !8 2.1E-07-0.32 4 19 2.5E-07-0.33 4 20
"_" _ 224 2! o._E-07-0.3,,4 3.6E-07-0.33 4 23 10E-30 0.00 4 24
,. 6 ,.i..,,,_o_-_n-n_,,.,,,,c'5 7 ".,.,,_._-q°-c'.11,_,,, 5 8 7.2E-08-0.14 5 9
5 10 2.3E-07-0.18 5 11 6.2E-08-0.23 5 12 1.4E-07-0.I0 5 13
,514 4.8E-08-0.28 5 i,5 !.8E-07-0.29 5 16 2.1E-07-0.27 5 17
5 18 2,7E-07-0.35 5 19 3,3E-07-0.35 5 20 3,7E-07-0.36 5 2!
5 22 4,7E-07-0,36 5 23 1,0E-30 0,0(_ 5 24 I,OE-30 0.00 5 25
..... _ ..,, _ c 8.%-09 0.20 6 9 4.!E-080.04 6 10
_.11 i.4E-08-0.17 6 12 3.0E-080.i5 6 !3 3.gE-OS-FJ.186 14
6 15 1.3E-O8-G.27 _ 16 4.7E-OS-O.2L_6 17 3 4E-08-0.43 6 18
6 19 7.2r-08-0.33 6 20 B.4E-08-0.34 6 2! 9.7E-08-0.35 6 22
7 B !.1E-080.16 7 9 2.2E-09-1.03 7 10 8,GE-08-0,04 7 11
7 12 2.9E-080.13 7 _ 4 =_-n,q-r_,_ ._..... 28 7 14 1 4E-08-0.52 7 !5
7 16 6.%-08-0.28 7 17 2.1E-08-0.46 7 !8 1,0E-07-0.37 7 19
,' 20 I.,E-OT-G.4: _, 21 !,7E-q7-0.40 7 22 2.0E-07-0.41 7 ,.o'_"
8 9 4.5E-11-0,44 8 10 4,4E-11-0,49 £ 11 6.0E-08-0.04 8 i2
_' !3 6,5E-08r _ . !4 .13 ,,,.u/ 8 1.8E-[!80 £ !5 1.9E-070.00 8 16,C.,
£ 17 6.8E-08-0.01 8 !8 4.5E-07-[;.378 19 5.9E-07-0.43 8 29
8 2! 8.SE-OT-O.4B 8 22 9.8E-07-0.49 ,q2,":1.0E-300,00 8 24
9 10 6.5E-!8-O.gG 9 !i 9.5E-I0-D.13 9 12 2.7E-090,07 9 13
9 14 1.1E-07 0.08 9 15 8.2E-09-0.32 9 16 4.6E-08-0.20 9 _7
9 18 1.3E-07-0.20 9 19 1.7E-07-0.27 9 20 2.1E-07-0.31 9 21
.'_22 ,.,,,._or_o?_n,,_.,,,,_'_9 23 I,OE-300.00 9 24 l.OE-30o.,qo 9 25
10 11 6.1E-!0-0.0510 12 2.5E-09-0.3910 13 1.6E-OB-O.07!0 14
!0 i5 3.4E-08-0.1710 !6 4.5E-08-0.i910 17 i.6E-070.00 10 1:!:
10 !9 2.1E-07-0.3410 20 2.6E-07-0,3810 21 3.1E-07-0.4010 22
11 12 2.3E-080.39 11 13 4.3E-080.23 11 14 1.8E-08-0.37!I !5
11 i6 7.8E-090,00 11 17 4.5E-08-0.46!! 18 2,1E-07-0.4111 19

















































12 13 5.4E-11-0.5112 !4 5.4E-II-0.49
12 17 4.%-08 0.30 12 18 1.3E-080.26
12 21 8.6E-Og-G.3812 22 9.2E-09-0.49
13 i4 1.1E-I]-0.3313 15 5.2E-09-0.15
13 !8 2.1E-07-0._313 19 2.9E-07-0.82
13 22 5.5E-07-1.1113 23 1.0E-300.00
14 15 2.1E-i0-0.5014 !6 4.7E-09-0.38
14 I_ 4.5E-08-0.7014 20 5.9E-08-0.84
15 i_ 7.!E-080.45 15 17 3.0E-08-0.31
_, 20 8.4E-09-0.3215 2! 9.1E-09-0.47
!G 17 !.2E-11-0.3816 18 1.6E-08-0.05
16"21 6.0E-08-0,6816 22 7.3E-08-0.80
17 18 2.7E-090,08 17 i9 5.8E-09-0.23
17 22 i.4E-08-0.67!7 23 _.v_.n_'-_n,_v0.00
18 !9 3.1E-080.18 18 20 5.3E-08-0.16
19 20 3,2E-080.24 19 21 5.6E-08-0.12
20 21 3.3E-08 0.28 20 22 E.OE-08-0.10
21 22 3.4E-080.30 2! 23 I.OE-300.00
OXYGEN 109837.
4. i0, 6. 12.
1 2 78. 9, 2P4 3P
2 2 15868. 5. 2P4 !D
3 2 33792. I. 2P4 IS
4 3 73768. 5. 3S 5S
5 3 76795. 3. 3S 3S
6 3 86629, 15. 3P .,r=_
7 3 88681. 9. 3P 3P
8 4 95757. 8. 4S 5S
9 3 97445. 40. 3D 5D
I0 4 99313. 24. 4P 5P
!i 5 102227. 8. 5S 58
i2 4 102881. 96. 4D 5D
!8 5 103869. 24. 5P 5P
14 5 105394. 168. 5D 5D
15 6 106639. 2S8. 6
16 7 107583. 392. 7
17 8 108117. 5i2. 8
18 9 108478. 648. 9




































15 I.E-07 0.22 12 16 9.8E-080.33 48
19 9.1E-09-0.0512 20 8.5E-09-0.22 49
23 1.0E-300.00 i2 24 1.0E-300.00 50
IG 2.5E-080.31 13 17 i.2E-070,30 51
3.8E-07-0.97i3 2! 4.6E-07-I.05 52
24 1.0E-_ 0.00 13 25 !.0E-300.00 53
17 3.4E-080.28 14 18 3.2E-08-0.49 54
21 7,3E-08-0.9414 22 8.7E-08-!.00 55
18 8.7E-090.17 15 19 7.8E-09-0.15 56
22 1.0E-08-0.5815 23 I.OE-300.00 57
19 3.2E-08-0.37Ig 20 4._E-08-0.54 58
23 I.OE-300.00 16 24 I.OE-300.00 59
20 8.8E-09-0.4017 21 !.1E-08-0.56 60
24 1.0E-300.00 1725 1.0E-300.00 61
21 7.2E-08-0.3118 22 8._-08-0.45 62
22 7.7E-08-0.2519 23 1.0E-300.00 (;3
23 I.OE-300.00 20 24 I.OE-300.00 64
24 l.Or-300.00 21 25 1.0E-300.00 65





4F 5F 4D 3D 4F
5P 3P
5F 5F 5G 565D
3F


















OF pOOR _'-"-" ....
1 2 ,2.3E-090.47 1 3 3,8E-100.24 1 4 1.8E-090.03 1 5 7.3E-06-1.80 1
1 6 5.7E-090.07 1 7 3.4E-09 0,8! ! 8 7.7E-06-1.81 1 9 4.4E-06-1.99 2
_IIn.2,7E-080.17 i i! i._-05-1.85.. 1 12 5.2E-OG-i,qq_.1 -.,'",.OE-30_0.00 3
1 14 5.8E-06-! _Q 1 4_
.... u 8.9E-06-2.05 I Ir_1.1E-05-2,05 1 17 1.2E-05-2.05 4
! 18 1.3E-05-2.05 1 1Q 1.3E-Ou-2.u,,i 20 !.0E-300.00 i 21 _.OE-300.00 5
2 3 i.3E-Og-U.03 2 4 1.0E-300.00 2 5 1.0E-300.00 2 6 !.0E-300,00 6
2 7 1.0E-30 0.00 2 E:1.0E-300.00 2 9 I.OE-300.00 2 I0 1.0E-300.00 7
2 11 1,0E-300.00 2 !2 1.0E-300.00 2 13 !.0E-300.00 2 14 !.0E-300.00 8
2 15 0.0E+000.00 2 16 0.OE+O00.00 2 17 0.0E+000.00 2 18 0.0E+00 0.00 ?
2 19 0.0E4-00.00 2 20 1.0E-300.00 2 21 1.0E-300.00 2 22 !.0E-300.00 10
3 4 !,0E-300.00 ,% 5 i.0E-300.00 3 6 !.0E-300.00 3 7 1.0E-300.00 !I
3 8 1.0E-300.00 3 9 !.0E-300,00 3 !0 1.0E-300.00 3 11 !.0E-300,00 12
? 12 !.',_E-30FJ.O,C,3 13 1.0E-300.00 3 14 1.0E-30 0.00 3 15 O.0E+O00.00 I;?
3 16 O.OE+O00.00 3 17 0.0E+000.00 3 18 O.OE+O00.00 3 !3 _.OE+O00.00 !4
4 =_,I.0E-':0n,.,.nO4 6 i.,qE-30 qn 4 7 _.0E-300.00 4 8'.0E-30 0.00 _
4 9 1,0E-30 0100 4 10 1.0E-30O.OC 4 !! I.OE-30O.O" 4 12 1.0F_-30o.r.:oi6
4 ,,,'°,1.0E-3r!.0.00 4 14 1.0E-300.00 4 15 O.0E+O00.00 4 !6 rJ.OE+O0.00 17
4 17 O.OE+000.00 4 18 n.OE+O00.00 4 19 O.OE+O00.00 4 20 1.0E-300.00 18
c _ a
J 6 !.0E-300.00 5 7 1.0E-30 0.00 ,. 8 1.0E-300.00 5 9 :,0E-300.00 19
5 10 1.0E-300.00 5 1! 1.0E-300.00 5 12 1.0E-300.00 5 13 !,0E-300.00 20
5 14 1.0E-300.00 5 15 0.0E+000.00 5 16 O.0E÷O00.00 5 17 CI.OE+00.00 21
5 18 oJ.OE+000.00 5 19 O.0E+O00.00 5 20 1.0E-300,00 5 21 1.0E-300.00 22
6 7 4.6E-!I-1.!9 6 8 1.0E-300,00 6 9 4.4E-080.00 6 10 2.5E-08-0.19 23
6 1! 1,0E-300.00 6 12 6.6E-08-0._0_6 -o'_1.6E-08-0.05 6 14 1.0E-07-0.48 24
6 15 1.0E-07-0.46 6 16 1.3E-07-0.47 6 17 1.5E-07-0.48 6 18 1.8E-07-0,48 25
G _ 2,0E-07-0.49 G 20 _ _ F
--" :.OL-3U0.00 6 21 _.OE-300.00 6 22 i.0E-300.00 26
7 £ !.0E-300.00 7 9 4.4E-08-0.!I 7 10 7.9E-08-0.54 7 11 L.nE-300.00 27
"_,,,._:'7.7E-08-0.53 -7,13 8.6E-08-0.26 ?,14 9,2E-08-0.52 ";15 1,2E-07-0.49 28
7 iE,1.6E-07-0.51 7 !7 2.0E-07-0.52 7 18 2.2E-07-0.53 7 19 2.5E-07-0.53 29
E: 9 1.0E-300.00 8 !'J1,0E-3n 0.0n 8 11 1,0E-300.0(! 8 12 1.0E-30o.or! 30
8 13 1.0E-30[_.00 8 14 1.0E-300.00 8 15 2.9E-30-0.31 8 16 0.0E+000.00 3!
S 17 O.OE+O00.00 8 18 O.OE+O00.00 8 19 O.0E+O00.OC £ 20 !.0E-300.00 32
9 _u 8.2E-I0-0 =_ !!
'_ ..,_ 9 1.0E-300.00 9 !2 1.7E-07-0.1! 9 13 S._E-08-0.31 33
9 !4 2.9--07-0.13 9 !5 2.9E-07-0.34 9 !6 4.2E-07-0.42 9 17 5.2E-07-0.46 34
9 18 6.iE-07-0.49 9 19 7.0E-07-0.50 9 20 1.0E-300.00 9 21 1.0E'30O.C_O 35
10 11 1,0E-300.00 10 12 4.1E-08-0.0110 13 8.2E-08-0.1510 14 9.0E-08-0.40 36
!['.15 1.7E-07-0.6010 !6 2.5E-07-0.7410 i7 3.1E-07-0.8010 18 "_...."_E-Ox-O.%_" 37
iq 19 4.3E-O7-C..g510 20 1.0E-300.00 10 21 1.0E-30 0.00 !0 22 1.0E-300.00 38
80 -/
OF pOOR Q_A_-
11 12 1.0E-30 0.00 11
11 16 1.9E-31 0.01 11
12 13 4.1E-09-0.21 12
12 17 2.9E-07-0.8612
13 14 4.8E-080.08 13
13 18 2.2E-08-0.6913
14 15 3.2E-080.12 14
14 19 1.9E-07-0.69!4
15 16 7.3E-080.16 !5
16 !7 7.2E-080.26 16
17 18 7.4E-08 0.30 17



























11 14 I.@E-300.00 11 15 3.2E-3i0.39-39
II 18 1.7E-31-0.31Ii 19 I.BE-_-0.42 40
12 15 1.4E-07-0.4712 IG 2.2E-07-0.71 4!
12 19 4.2E-07-I.0012 20 1.0E-300.00 42
13 16 1.9E-08-0.3613 17 2.0E-08-0.53 43
13 20 I.OE-300.00 13 21 1.0E-300.00 44
14 17 1.2E-07-0.4314 18 1.6E-07-0.58 45
14 21 1.0E-300.00 !4 22 !.0E-300.00 48
15 18 1.7E-07-0.3115 19 !.9E-07-0.45 47
16 19 1.7E-07-0.23IG 20 1.fiE-30.00 48
17 20 I.OE-300.00 !7 21 I.OE-300.00 49









CROSS-SECTIONSASSL_EDTO BE THE S_4E AS FOR X-B OF CRANDALL ET AL
8.727 I!.01 i6.52 22.03 27.54 41.30 55.07 82.61
2.950E-162.830E-!62.380E-161.900E-161.550E-161.100E-IG0.890E-!60.680E-16
CROSS-SECTIONSASS_ED TO BE THE S¢_HEAS FOR X-B OF CPu_bI_LL_ AL
7.G10 9.604 14.41 19.21 24.01 36.01 48.02 72.03
2.950E-IG2.830E-!62.380E-161.900E-161.550E-161.100E-!G0.890E'160._80E-16
CROSS-SECTIONSASS_ED TO BE THE SAME AS FOR X-B OF CPu_'_LL_ AL
5.558 7.014 10.52 14.03 17.54 26.30 35.07 52.61
2.950E-162.830E-!62.380E-161.900E-161.550E-161.100E-160.890E-160.680E-16
CROSS-SECTIONSASS_ED TO BE THE _E AS FOR X-B OF CPu_b4_LLEl'.AL
2_o .931
.o_ 2 4.397 5.863 7.328 10.99 !4.66 21.98
2.950E-162.830E-162.380E-161.900E-161.550E-16!.!OOE-!60.890E-160.680E-16
N2+HEI 1 2 i0
0 0 4.751E-01 0 i 3.798E-01 0 2 1.226E-01 0 3 2.055Z-02 0 4 1.914E-03
0 5 9.822E-05 ! 0 3.255E-01 I 1 3.115E-01 1 2 3.358E-01 1 3 2.388E-01
I 4 6.236E-02 I 5 7.946E-03 1 6 5.163E-04 2 0 1.360E-01 2 1 2.245E-01
2 2 2.!37E-02 2 3 1.851E-0! 2 4 2.946E-01 2 5 I.I?IE-03 2 6 !.972E-03
2 7 1.581E-03 3 0 4.526E-02 3 1 1.990E-01 3 2 7.974E-01 3 3 1.049E-01
3 4 6.274E-02 3 5 2.929E-01 3 G 1.738E-01 3 7 3.793E-02 3 8 3.685E-03
4 0 1.329E-02 4 1 1.032E-0! 4 2 1.745E-01 4 3 7.1q5E-03 4 4 !.553E-0!
4 5 5.808E-03 4 G 2.479E-01 4 7 2.230E-01 4 8 8.228E-02 4 9 7.238E-03
5 0 3.624E-03 5 i 4.145E-02 5 2 1.395E-01 5 S !.,]78E-015 4 _.9!8E-03
5 5 1.509E-01 5 6 5.609E-03 5 7 1.816E-0! 5 8 2.578E-0! 5 9 9.16_-02
CROSS-SECT!_S ASSb_EDTO BE THE S_-MEAS FOR X-B OF CPANDALLETAL
1.118 1.411 2.116 2.821 3.527 5.289 7.053 !0.58
2.950E-!62.830E-162.380E-161.900E-161.550E-16!.IOOE-IG0.890E-160.680E-I_
N2÷ i- ' 3 36
0 0 6.509E-01 ! 0 3.014E-01 2 0 4.537E-02 3 0 2.248E-03 4 0 !.452E-05
0 ! 2.588E-0i i I 2.226E-01 2 ! 4.060E-0i 3 1 !.056E-0i 4 ! 6.935E-03
=._I 3.986E-05 0 2 7.0!E-02 I 2 2.880E-0i 2 2 5.0huE-02"=' 3 2 4.!37E-01
4 2 1.660E-01 5 2 1.340E-02 6 2 5.729E-05 7 2 1.!32E-05 0 3 1.600E-02
1 3 I.:24E-0_ z 3 2.290E-01 3 3 2.101E-03 4 3 3.e..'.-u._"_"_"_ 5 3 2.20o_.-Oi_L",
6 3 2.0_E-02 7 3 4.930E-05 8 3 3.006E-05 0 4 3.297E-03 I 4 4.273E-02
1 ""
2 4 1.654E-01 3 4 1.557E-01 4 4 6.726E-03 5 4 3.310E-01 6 4
7 4 2.789E-02 8 4 1.807E-05 9' 4 G.420E-05 0 5 6.342E-04 I 5
2 5 7.113E-OZ 3 5 1.706E-01 4 5 9.290E-02 5 5 2,925E-02 G 5
7 5 3.068E-0! G 5 3.419E-0210 5 1.161E-04 0 6 1.155E-04 I 6
• wa2 6 2.362E-02 3 6 9.451E-02 4 6 1.569E-01 5 6 4.815E-0_ G 6
7 6 2.415E-01 8 6 3.401E-01 9 G 3.890E-0210 6 8.094E-05!i
0 7 2.000E-05 1 7 5.861E-04 2 7 G.G91E-03 3 7 3._01E-02 4 7
5 7 1.333E-01 6 7 2.044E-02 7 7 7.236E-02 8 7 2.083E-01 9 7
10 7 4.153E-0211 7 3.873E-0412 7 2.509E-0413 7 1.172E-05 ! 8
2 8 1.695E-03 3 8 1.261E-02 4 8 5.236E-02 5 8 1.161E-01 G 8
7 S 5.939E-03 8 8 8.4GSE-02 9 8 1.837E-0110 8 3.L_SSE-011 E:
12 8 1.087E-0313 8 3.010E-0414 8 3.005E-05 1 9 2.239E-05 2 9
8 _ 4.743E-04 9 9 9.0E;SE-0210 9 1.G72E-0111 9 4.149E-0112 9
13 9 2.361E-03_.4 9 3.071E-0415 9 6.400E-05 2 10 8.445E-05 3 10
4 10 6.599E-03 5 10 2.826E-02 6 10 7.442E-02 7 10 1.084E-01 8 10
9 10 5.552E-0410 10 9.141E-0211 10 1.579E-0112 !0 4.338E-0!!3 10
14 10 4.3G4E-0315 10 2.499E-04!6 10 1.171E-04 2 11 I.G75E-05 3 11
4 11 1.942E-03 5 11 i.043E-02 6 11 3.652E-02 7 11 8.051E-02 8 11
9 1! 4.075E-02!0 1! 3.604E-03!I 11 8.818E-0212 11 1.554E-01!3 11
14 1! 2.722E-02!5 1! 7.165E-0316 11 1.355E-0417 !! 1.867E-04 3 12
_Iz fo4 12 5.207E-04 5 12 3.406E-03 6 12 1.4%E-02 7 12 4.41..-U,.8 12
9 12 8.628E-02!0 12 2.7i0E-0211 12 7.8%E-03 !2 12 8.205E-02!3 12
14 12 4.615E-01i5 12 1.876E-0216 12 !.068E-0217 12 2.033E-0518 12
!9 12 2.439E-05 3 13 i.044E-05 4 !3 1.281E-04 5 13 1.007E-03 G 13
7 13 1.991E-02 8 13 5.053E-02 9 13 8.238E-02 10 !3 7.393E-02!! 13
!2 _."_1.238E-02_.._°!3 7.384E-02!4 !3 !.697E-0!15 13 4.681E-01!6 13
17 13 1.459E-0218 13 _ ==nn n_
......J _-_..19 13 3.05GE-04 4 14 2.877E-05 5 14
6 14 1.741E-03 7 14 7.823E-03 8 14 2.495E-02 9 14 5.544E-02!0 14
1! 14 _.208E-0212 14 !.034E-0213 14 1.651E-0214 14 6.418E-0215 14
I_.14 4.676E-0117 14 3.207E-03IS 14 1.83iE-0219 14 3.955E-04 5 15
C_',OSS-SECTINSMEASURED BY CPbbE)ALLET AL
3.17 4.00 5.0 6.0 8.0 10. !5.
2.950E-162._...._o°n=-_.?..., ooOE__6, !.900E-IG1.550E-16I.IOOE-IGO.SgOE-!(;.
1.520E+07
N2+ DX ! 4 54
0 4 i.579E-04 0 5 E;.gaIE-040 6 2.501E-03 0 7 7.498E-03 0 8
O 9 4.020E-02 0 10 1.1i9E-01 0 11 1.469E-01 0 12 1.G42E-01 0 13
0 14 8.237E-02 0 i5 4.467E-02 0 16 6.454E-03 0 17 1.574E-0-'i 3
1 4 i.!05E-03 1 5 4.05!E-03 1 6 !.193E-02 1 7 2.838E-02 ! 8
'.--:8.246E-02 i 10 7.993E-02 i !I 3.88GE-02 1 12 3.775E-03 I 13
..... _ a_r , !6 _'7i !4" 23_E-0_ ! 15 ..4_-01 I 7.8GSE-02 I . 3.522E-02 i 18
2 2 2,055E-04 2 3 I.%IE-03 2 4 4,!19E-03 2 5 1,243E-0,!2 6
2 7 5.383E-02 2 8 7.418E-02 2 9 7.!66E-02 2 10 5.664E-03 2 1!
2 !2 4.435E-OE 2 !3 7.!48E-02 2 14 5.578E-03 2 15 1.3_5E-02 2 16
2 17 1,458E-0! 2 18 3.852E-02 2 !9 1.2GOE-03 3 i 1.26GE-04 3 2
3 3 3.383E-03 3 4 !.083E-02 3 5 2.642E-02 3 G 4.873E-02 3 7
3 8 5.822E-02 3 9 2.601E-02 3 !0 1.461E-02 3 11 4.747E-02 3 !2
3 13 9.981E-03 3 14 4.763E-02 3 1,56,338E-02 3 16 3.506E-OF:3 17
3 18 1.543E-:.q13 !9 2.868E-02 3 20 2.104E-04 4 1 4.776E-04 4 2
4 3 8.604E-03 4 4 2.23!E-02 4 5 4.28GE-02 4 6 5.903E-02 4 7
4 8 2.278E-02 4 9 3,107E-04 4 10 4.162E-02 4 1! 3.102E-02 4 !2
4 13 1.384E-02 4 14 2.859E-02 4 16 6.297E-02 4 17 2.450E-02 4 18
4 ,n ._.4_4E-0,_4 20 1.189E-02 5 0 2.140E-04 5 i 1.563E-03 5 2



















































5 8 8.863E-045 9 1.169E-02 5
5 13 3.651E-02 5 14 1.906E-03 5
5 18 !.584E-02 5 19 1.384E-01 5
6 1 4.533E-03 6 2 1.487E-02 6
6 6 2.909E-02 6 7 2.66_-03 6
6 11 1.171E-02 6 12 3.032E-02 6
6 16 2.965E-02 6 17 3.096E-02 6
6 21 4.502E-02 7 0 2.732E-03 7
7 4 5.571E-02 7 5 3.501E-02 7
7 9 2.438E-02 7 !0 7.875E-03 7
7 14 1.547E-02 7 15 6.758E-04 7
7 19 5.653E-02 7 20 2.086E-02 7
8 ! 4.752E-02 8 2 6.504E-02 8
8 7 2.468E-02 8 8 7.102E-03 8
8 !2 1.509E-02 8 !3 1,338E-02 8
8 17 8,542E-03 8 18 2.511E-02 8
8 22 2.433E-01 o 23 1.59%-02 9
9 3 2.240E-02 9 4 1.873E-04 9
9 8 6.955E-04 9 9 1.524E-02 9
9 15 2.491E-04 9 16 7.723E-03 9
9 20 3.486E-02 9 21 5.754E-02 9
10 0 1.015E-0110 1 6.956E-0210
10 5 2.566E-0210 6 1.193E-0210
10 11 1.308E-02 10 12 4.079E-04I0
i0 17 1.562E-0210 18 1.04!E-0210
!0 22 3.749E-0210 23 2.378E-0110
ii 2 9.08!E-0411 3 3.431E-021!
.. 8 _..uo_-_ 11
1! 12 1.066E-0211 13 6.973E-0411
1! !7 4.138E-0311 19 2.462E-0311
_I_23 6.579E-021! 24 I.,_,6E-0_
12 3 1.924E-0212 4 1.544E-0212
12 8 7.042E-0312 9 7.446E-0312
12 13 7.830E-0312 14 6.465E-0312
I0 2.555E-02 5 11 9.533E-04
15 3.396E-02 5 16 8.54!E-04
20 1.102E-01 5 2_ 1.694E-03
3 3.315E-02 6 4 5.168E-02 6 5
8 7.266E-03 6 9 2.986E-02 6 10
13 1.091E-02 6 14 2.913E-02 6 15
18 3.761E-02 6 19 1.295E-03 6 20
I 1.163E-02 7 2 2.957E-02 7 3
6 5.910E-03 7 7 3.508E-03 7 8
11 2.579E-02 7 12 1.041E-02 "713
16 1.859E-02 7 17 8.836E-04 7 18
21 2.030E-01 7 22 6,649E-03 8 0
3 4.986E-02 8 4 1.606E-02 8 6
9 2.077E-03 8 10 1.226E-02 8 11
3.41.572E-02 8 15 1.224E-02 8 16
19 2.164E-02 8 20 5.973E-03 8 21
0 5.255E-02 9 I 6.827E-02 9 2
5 1.256E-02 9 6 2.450E-02 9 7
11 1.157E-02 9 12 1.326E-02 9 14
17 3.467E-03 9 18 1.668E-03 9 19
22 6.642E-02 9 23 1.387E-01 9
2 3.610E-0210 3 9.781E-0410
8 1.277E-0210 9 1.389E-0210
13 9.081E-0310 15 1.218E-0210
19 2.075E-03i0 20 2.150E-0410
24 2.930E-0311 0 2.010E-0111
4 1.479E-0211 5 1.3!0E-0311
9 4.710E-03!I 10 2.317E-0311
!4 8.468E-031i 15 1.368E-0411
20 7.770E-0311 21 1.372E-0211
0 !.293E-0112 i 8.939E-0212
5 7.623E-0312 6 1.198E-0212
10 7.52!E-0312 11 3.516E-0312



































2.334E-0212 18 5.483E-0312 19 9.831E-0312 20 1.299E-0212 21 1.678E-0212 22
CROSS-SECTIONSASSUMEDTO BE THE SAME AS FOR B-X OF CP-ANDALLET AL
6.405 8.083 12.12 i6.17 20.21 30.31 40.42
2.950E-162.830E-162.380E-161.900E-161.550E-161.100E-i60.890E-16
Om
N2.-H'IEI 2 3 61
0 0 9.858E-02 O 1 2.010E-0! 0 2 2.274E-01 0 3 I._7E-01
0 5 7.827E-02 0 6 4.202E-02 0 7 2.023E-02 0 8 8.$37E-03
I 0 2.33!E-01 I 1 !.645E-01 I 2 2.267E-02 I 3 1.090E-02
I 5 1.276E-01 i 6 1.324E-01 ! 7 1.054E-0! 1 8 6.863E-02
I 10 4.559E-03 I 11 6.144E-04 1 13 1.757E-04 2 0 2.739E-0!
2 2 6.i40E-02 2 3 1.150E-01 2 4 4.835E-02 2 5 3.454E-04
2 7 8.558E-02 2 8 1.196E-01 2 9 1.136E-01 2 !0 4.217E-02
2 12 2.383E-03 2 14 7.023E-04 2 !5 2.225E-04 3 0 2.!IOE-01
3 2 1,213E-01 3 3 9,749E-03 3 4 3.071E-02 3 5 8.135E-02
3 7 3,362E-03 3 8 1.564E-02 3 9 7.232E-02 3 10 I,i79E-01
3 !2 3.386E-02 3 13 6.730E-03 3 14 !.545E-03 3 15 1.969E-03
4 0 !.175E-01 4 1 i.690E-01 4 2 1.948E-02 4 3 5.468E-02
4 5 6,532E-03 4 6 2.003E-02 4 7 5.987E-02 4 8 3.954E-02




















4 1.52,870E-03 4 16 1.669F_-034 17 4.403E-04 4
5 0 4.856E-02 5 1 2.020E-01 5 2 3.091E-02 5
5 5 5.362E-02 5 6 5.327E-02 5 7 3.333E-03 5
5 11 3,722E-02 5 12 1.109E-01 5 13 1.385E-01 5
5 I£ 8.187E-03 5 18 1.376E-03 G 0 1.438E-02 6
6 3 5.523E-G3 6 4 6.783E-02 6 5 3.898E-02 6
6 8 3.482E-02 6 9 6.546E-04 6 10 3.239E-02 6
6 13 7.68%-02 6 !4 !.222E-0! 6 15 4.813E-02 6
6 18 1.326E-03 6 19 9.5%E-04 7 0 2.712E-03 7
7 3 6,253E-02 7 4 5.351E-02 7 5 !.062E-02 7
? 8 1.061E-02 7 9 4.128E-02 7 10 2.364E-04 7
7 12 !.344E-04 7 i4 1,267E-01 7 !5 1.416E-01 7
7 18 8,947E-04 7 !9 4.369E-03 8 0 2,265E-04 8
£ 3 2.014E-0i B 4 5,484E-03 8 5 7.101E-02 8
o 8 3.781E-02 8 9 1,110E-03 8 10 3,166E-02 8
8 13 !.345E-02 £ 14 2,037E-02 8 15 1,016E-01 8
8 i8 1,800E-02 8 !9 1,632E-03 9 2 2.899E-03 9
9 5 9,423E-02 9 6 2,519E-02 9 7 1,073E-02 9
9 10 2,651E-02 9 11 2,462E-03 9 12 9,289E-03 9
9 15 1,999E-03 9 16 5,189E-02 9 17 1,177E-01 9
!0 4 1.066E-0! !0 5 2.639E-0110 6 4,767E-02 10
10 !0 !,842E-03 10 11 2,221E-0210 12 1,092E-0210
10 15 1,188E-0310 !6 !.52%-03 10 17 1.0_E-01 10
!i 2 2,245E-04!! 3 5,422E-0411 4 7.679E-031!
!I 7 2.!25E-0211 8 2,682E-0211 9 7,368E-03!!
1! i2 1.179E-021! 13 !.601E-0211 14 9,282E-031!
11 17 2,478E-0211 18 1,150E-0111 19 3,166E-0312
i2 6 8,0!IE-03i2 7 2.178E-0112 8 2,616E-01 12
12 12 !.370E-0212 i3 1.038E-0212 14 1,!44E-02!2
12 17 5,755E-03!2 !,0 1.538E-02!2 19 9,503E-0213
_'-' ? a.955E-03 13 8 2,330E-0! _ 9 2.522E-01 13
13 12 6,402E-0413 13 7.041E-0313 !4 2.754E-0413
,,,4:'18 5.E:36[-03!3 19 4,,,_7r-0"_.,.14 5 5.767E-0414
!4 _ q.951E-02!4 9 3.759E-0414 10 2,299E-0114
!4 13 3.778E-02 !4 !a 4,100E-0414 15 1.n29E-02!4
14 18 1,280E-0214 19 1,100E-0215 6 9,381E-0415
15 9 7,132E-02 !5 10 !,560E-0115 11 2.100E-0i15
15 14 7,912E-04 15 IG 3,7!3E-0315 17 6.440E-0315
!6 6 1.202E-04 16 7 1,720E-03!6 8 3.403E-0416
16 1! 6,016E-02 16 12 4,443E-0216 !3 1.331E-0116
16 16 ,,,,.,,,,._oRcr_no,,,,16 !7 3,492E-0316 18 4,125E-0317
!7 it-'2.998E-02 17 !I 3,679E-02!7 12 3,610E-0217
17 15 5,362E-02 !7 !6 ._,268E-017 17 _.,.u_-___-_=_no 17
18 7 1,227E-04 18 8 4.722E-0418 9 !.!24E-03!8
1° 12 3,762E-0818 13 8,621E-0218 14 6,917E-02!8
18 17 !.678E-01 18 18 5,230E-0219 8 3,651E-0419
!9 12 6,207E-0319 13 3.946E-0219 !4
CROSSTSECTI,_SASSL_EDTO BE THE S#_4E
n=.-, o 5oq2._,_ _,,_.. 3.884 5,17_
18 1,643E-04 4 19 1,416E-04
3 9,172E-02 5 4 1.427E-04
8 1,674E-02 5 9 4.537E-02
14 2,914E-02 5 15 8,684E-04
I 1.359E-01 6 2 1.596E-01
G 3.357E-03 6 7 4.GqOE-02
11 8,087E-03 G 12 8,612E-03
16 5,928E-03 6 !7 G,BG4E-03
1 5,621E-02 7 2 1.997E-01
6 5,970E-02 7 7 _,205E-02
11 1.802E-02 7 12 1,626E-02
16 7,417E-03 7 17 1,839E-02
! 1,307E-02 8 2 1.!97E-01
6 3,963E-03 8 7 3.053E-02
11 6,858E-03 8 12 3,060E-03
16 9,138E-02 8 17 3,26_-03
3 6.683E-02 9 4 2,357E-01
8 4,088E-02 9 9 3,076E-03
13 2.262E-02 9 14 3.273E-04
19 3.142E-02 10 3 5,339E-03
7 3,430E-02 10 9 3,080E-02
13 9,910E-0410 14 1,444E-02
18 4,941E-0210 19 !,990E-02
5 1,488E-011! 6 2,729E-0!
10 2,274E-0211 !I 7,674E-04
15 1,739E-02!i !6 2,068E-04
4 1,740E-03i2 5 6,393E-03
9 6,698E-0312 10 2,78GE-02
15 7,056E-0312 16 1,222E-02
5 _,_,,_°?_a -n_._!3 6 1,50!E-02
10 6.575E-0413 II 3,209E-02
15 7.066E-0313 !7 1,549E-02
6 1,754E-0314 7 4,791E-03
11 2,551E-0214 12 2,676E-02
16 1,5%E-03 14 17 I,%7E-03
7 5,386E-C? 15 S 3.030E-03
g.,r pv12 4.166E-02!5 13 5.._t_-.,2
18 8,720E-0415 !9 1,529E-02
9 2,!91E-0216 !0 8.%7E-02
14 1,157E-0116 15 7,365E-02
7 6.160E-OZ17 9 6.856E-03
13 1,!44E-0_ 17 !4 3,202E-02
18 !,586E-0317 !9 2.835E-_3
!0 4.144E-02IS Ii 3,253E-02
!5 3.329E-0218 16 4,071E-03
!0 7,526E-04!9 11 !.G53E-02
3,5%E-02 19 15 4.942E-02!9 !6 1,820E-02
AS FOR X-B OF CR_4_LL _AL
.... . _.4_6,473 9,7C!9 _> q5 ....
2,950E-162,830E-16 2,380E-i61,900E-!61,550E-161.I00E-!60,890E-160._80E-16
O,
N2+JDI 2 4 14
0 0 2,625E-06 0 2 _.7£2E-04 0 3 1,989E-03 0 4 7,45!E-03 0 5 2,116E-02
i ! 3,!53E-04 ! 2 2,208E-03 ! 3 9,528E-03 I 4 2,820E-02 I 5 G.OO6E-02
2 i !,156E-03 2 2 6,808E-03 2 3 2.286E-02 2 4 5.450E-02 2 5 9.260E-02
84
3 0 2.676£-04 3 I 2.992E-03 3 2
4 0 6.370£-04 4 i 6.138E-03 4 2
4 5 3,501[-02 5 0 1.282E-03 5 1
5 4 4.737E-02 5 5 7.281E-03 6 0
6 3 5.632E-02 6 4 2.363E-02 G 5
7 2 4.982E-02 7 3 4.401E-02 7 4
8 I 2.793E-02 8 2 5.016E-02 8 3
9 0 7.306E-03 9 I 3.282E-02 9 2
9 5 2.972E-0210 0 9.470E-03I0 1
10 4 1.062E-02!0 5 2.806E-0211 0
11 3 6.495E-0411 4 1,808E-02II 5
CROSS-SECTIONSASSLHEDTO BE THE _E
5.287 6.673 i0.01 13.35
2.950£-162.830E-162.380E-161.900E-161.550E-16!.I00E-160.990E-16
!.475E-02 3 3 4.141E-02 3 4 6.928£-02
2.518E-02 4 3 5.561E-02 4 4 6.688E-02
1,063E-02 5 2 3.603E-02 5 3 6.I05E-02
2.267E-03 6 I !.617E-02 6 2 4.487E-02
2,567E-04 7 0 3.621E-93 7 I 2.21_-02
6.369E-03 7 5 9.586E-03 8 0 5.322E-03
2.875E-02 8 4 5.422E-02 8 5 2.267E-02
4.629E-02 9 3 1.493E-03 9 4 3.046E-03
3.634E-0210 2 3.93%-02 I0 3 5.296E-03
1.16%-02 1! I 3.827E-02II 2 3.098E-02
2.041E-02 0 ! 4.563E-05 I 0 2.100E-05
AS FOR X-B OF CRu_,IDALL_AL
16.68 25,02 33.36 50.04
0.680E-16
O,
N2+JDI 3 4 43
0 7 !.400E-04 0 8 6,043E-04 0 9 7.837E-03 0 I0 2.271E-02 0 !I 5.541E-02
0 12 1.799E-01 0 13 2.263E-01 0 14 1.314E-01 0 15 4.570E-02 I 6 2,347E-04
I 7 9.487E-04 I 8 3.397E-03 I 9 2.75%-02 I I0 5.842E-02 ! II 9.454E-02
I 12 6.34%-02 ! 13 4.704E-03 I 14 1.817E-01 I 15 2.540E-01 I 16 1.953E-02
I 17 4.728E-04 2 5 2.643E-04 2 6 1,016E-03 2 7 3.458E-03 2 8 1.021E-02
2 9 5.05%-02 2 I0 7.533E-02 2 1! 7.295E-02 2 13 4.086E-02 2 14 1,873E-02
2 15 4.644E-02 2 16 2.376E-01 2 17 1.340E-03 2 18 I,,.4E-O_ 3 4 2.611E-04
3 5 9.672E-04 3 6 3.154E-03 3 7 8.963E-03 3 8 2,160E-02 3 9 6.20_-02
3 10 5.959E-02 3 11 2.542E-02 3 !2 2,94%-02 3 13 5.398E-02 3 !4 2.494E-02
3 !5 7,028E-02 3 16 2.15%-01 3 17 4.280E-02 3 18 6.927E-03 3 19 !.08_--03
4 3 2,49!E-04 4 4 9.037E-04 4 5 2.846E-03 4 6 7.804E-03 4 7 1.832E-02
4 8 3.544E-02 4 9 5.343E-02 4 I0 2.664E-02 4 11 5.688E-04 4 !2 4.220E-02
4 13 1.237E-02 4 14 4.757E-02 4 15 2.575E-03 4 16 1.230E-02 4 17 3.780E-01
4 18 _ _ n_o.4J7E- 4 19 2.702E-04 5 2 2.367E-04 5 3 8.676E-04 5 4 2.67!E-03
5 5 7,086E-03 5 6 1.615E-02 5 7 3.080E-02 5 8 4_649E-02 5 9 2.97%-02
5 I0 3.001E-03 5 11 8.579E-03 5 12 1.775E-02 5 13 i.744E-03 5 14 !.063E-02
5 _ 1.880E-02 5 16 1.431E-02 _ I? 1.539E-0! 5 18 4.1!2E-01 5 19 3.821E-02
6 ! 2.178E-04 6 2 8.595E-04 6 3 2.654E-03 6 4 G.BG5E-03 G 5 1.51_-02
6 6 2,822E-02 6 7 4.257E-02 G 8 4.771E-02 6 9 : o....no .o, ,o_-v_6 t0.2.823E-03
6 11 2.488E-02 6 12 1.644E-04 6 13 1.976E-02 6 14 2.G58E-03 6 15 3.042E-02
6 16 3.59%-02 6 17 1.765E-02 6 18 1.712E-01 7 O !.727E-04 7 I 8.435E-04
7 2 2.765E-03 7 3 7.1!IE-03 7 4 1.526E-02 7 5 2.754E-02 7 6 4.07%-02
7 7 4.643E-02 7 8 3.489E-02 7 9 3.820E-04 7 10 1.705E-02 7 !I 2.39%-02
7 12 8.803E-03 7 13 2,183E-02 7 14 1.994E-02 7 15 6.925E-03 7 16 7.100E-03
7 17 9.588E-04 7 18 6.941E-03 7 !9 3.421E-01 8 0 2.867E-03 8 I 8.360E-03
8 2 1.925E-02 8 3 3.094E-02 8 4 4.274E-02 8 5 4.639E-02 8 6 3.593E-02
8 7 ...._.472E-028 8 3.228E-04 8 9 2.106E-02 8 10 4 ",u_-u_C_ 3 11 1.462E-04
8 12 1.049E-02 8 13 1.107E-03 8 14 9.045E-04 8 15 1.456E-02 8 !6 1.706E-02
8 17 1.621E-02 8 18 1.177E-02 8 19 7.52%-03 9 0 9.386E-03 9 1 2.003E-02
9 2 3.486E-02 9 3 4.571E-02 9 4 4.740E-02 9 5 3.49£E-02 9 6 1.414E-02
9 7 4.308E-04 9 8 6.384E-03 9 9 1.362E-02 9 10 2.217E-04 9 11 9,246E-03
9 12 1.145E-04 9 13 1,121E-02 9 14 5.186E-03 9 15 9.625E-03 9 16 7.202E-03
9 !7 3.854E-04 9 18 !.447E-02 9 19 !.08%-02 10 0 2.588E-0210 1 3.808E-02
!0 2 5.164E-0210 3 4,874E-0210 4 3.393E-02!0 5 1.229E-0210 6 2.35iE-04
I0 7 6.373E-0310 8 1.858E-0210 9 !.047E-03I0 10 5.866E-0310 1! 1.372E-02
10 12 5,994£-03!0 13 9.97%-03 10 14 1.!82E-0210 16 4.727E-0410 17 7.276E-03
10 18 7.282E-0410 19 1.407E-0211 0 1.113E-0111 I 5.352E-0211 2 3.%0E-02
1! 3 7.436E-0311 5 9.672E-0311 6 1.900E-0211 7 1.50%-02 11 B !.93%-03
85
OF. POOR QUAL|TV
11 9 1.243E-0211 10 5.944E-03
1! 14 8.869E-04 11 15 8.174E-03
12 0 1,993E-0112 I !.168E-03
12 5 i.654E-0212 6 6.967E-04







17 5.154E-04 11 18
3 2,!62E-0212 4
8 1.279E-02 !2 10
_ _ !2 !514 4...4_E-0_
CROSS-SECTIONSASS&_EDTOBE THE SAME AS FOR X-B OF CR&N_LL _ AL






















28.4450 2.08833 0.5350 1.82473
1,401E+017.872E+044,000E+00!.500E+000.000E+00
1,40!E+0!7.872E+044.000E+001.500E+000.000E+00
CROSS-SECTIONSASSUMED cJ_4EAS FOR N2 I-3 OF CARTWRIGHTET AL
9.7594 10.618 13.27 15.93 19.91 26.55 3_,5i
0. 0.054E-160.225E-160.299E-!60,241E-160.156E-160.120E-16
CROSS-SECTIONSASSUMEDSAME AS FOR N2 i-3 OF _RII@IGFFF_AL
3,5909 3.907 4.884 5.860 7.325 9,767 12.70
O, 0.054E-160.225E-160.299E-!60.241E-160.15_E-_ 0.i20E-16
CROSS-SECTIONSASSUMED SAME AS FOR N2 i-3 OF CARTNRIGHTET AL
2.4066 2.618 3.273 3.928 4.9!0 6.546 8,510
0. 0.054E-160.225E-160.299E-!60.241E-160.156E-i60.120E-16
_DhCO-Q_PTTFIId_ASSUMED S_t4EAS FORN2 ' o.............. _-_ OF CAR_RIGHT ET AL
1.2110 1.318 1.647 1.976 2.470 3.294 4._
O. 0.054E-160.225E-160.299E-160.241E-160.!56E-!60.120E-16
N2 VK ! 2 72
0 0 5.900E-04 0 1 5.337E-03 0 .?2.2%E-02 0 ..°6.._,.._'P?_-r'"_.,. 0 4
0 5 1.688E-01 0 6 1.894E-0! 0 7 1.704E-02 0 8 !,250E-01 n 9
0 10 3 828E-02 0 1! 1.621E-02 0 ''_q ?onr-n_ F!_._I "_opr-r.o0 14
! _:_3.319E-03 1 1 2.278E-02 i 2 6.919E-02 I 3 !.193E-01 1 4
! 5 6.383E-02 1 6 6.256E-03 1 7 1.795E-02 1 8 7,866E-02 1 9
1 i0 !,450E-01 1 1i !.100E-0! 1 12 6.404E-02 1 13 2.963E-02 1 14
2 0 9.975E-03 2 1 5.085E-02 2 2 1.035E-0! 2 3 9.732E-{_22 4
2 _._.._,,_.°_'-fI_.,2 6 5.473E-02 2 ?,8.924E-02 _? 8 4.616E-02 _? 9
2 !0 2.955E-02 2 ii 1.001E-0! 2 !2 1.378E-0! 2 13 1.1%E-0! 2 14
3 0 2,133E-02 3 ! 7.850E-02 3 2 9.768E-02 3 3 3.326E-.423 4
3 5 5,6!7E-02 3 6 6.391E-02 3 7 8,564E-03 3 8 1.697E-92 3 9
3 !0 6.181E-02 3 11 7.600E-03 3 12 1,520E-02 3 13 8.383E-02 F.14
4 0 3.642E-02 4 ! 9.328E-02 4 2 5.998E-02 4 3 3.7i4E-04 4 4
4 5 5,758E-02 4 6 4,_25E-03 4 7 2.554E-02 4 8 6.331E-02 4 9
410 _ r o,.127.-0_ 4 11 6.276E-02 4 !2 6.314E-02 4 13 9,383E-03 4 !4
5 0 5.290E-02 5 i 8.962E-02 5 2 2.0iiE-02 5 3 i.465E-02 5 4
5 5 1.223E-02 5 6 1.688E-02 5 7 5.462E-02 5 8 1.965E-02 5 9
._ . : n_ I" _ _a_-n_- 5 145 le 5.871E-02 5 1,_ 2 n16r-02 5 12 6.J85E-_,.- 5 c,-........
P,.0 6,7.gE-Oz 6 1 7.082E-02 6 2 8,381E-04 6 3 -,._.._.'_:. _oc_',_,.__S 4
6 52,630E-03 6 64,768E-02 6 ,'........ 6 9-,_o_-._ G _
_ _ c-p 5ICi9.734E-03 6 !i ..729,.0- 6 12 .579E-02 6 13 1.457E-02 6 14
7 0 7.939E-02 "_,1 4.539E-02 7 ,.°_...=o.,,_'_a__,:_,,.7 3 u._-'_r_-u_-='-n', 7 4
_, _ _ or,=_r,_ _ _'°?L02 _ 7_ 7_OE-n? 7 8 4.308E-02 7 9











































8 0 8,588£-02 8 I 2,205E'02 8 2 2331E-02 8 3 3,803E-02 8 4 1,933E-03
8 5 4.203E-02 8 6 4,185E-03 8 7 2,701E-02 8 8 2.572E-02 8 9 4.073E-03
8 I0 4,148E-02 8 II 6,297E-03 8 12 2,185E-02 8 !3 4.002E-02 8 14 3,600E-04
o._ou_-u_ 9 I 6,435E-03 9 2 3,838E-02 9 3 1,651E-02 9 4 !.81_-02
9 5 2.890E-02 9 6 3,763E-03 9 7 3,B%E-02 9 8 8,855E-04 9 9 3.!09E-02
9 10 1,592E-02 9 11 1,083E-02 9 12 3,765E-02 9 13 6.326E-04 9 14 3.2S4E-02
I0 '38.434E-02I0 I 2,053E-04i0 2 4,527E-02I0 3 2,254E-0310 4 3.349E-02
10 5 8,054E-0310 6 2.242E-02I0 7 1,837E-0210 8 9,744E-0310 9 3,G2GE-02
i0 I0 5,29!E-0410 11 3,475E-02I0 12 5,380E-03I0 13 2,2_.8E-02!0 14 2,757E-02
11 0 7,8!2E-021! ! 2,015E-03!I 2 4,180E-0211 3 9.890E-04!! 4 3,530E-02
11 5 1.684E-0511 B 3,257E-0211 7 1,243E-03!I 8 2,835E-0211 9 7,166E-02
11 I0 1.963E-02Ii II 1.892E-0211 12 7,224E-031! 13 3.197E-02II 14 5,82_-06
12 0 6,988E-0212 ! 9,015E-0312 2 3.141E-02!2 3 9.423E-03!2 4 2,493E-[12
12 5 7,426E-0312 6 2,478E-0212 7 4,205E-0312 8 2.719E-0212 9 9,855E-04
12 10 2.%2E-02 12 11 2.597E-0412 12 2,853E-0212 13 5.872E-0312 14 2,016E-02
i3 0 6,071E-02i3 I !,817E-0213 2 1,899E-0213 3 2,061E-0213 4 1,116E-02
13 5 2.003E-021,3 6 9,630E-0313 7 1.809E-0213 8 1,114E-0213 9 1,477E-02
13 I0 1,519E-0213 !i 9.782E-0313 12 2,152E-0213 !3 3,791E-0313 14 2,831E-04
14 0 5.149E-0214 I 2.707E-0214 2 8,494E-0314 3 2,870E-0214 4 1.925E-03
14 5 2.732E-0214 G 5,698E-04!4 7 2,695E-0214 8 4.334E-0414 9 2,527E-02
!4 !0 9,608E-0414 11 2,437E-0214 12 2,827E-0314 13 2,209E-0214 14 7,438E-03
15 0 4,280E-0215 1 3.418E-0215 2 2,038E-03!5 3 3.!0(E-0215 4 2,871E-04
15 5 2,560E-0215 6 2,212E-0315 7 2,191E-0215 o,93,623E-0315 9 2,041E-02
15 10 3.825E-0315 11 2,GB6E-02!5 !2 2.852E-0315 13 2.288E-0215 14 1.148E-03
2 !5 3,567E-02 2 16 ! 342E-02 2 i7 4.046E-03 3 15 I._97E-0_ 3 7,543E-02
3 17 3,543E-02 3 18 1.287E-02 3 !9 3.690E-03 4 15 8.294E-G2 4 16 i,299E-01
4 !7 I,!52E-01 4 !8 6.961E-02 4 19 3,095E-02 5 !5 5,905E-03 5 16 i.9,R2E-02
5 17 9,2!0E-02 5 18 1,304E-01 5 19 1,066E-01 G 15 6,531E-02 6 16 4,826E-02
6 17 1.141E-03 6 18 3,%6E-02 6 19 !,068E-01 6 20 !,299E-01 5 20 5,938E-02
6 21 9.341E-02 6 22 4.662E-02 6 23 1.704E-02 G 24 4.706E-03 7 20 5,591E-02
7 15 6,!43E-03 7 !6 2,227E-02 7 17 G.B87E-02 7 18 3,475E-02 7 2! 1,216E-01
7 22 1,217E-01 7 23 7.625E-02 7 24 3.334E-02 7 25 1,070E-02 8 15 3.610E-03
8 16 4,227E-02 8 18 3.936E-02 E:19 6,567E-02 8 20 !.463E-02 9 21 !,I14E-02
_" _i ,", ..22 8.420E-02 8 23 1.305E-0! 8 24 1.069,.-_._B 25 5.701E-02 c.26 2,147E-02
9 _= . ') _ o . _? _ _
.., 2:810E-0-2 _ _,6 ,.,26 '-0., g ._ 4,748E-02 g 18 2,607-E-02 19 3,787E-03
20 5.775Z-02 9 2! 5.110E-02 9 22 i.516E-03 9 23 3.SG3E-02 9 2_ 1,120E-O!
9 25 1,284E-01 9 26 8,575E-02 9 27 3,8!3E-02I0 i5 1.944E-03I0 16 4,137E-02
!0 17 1.221E-3210 18 1,464E-0210 19 5,044E-0210 21 2.0G6E-0210 22 6,749E-02
•9 ! _'.10 23 _.,7,.7..02 10 25 7,141E-0210 26 1,302E-0110 27 1,136E-01 11 15 3,333E-02
!I 16 1,235E-02ii 17 1,382E-0211 18 3,941E-0211 20 3,440E-0211 2! 3,86_-02
11 23 4,661E-0211 24 5,915E-0211 26 2.730E-0211 27 I r '?=-01!2 _...... • ,_ 1,998E-02
12 16 G,OOOE-03i2 17 3.526E-02!2 !9 3.137E-0212 20 2,798E-02!2 22 4.881E-02
, p.!2 23 1.619E-0212 24 1,223E-0212 25 (L568E-0212 26 3,347E-0213 16 3.062-02
13 !8 2,180E-0213 19 2,293E-02!3 21 4.054E-0213 23 2.521E-0213 24 4,374E-02
13 26 4,106E-0213 27 6,i74E-0214 !5 1,686E-0214 16 1,609E-0214 iS 2.250E-02
14 20 3,395E-0214 22 2.305E-0214 23 3.004E-02!4 25 4,613E-0214 26 2.0i5E-02
!-",_!5 2.563E-0215 17 2.719E-0215 19 2,415E-0215 20 1,140E-0215 21 !.370E-02
15 22 2.799E-0215 24 3.891E-0215 26 2,121E-0215 27 4,_01E-0216 21 2,925E-02
CROSS-SECTIC_SFRE_ CARTNRIGHT
14, 17. 20. 26.
0.030E-I_0,094E-i60.!48E-160.204E-160.225E-160.183E-160.I13E-16
6.1_93 7, 9, II.
O,
O.
N2 BX 1 3 28
0 0 6.117E-02 0 i 1.909E-01 0 2 2,753E-01 0 3 2.4!6E-01 0 4 1,442E-01
0 5 6.185E-02 0 G 1.953E-02 0 7 4,555E-03 0 8 7.694E-04 ! 0 1,487E-0!
8? s
OF POOR _-_ _
1 i 1.921E-01 I 2 4.450E-02
1 6 1.509E-01 1 7 6.917E-02
2 0 !,999E-01 2 I 6.307E-02
2 5 1.167E-02 2 6 1,314E-01
2 10 1,434E-02 2 11 !,9%E-04
3 3 3.337E-02 3 4 3,276E-02
3 S 1,547E-01 3 9 !.76%-01
4 0 1.585E-0! 4 i 3.398E-02
4 5 4,742E-03 4 6 6,269E-02
4 !0 !,807E-01 4 11 6.192E-02
5 ! 9,570E-02 5 2 1,173E-02
5 G 5.414E-02 5 7 5.903E-03
5 !i 1.7%E-01 5 12 9,843E-02
6 i 1,298E-01 6 2 7,534E-03
6 6 1,317E-03 6 7 6.981E-02
6 11 8,608E-02 6 12 1.876E-01
7 0 3,542E-02 7 I 1,236E-01
7 5 8,094E-03 7 6 5.!30E-02
7 10 7,ilOE-03 7 1! 1.956E-02
7 15 !.304E-02 7 16 6.258E-04
c_...°7,048E-03 8 4 4,075E-02
8 8 4,374E-02 8 9 4,4!8E-03
8 13 4.720E-03 8 !4 1.308E-01
9 0 5,388E-0S 9 ! 5.iG2E-02
9 5 3,857E-02 9 6 8,992E-04
9 11 2,077E-02 9 12 2,099E-02
r. , f_r._ • _T
_RO..oSE_,IONS FROM CARTWRIGHT
7,3529 B. 10,
I -3 I:GSBE:02 i 4 1,444E-01 i 5 2,072E-01
I 8 2,138E-02 i 9 4,492E-03 I 10 G.!23E-O_
2 2 2,445E-02 2 3 1,293E-01 2 4 4,565E-02
2 7 1.908E-01 2 8 1,322E-0! 2 9 5,475E-02
3 0 1.969E-01 3 I 1.978E-04 3 2 1,039E-01
3 5 1,08GE-01 3 G 2.04GE-02 3 7 3.142E-02
3 I0 I,O06E-OI 3 11 6.368E-03 3 12 6,241E-04
4 2 7,628E-02 4 3 9,2i5E-03 4 4 8,940E-02
4 7 8,009E-02 4 8 5,373E-04 4 9 7,885E-02
4 12 !,426E-02 4 i3 1.602E-03 5 0 !,099E-0!
5 3 6,681E-02 5 4 1,986E-02 5 5 4,484E-02
5 8 8,773E-02 5 9 3,286E-02 5 10 i,764E-02
5 !3 2.745E-02 5 14 3.571E-0_ 6 0 6,681E-02
6 3 6,134E-02 G 4 8.044E-03 6 5 G.331E-02
G 8 9.108E-03 6 9 4,5_IE-02 6 10 7.154E-02
_o !,375E-0i 6 14 4,692E-02 _ 15 2,910E-04
7 2 6,025E-02 7 3 1,155E-02 7 4 5.031E-02
7 7 1.502E-02 7 8 3,G24E-02 7 9 4,307E-02
7 12 3.391E-02 7 13 1,690E-01 7 14 !,718E-01
8 0 1,578E-02 8 i 9.080E-02 8 2 !,!33E-0!
8 5 IA39E-02 8 6 4.0,1E-_ 8 7 1.422E-02
B 10 5.827E-02 8 11 5,267E-02 B i2 4,908EJJ2
8 15 1.030E-01 8 16 _._°n__q_ p_17 .._265E-0S
9 2 !.24%-01 9 3 6.428E-02 9 4 2.636E-03
9 7 5.011E-02 9 9 4.652E-02 9 10 3.142E-%
9 !3 6.G14E-02 9 14 1.4!8E-07 9 15 2.013E-0!
!2. 15. 20. 26 3G.
O. 0.054E-160.225E-160.299E-160.241E-160.15GE-IG{_.i20E-160.076E-16
O.
N2 LBH i 4 38
0 0 4.315E-02 ! 0 !.162E-01 2 0 1.713E-01 3 0 1.835E-(ii4 0 1.oO_E-u_
5 0 1.214E-01 6 0 8.287E-02 7 0 5.230E-02 8 0 3.109E-[:29 0 !.764E-0_
10 0 _.661Z-03 11 0 5.146E-0312 0 2.684E-03!3 O 1.378E-0_ 0 1 1.517E-01
I I !.932E-0! 2 1 9.677E-02 3 1 !.212E-02 4 1G.391E-03 5 1 4.706E-02
6 1 8.542E-02 7 I 9,971E-02 8 i 9,21GE-02 9 ! 7.346E-02ivani_5."_'=_:ov.-u_"
11 1 3.530E-02i2 1 2.230E-02 ._3 1 1.350E-0214 ._7.g17E-%._ 0 2 _._x_-_'_n_
I 2 8.049E-02 2 2 3.276E-03 3 2 7.554E-02 4 2 9.66!E-02 5 2 4.668E-02
G 2 4.538E-03 7 2 5.7%E-03 8 2 3.372E-02 9 2 G.!OSE-02!0 2 7.378E-02
1! 2 7.!63E-0212 2 6.044E-02!3 2 4.625E-0214 2 3.296E-02 0 3 2.492E-01
2 3 1.074E-01 3 3 G.931E-02 4 3 5.812E-04 5 3 3.392E-0_ _ _ ?,._._?_qp-n:_
7 3 5.658E-02 8 3 1.826E-02 9 3 1.314E-0410 3 9.747E-Z'Z:!! _ 3.200E-02
12 3 5.10!E-02 ...._°_ 5.954E-02!4 3 5.797E-02 0 4 1.731E-0] ! 4 8.-__E-O_
2 4 8.598E-02 _ 4 3.60GE-O_ 4 4 7.7_4E-02 5 a _= _'_5 ..... - .... G 4 2.795E-03
12 4 1.158E-0313 4 1.398E-0214 4 3.i42E-02 0 5 8.808E-02 I 5 1.851E-01
5 9.511E-02 4 5 3,735E-02 5 5 8.364E-03 _ 5 6.347_-_2 _ _ 4.694E-02
8 5 4,209E-03 9 5 9,234E-03I0 5 3.9!8E-02I! 5 4.9!SE-02 !2 5 3.29_E-02
i3 5 1.091E-0_14 5 2,538E-04 0 6 3.399E-02 I 6 1,752E-01 2 6 G,451E-02
3 6 6,580E-02 4 6 I.G89E-02 5 6 7.%2E-02 6 6 1.485E-02 7 6 1,278E-02
11 6 4.BO4E-0312 6 2.SGOE-0213 6 4,237E-02!4 G 3.472E-02 0 7 1.0!_-02
4 ? _ h_r A i
. i.vo_-u. 2 7 1,640E-01 4 7 _.667E-02 5 7 7,_12E-03 G 7 4,042E-{!2
7 7 _.,__? p-n_ 8 ?,4.74BE-0_ 9 7 1,587E-0210 7 _,__a_-_ 11 7 3.44GE-02
12 ?,J._=ooo__n_.13 ?_2.321E-03]4 7 _?.040E-020 8 2.3_2E-_? I 8 4.250E-(i2
88
2 8 1.614E-0! 3 8 7.840E-02
7 8 1.040E-03 8 8 5.031E-02
13 8 3.071E-0214 8 G.G95E-03
3 9 1.G32E-01 4 9 9.1G8E-03
8 9 1.751E-02 9 9 1.174E-02
14 9 3.680E-02 I 10 2.968E-03
5 10 7.958E-03 6 10 7.874E-02
i0 i0 1.843E-03I] 10 2.257E-02
2 ii 1.0GOE-02 3 11 7.518E-02
7 1i 3.2!0E-02 8 11 5.359E-02
13 1! 2,SGSE-0214 11 3.G26E-02
5 12 !,402E-01 G 12 1.628E-03
10 12 1.!51E-0211 12 1.839E-02
3 13 6.824E-03 4 !3 5,304E-02
8 !3 7.3!7E-02 9 13 1.239E-02
CROSS-SECTiC_SFROM CAR'PARIGHT
8.5489 9. 11. 13.
O, O.OIgE-IG0
4 8 3,6ib'E-025 8 4.675E-02 6 B 5,502E-02
9 8 3.B69E-0211 8 1.742E-0212 8 4,169E-02
0 9 4.454E-04 ! 9 !.2SQE-02 2 9 9.406E-02
5 9 8.536E-02 6 9 2,0!0E-03 7 9 G,755E-02
!0 9 4.934E-0211 9 2.518E-0213 9 1.75_-02
2 10 3.71_-02 3 10 1,q31E-01 4 10 1,085E-01
7 10 1.538E-02 8 10 3.!44E-02 9 10 5.074E-02
12 10 4.332E-0213 10 1.638E-02 I !i 5.266E-04
4 11 1.626E-01 5 11 3.9!IE-02 G 11 5.144E-02
9 11 1.246E-0310 11 4.905E-0211 11 2.699E-02
2 12 2.253E-03 3 12 2.675E-02 4 12 1.179E-01
7 12 8.354E-02 8 !2 1.043E-03 9 12 6.308E-02
12 12 4.567E-0213 12 1.068E-0214 12 4.524E-03
5 13 1.499E-01 G 13 8.717E-02 7 13 1,195E-02
10 13 3,555E-0211 13 4.096E-0213 13 3.30_-02
15. 18. 22. 30.
.099E-160.180E-160.25GE-160,297E-160.258E-160.204E-16
5880.
N2 I+ 2 3 36
0 0 3.382E-01 i 0 4.065E-01 2 0 1.975E-0_ 3 0 5.014E-02 4 0 7,191E-03
5 0 5,871E-04 6 0 2.616E-05 0 1 3.248E-01 i 1 2.310E-03 2 1 2,120E-01
3 1 2.987E-0! 4 1 !,3!8E-01 5 1 2,729E-02 6 1 2,925E-03 7 ! 1.613E-04
0 2 1,900E-01 I 2 1.032E-01 2 2 1.132E-01 3 2 3,8G8E-02 4 2 2.738E-01
2 2,107E-91 6 2 6.148E-02 7 2 8,462E-03 8 2 5,G75E-04 9 2 1.719E-05
0 38.857E-02 1 3 1.782E-01 2 3 !,205E-03 3 3 1.623E-01 4 3 1.807E-03
5 3 1.808E-01 G 3 2,605E-01 7 3 1,065E-01 8 3 1,857E-02 9 3 1,495E-03
10 3 5.24!E-05 0 4 3.649E-02 1 4 1.450E-01 2 4 7.724E-02 3 4 3.227E-02
4 4 1.139E-01 5 4 4.780E-02 6 4 8,_05E-Oz 7 4 2,70_E-01 8 4 !,561E-01
9 4 3.420E-0210 4 3.274E-03!I 4 1.318E-Oa 0 5 1.399E-02 ! 5 8,647E-02
2 5 1,275E-01 3 5 9.050E-03 4 5 8,823E-02 5 5 4.262E-02 6 5 !.040E-01
7 5 1.91GE-02 8 5 2.438E-01 9 5 2,029E-0110 5 5.5GgE-0211 5 G.299E-03
12 5 2,890E-04 0 6 5,!47E-03 i G 4,367E-02 2 6 1,127E-01 3 6 6.9!0E-02
4 6 5.227E-03 5 G 1.057E-01 6 6 3.171E-03 7 6 1.291E-01 8 6 2,766E-05
9 6 1,919E-01I0 6 2.402E-0!II G 8.265E-0212 6 1,099E-0213 6 5.717E-04
0 7 i.851E-03 1 7 2,000E-02 2 7 7.496E-02 3 7 1.009E-0i 4 7 1,798E-02
5 7 3,829E-02 6 7 8.078E-02 7 7 _.748E-0_ 8 7 1,159E-0! 9 7 1,694E-02
!0 7 1.299E-0111 7 2.630E-0112 7 1,140E-0113 7 1.777E-0214 7 1,044E-03
4 8 6,361E-02 6 8 6,gGTE-02 7 8 3.946E-02 8 8 3,G33E-02 9 8 7.862E-02
10 8 5.219E-0211 8 7.206E-0212 8 2.688E-0113 8 1.480E-0114 8 2.702E-02
15 8 1.785E-03IG 8 3.480E-05 0 9 2,348E-04 1 9 3.5c:9E-032 9 2.!82E-02
3 9 6.406E-02 4 9 8.349E-02 5 9 2,454E-02 6 9 1.2_9E-02 7 9 7,733E-02
8 9 8,3GOE-03 9 9 6,773E-02I0 9 3.765E-0211 9 8,779E-0212 9 2,857E-02
13 9 2.575E-0!14 9 1.826E-0115 9 3,902E-02!6 9 2,873E-0317 9 G,131E-05
0 10 8.403E-05 1 I0 1,463E-03 2 10 1.053E-02 3 I0 3.917E-02 4 10 7.511E-02
5 !0 5.820E-02 6 10 2,460E-03 7 10 3.B33E-02 8 10 G.O77E-02 9 !0 3,194E-04
!0 !0 8,370E-0211 10 9,012E-0312 I0 1.109E-0113 I0 4.687E-0314 10 2,315E-01
15 10 2.154E-0!16 10 5.395E-0217 10 4.480E-0318 10 1.089E-04 0 11 3.038E-05
1 1! 5.gG7E-04 2 11 4.885E-03 3 11 2,187E-02 4 1! 5.510E-02 5 1! 7.056E-02
6 11 2.810E-02 7 11 2.738E-03 8 11 5.721E-02 9 11 3,305E-0210 1! 1.30E_2
11 11 7,_97E-0212 11 2,6!7E-0513 11 1.156E-0114 II 7.733E-0415 ii 1,94_-01
16 1i 2.443E-0117 11 7.185E-0218 11G.G75E-03 19 11 1.658E-04 O 12 1.114E-05
1 !2 2.380E-04 2 12 2.212E-03 3 12 1.151E-02 4 12 3,567E-02 5 12 6,338E-02
6 12 5.26!E-02 7 12 6.400E-03 8 12 1.852E-02 9 12 5.945E-0210 12 9.576E-0_
11 12 3.527E-02 _o _•_ 12 5.846E-02 o 12 9.342E-0314 12 1.029E-0115 12 1.330E-02
89 !....
OF POOR Q_-' __
16 12 1.516E-01 I7 12 2.672E-01 18 12 9.261E-02 19 12 9.615E-03 1 !3 9.627E-05
CROSS-SECTIC_SASSUMEDS#?4EAS B-X OF _R_RIGHT
io1842 1.288 I.G1! !.933 2,416 3.221 a.187 5,798
O. 0,054E-160.225E-160,299E-160.241E-160,156E-i60,!20E-160,076E-I_
90nnEX-n4
R2 AIA 2 4 24
0 137.827E-01 0 1 1,791E-01 0 2 3,059E-02 0 3 5,717E-03 0 4 5,717E-03
0 5 !,303E-03 0 G 3.G56E-04 0 7 1,238E-04 i 0 7,827E-01 i 1 !.791E-01
i 2 3.059E-02 i 3 5,717E-03 I 4......5,717E-03 I 5 _'ono"-n-_....._ 6 3,656E-04
i 7 1.238E-04 2 0 2.095E-01 2 1 5,035E-01 2 2 2.184E-01 2 35,205E-02
2 4 5,205E-02 2 5 1.1%E-02 2 6 3,080E-03 2 7 9,274E-04 2 8 3,263E-04
2 9 3,263E-04 2 10 1,320E-04 3 0 7.735E-03 3 1 3,024E-01 3 2 3,595E-0!
"_ 4 q '_ A',•_ 3 2,312E-01 3 4 2.3!2E-01 3 5 7,099E-02 3 6 ,,,4_E-_, 3 7 5,626E-03
3 S 1,826E-03 3 9 1,826E-03 3 10 G,737E-04 3 11 2.808E-04 3 12 !.305E-04
4 0 7.735E-03 4 1 3,024E-01 4 2 3,595E-01 4 3 2,312E-01 4 4 2.312E-01
4 5 7,099E-02 4 6 !,943E-02 4 7 5,626E-03 4 8 1,826E-03 4 9 1.826E-03
4 !0 6,737E-04 4 !i 2.808E-04 4 12 1.305E-04 5 0 1,179E-04 5 1 1,479E-02
5 2 3.693E-01 5 3 2.594E-01 5 4 2,594E-01 5 5 2,275E-0! 5 6 8.641E-02
5 7 2.778E-02 5 8 9.051E-03 5 9 9,05!E-03 5 10 3.194E-03 5 !i 1,248E-03
5 12 5,408E-04 5 13 2,581E-04 6 1 1,910E-04 6 2 2,!98E-02 6 3 4.228E-01
6 4 4.228E-0i 6 5 1,870E-01 6 6 2,121E-01 6 7 9,699E-02 6 8 3,623E-02
6 9 3,623E-02 6 10 1,328E-02 6 11 5,125E-03 6 12 2,139E-03 6 13 9,724E-04
P la6 14 2.558E-04 7 1 1.910E-04 7 2 2,198E-02 7 3 4.228E-0i 7 4 4.228=-C_
7 5 1.870E-0! 7 6 2,!21E-01 7 7 9.G99E-02 7 8 3,G23E-02 7 9 3.623E-02
7 !G 1.328E-02 7 11 5,125E-03 7 12 2,139E-03 7 13 9,724E-04 7 14 2,558E-04
8 2 1,834E-04 8 3 2.SGGE-02 8 4 2,866E-02 8 5 4.674E-01 8 6 !,355E-01
8 7 !.8%E-01 8 8 1.020E-01 8 9 1,020E-01 8 I0 4,380E-02 8 11 1,803E-02
8 !2 7,629E-03 8 13 3,421E-03 8 14 8,450E-04 9 3 1.027E-04 9 4 1,027E-04
9 5 3,385E-02 9 6 5.061E-01 9 7 9,970E-02 9 8 !.642E-01 9 9 1,642E-01
9 10 !,016E-01 9 11 4,959E-02 9 12 2,280E-02 9 13 I n_or_n_ 9 14 "_"rl_r _'"
CROSS-SECTIC_SaSSUMEDSAMEAS B-X OF CAR_RIGHT
2,3799 2,589 3,237 3,884 4,885 6,473 8,415 11,g5
0, 0,054E-160,225E-160,299E-160,241E-160,156E-16 _,_'UE-161_n 0,076E-16
0.0
N2 AIB 3 4 11
002,005E-03019,979E-01022,005E-03102,005E-07 I 19,979E-01
! 22.005E-03209.942E-01 211,966E-03229.942E-01 233.781E-03
2 4 3,781E-03 3 0 3.652E-03 3 2 3,G52E-03 3 3 9,90tE-0_ 3 4 9,907E-01
3 5 5.449E-03 3 6 1.042E-04 3 7 1,042E-04 4 0 3,G52E-03 4 2 3,652E-03
4 3 9,907E-01 4 4 9.%7E-01 4 5 5,449E-03 4 6 1,042E-04 4 7 1,042E-04
5 0 1,335E-04 5 2 1,335E-04 5 3 5,189E-03 5 4 5.189E-0: 5 5 9.°75E-01
5 6 6.927E-03 5 7 6,927E-03 5 8 !,787E-04 6 3 2,431E-Oq 6 4 2,431E-04
6 5 6,497E-03 6 6 9.848E-0! 6 7 9,848E-01 6 8 8,129E-03 6 9 2.877E-04
7 3 2.431E-04 7 4 2.431E-04 7 5 6,497E-03 7 6 9.848E-0! 7 7 9.848E-01
7 S 8.129E-03 7 9 2,877E-04 8 5 3,900E-04 8 6 7,497E-03 8 7 7,a97E-03
E' 8 9,826E-01 8 9 8,985E-03 9 6 5.732E-04 9 7 5.732E-04 9 o _ _:._r-no
CROSS-SECTI_ ASSUMEDS#b4EAS B-X OF _R_RIGFFF
!.1956 1,301 1,626 !,951 2.439 3,252 4.229 5,854
O. 0,054E-160,225E-160.299E-160,241E-!60.15GE-!6,._._,r',_nr-4K.,,.O 076E-1G
O,
NO 30.010 3 3 6 3 0
4.000 60.550 1903.855 13.970 -0.00! 0.000
2,00043965,69.92371,300 14,480 -0,280 0,000
.-s.









0 3P !,600E+015.249E÷049.000E÷O01. 00E+O0
CROSS-SECTIONSASSUMEDASSAMEFORNOI-2 OFIMAMI









CROSS-SECTIONSASSUMEDAS SAME FOR NO I-2 OF IMAMI El"AL
1,058 i.1013 1.280 1.650 2.201 2.941 3.671"
0.000E 00 3.370E-181.540E-172.450E-172.980E-173.030E-!72,870E-17
CROSS-SECTIONSASSUMEDAS SAME FOR NO I-2 OF IMAMIET AL






NO 8 I 3 46
0 I.,%0E-03 4 0 3.000E-03 5 0 5.000E-03 6 r_I.....E-02 7 0 1.700E-02
8 0 2.200E-02 9 0 2.900E-0210 _03.200E-0211 0 4,i00E-02 !2 0 5.100E-02
I I 1.000E-03 2 i 4.000E-03 3 1 9.000E-03 4 i 1.700E-02 5 1 3.200E-02
6 i 4.400E-02 7 1 5.900E-02 8 1 5.800E-02 9 1 6.000E-0210 1 5.700E-02
11 1 4.800E-0212 1 3.400E-02 0 2 1.000E-03 1 2 6.{i00E-032 21.800E-02
3 2 3.800E-02 4 2 5.400E-02 5 2 6.900E-02 6 2 7.000E-02 7 2 5.300E-02
8 2 3.600E-02 9 2 1.900E-0210 2 8.000E-0311 2 !.000E-0312 2 3.000E-03
0 3 5.000E-03 ! 3 2,400E-02 2 3 4.B00E-02 3 3 7.600E-02 4 3 7.600E-02
5 3 5.700E-02 6 3 3.200E-02 7 3 7.000E-03 9 3 1.400E-0210 3 2.000E-02
!I 3 3.100E-0212 3 3.800E-02 0 4 1.700E-02 1 4 5.100E-02 2 4 8.500E-02
3 4 °.400E-02 4 4 4.300E-02 5 4 6.000E-03 6 4 !.000E-03 7 4 2.400E-02
4 3.40_E-C2 9 4 4.200E-0210 4 3.400E-0211 4 2,000E-0212 4 I.O00E-03
0 5 4.1C'0E-02i 5 9.700E-02 2 5 9.200E-02 3 5 3.800E-02 4 5 1.000E-03
5 5 !.200E-02 6 5 3.800E-02 7 5 4.600E-02 8 5 2.700E-02 9 5 6.000E-03
11 5 5.000E-0312 5 2.600E-02 0 6 8.200E-02 i 6 1.!70E-01 2 6 4.700Z-02
4 6 3.000E-02 5 6 5.300E-02 6 6 3.500E-02 7 6 5.000E-03 8 6 2.000E-03
9 6 !.800E-0210 6 3.200E-02I! 6 3.100E-0212 6 !.100E-02 0 7 1.250E-01
i 7 8.800E-02 2 7 2.000E-03 3 7 3.300E-02 4 7 6.000E-02 5 7 2.400E-02
7 7 2.,.L._0,. 8 7 ,,.,.,,.,__ 9 "_.3.100E-0210 7 1.000F-0212 7 1.300E-02
I 8 2.900E-02 2 8 2.!00E-02 3 8 6.800E-02 4 8 2.100E-02 5 8 4.000E-03
6 8 3.100E-02 7 8 3.600E-02 8 8 ].400E-0210 8 1.400E-0211 8 2.800E-02
I'7_8 2.000E-02 0 9 !,670E-01 2 9 7.300E-02 3 9 ,._._,,_,_"_n._-p'_4 9 3.000E-03
5 9 4.600E-02 6 9 3.400E-02 7 9 1.000E-03 8 9 I.%_E-02 .9 9 3.000E-02
10 9 2.700E-02ii 9 9.000E-0312 9 3.000E-03 0 10 1.520E-01 ! 10 2.100E-02
2 10 8.200E-02 3 10 1.000E-03 4 10 3.900E-02 5 10 3.700F-02 _ 10 1.000E-03
7 !0 2.200E-02 8 10 3.500E-02 9 10 1.800E-0211 10 8._ }E-03 12 i_ 2.600E-02
0 11 1.140E-0! i 11 7.400E-02 2 ii 4.100E-02 3 II 2._"0E-02 4 !i 5.400E-02
5 II 1,800E-02 6 !I 2.500E-02 7 !I 4.000E-02 8 !! 2.000E-03 9 11 8.000E-03
10 11 2.400E-0211 11 2.600E-0212 1! 1,000E-03 0 12 7.600E-02 ! 12 1.260E-0!
_2 7.200E-02 4 12 1.200E-02 5 !2 2.500E-02 6 12 4.300E-02 7 12 2.000E-03
8 12 i 700E-02 9 12 3.400E-0210 _" _,,,. ,,.1.400E-0212 12 1.200E-02 0 "_ 3.300F.-02
I 13 1.390E-01 2 13 1.800E-02 3 13 5.400E-02 4 13 1.700E-02 5 !3 5.200E-02
I,"{2,000E-03 7 13 2.800E-02 8 !2 2.700E-02 9 13 2.000E-0310 13 1.400E-02
1! 13 3.200E-0212 13 7.000E-03 0 14 1.600E-02 1 !4 1.0_0E-0! 2 14 8.200E-02
,'-:14 9.000E-03 4 14 6.600E-02 5 14 1.400E-02 6 14 1.800E-02 7 14 3.400E-02
9 !4 2.100E-0210 !4 2.700E-0211 14 8.000E-0312 i4 8.000E-03 0 15 7.000E-03
;,,6.800E-02 2 15 1.260E-01 3 15 1.300E-02 4 15 5.600E-02 5 15 1.000E-02
G !6 2.C,JP_E-03! 16 2,800E-02 2 16 1,240E-01 3 16 8.600E-02 4 16 5.000E-03
,_16 _.,.,._,c,'_rl;,_-hC,_6 !6 6.000E-03 7 16 3.100E-02 8 !6 2.200E-0210 16 2.700E-02
!I 16 _.._,,____nFF-no,.,_.12 16 1,000E-03 I ,._'_!.200E-02 ,_!7 7.700E-02 3 !7 1.340E-01
91
_-. _._ _ _% _, _,r_ ,'r'_._ "! ,_"
OE POOR QUALMS%_
q 17 2.900E-02 5 17 5.000E-02 6 17 1,800E-02 7 17 4.200E-02 9 17
!0 17 I._OOE-02I! 17 2.000E-0312 17 3.100E-02 I 18 4,000E-03 2 18
3 18 1.150E-01 4 1B 7,700E-02 5 18 3.000E-03 6 !S _.200E-02 7 18
£ 18 3.500E-02 9 18 2.200E-02i0 18 3.000E-03!I 18 2.900E-0212 18
I 19 1,000E-03 2 !9 !.000E-02 3 19 6.900E-02 4 19 1,290E-01 5 19
6 19 4.000E-02 ? !9 3.800E-02 8 19 3.200E-02 9 19 8,000E-03i0 19
CRO%-SECT]_S ASSUMED TO BE SAME AS FOR NO 1-2 OF IMAM] ET AL











NO G 1 2 3@
c_ 0 2,279E-01 i 0 .,,_670E-01 2 0 _._750E-0!. . 3 ,.n9,900E-02 4 0 2.600E-02
5 0 5.000E-03 6 0 2.OOOE-OS 0 i 3.050E-0! I i 5.600E-02 2 I 8,700E-02
i 2.740E-01 4 I I 930E-01 5 I 7.700E-02 6 i i...............
0 2 2,180E-01 ! 2 2.400E-02 2 2 1.690E-01 3 2 1.000E-03 4 2 i.740E-0!
5 2 2,700E-01 6 2 :.050E-Of'7 ._3,000E-02 ..°2 3,000E-O3 0 _"l,_OE-u_°_-,
i 3 i.330E-01 2 3 1,500E-02 3 3 I.!20E-OI 4 3 5.30DE-02 5 3 4,800E-02
6 S z._40_ O_ 7 3 1,920E-01 8 3 6,000E-02 n : _.600E-02!0 3 3,000E-03
0 4 6.500E-02 I 4 i,600E-01 2 4 2.000E-02 3 4 9.400E-02 4 4 2.000E-02
5 _,1.270E-01 6 4 6,000E-03 _, 4 1.490E-01 8 4 _,__nr-F,_.,___ 4 _.!OOE-O!
!0 4 2,400E-021! 4 4.000E-OS12 4 1,000E-03 0 5 2.800E-02 I 5 !.260E-0!
2 5 9.200E-02 4 5 1.090E-01 6 5 1.270E-01 7 5 1,800E-02 8 5 5,200E-02
9 5 2.300E-01!0 5 1.390E-01!i 5 6,100E-0212 5 1.300E-02 0 6 !.9_0E-72
I 6 7,000E-02 2 6 1.250E-01 3 6 2,600E-02 4 6 5.600E-02 5 6 6,200E-02
6 6 2.200E-_2 7 6 4.900E-02 8 6 _.300E-02 9 6 6.000E-0310 6 1.790E-01
11 6 1.86{;E-0112 6 9,300E-02 0 7 3,000E-03 1 7 3.400E-02 2 7 1.060E-0i
7 r, =nn___:_ - - -o,_...... 5 7 c..200E_926 ",..__ cnnr_n_ 7, ?,_,.7UO_-O_8 7 2,500E-02
9 7 1,060E-0!!0 7 _.O00E-O31! 7 1.230E-0112 7 2,040E-01 0 8 _.uOv_-uo
1 8 I.SUb_-02 a S 6,100E-02 S 3 !.OlOE-OI 4 _ _,1%. U= 5 8 2.100E-02
6 S 9.200E-02 7 8 5,000E-03 8 8 .,_OL=-O_ 9 B 3,000E-03_n 8 9 _h_r-r'2
2 9 2.800E-02 3 9 8.300E-02 4 9 8.300E-02 6 _ 3.600E-02 7 9 5.500E-02
B ? !.800E-02 9 .°7.500E-02!0 _._.,....._rV,r-q_._11 .g8,900E-02_o._.g6,900E-02
1 10 3._nOnr-O_.. _ !0 _',400E-02_.,10 E,OOOE-02 4 _0_£.900E-02 5 iO 2.500E-02
, In.....6,Snr'_-n2...._.. _ i0 _ i_tO_.O_r_o _..![i.,,..,u_°ar,nr_c,o.__"0.u_' 5,300E-0211 10 _,.,.:0_"=r,-_,--,U_
._ci0 G.500E-_2 1 _ _ O00E-03 2 11 _ _nnr no 3 1!........... -u_ 3.300E-02 4 11 6.700E-02
' _On_-O_ 7 4_ 3.000E-02 8 11 fiqnOE-qS' q 11 3,000E-03
!0 1! 6,300E-0211 11 2.400E-0212 11 5.500E-02 2 12 4.000E-03 3 12 1,400E-02
!2 4.000E-02 5 !2 ?,500E-02 6 12 6,500E-02 8 12 !.700E-0_ 9 12 4,100E-02
._Ini2.._v.._nnnp-nq_44_.12 6.500E-02!2 12 2,000E-03 _ !3 2.000E-03 3 43._,.O00E-03
4 ..,4c'_._.._nnr_no._5 q5,900E-02 6 13 7,400E-02 7 ._4R2.000E-02 8 13 4,100E-02
o n_ 129 13 5.300E-02!0 13 1.400E-02!! 13 3._OOE-_. 13 5.400E-t_ 2 14 1.000E-03
3 la 3.000E-O_ 4 14 1.400E-02 5 14 _._,,.._nf_-n_,_6 14 6,500E-22 7 14 6,100E-02
8 14 2.!00E-02 9 14 2.000E-02!0 14 5.000E-0211 14 9.000E%S 12 !4 2.900E-£2
3 !5 i,OOOE-03 4 15 7,000E-03 5 15 2.400E-02 6 !5 5,600E-02 7 !5 7.100E-rJ2
8 15 1.300E-02 9 15 8,000E-0310 !5 3.400E-021! 15 3.500E-02!2 15 3.000E-03
4 !6 5,000E-03 ._16 !._,.v.-u_nrr._ 6 ._'__._.,__nnr-ro__? !6 5.400E-02 8 ._65.2[!0E-02
!6 4,000E-03!0 !6 _ 2hOE-n_ !! !6 4,800E-0212 !6 !.400E-02 4 !7 4 nnnrJ,_
5 17 7,000E-03 6 17 _,SnOE-02 _ _ a _n_r__:c,8 17. ........ <.200E-02 9 17 o _nnr-ho
_ !7 1,700E-02 1° 17 3.200E-02 5 _o I.O00E-03 6 4_ 60_OE -n_ _ _P...... ...... 2.£00E-02
FR_ !,N_M]_ AL
" _ _ ...... 23.625.449 5._66 5.686 8.490 .32 i5.1o !o,c_
9 O n __Q
NOA-8 2 S i
£,
92
mOSS-SECTIONSASSUMEDE_e_MEASASFOR,I-_ I-2 OF I_@_41ET AL
0.2437 O.2537 0.2937 O.3802 0.5069 O.6775 0.8456 !.058
O.O00E O0 3.3706-181.5406-172.450E-172.9806-173.030E-!72.970E-172.700E-17
_t
02 32.0 0 0 5 0
3.000 0.000 1580.361 12.073 0.055 -L:.O0_ 1.44567 1.579E-02
2.000 7918.100 1509.300 12.900 0.000 0.000 1.426401.710E-02
!.000 13195.220 1432.687 13.950 -0.011 0.000 !.40042!.81_-02
3.060 36096.000 819.000 22.560 0.000 0.000 1.05060O.O00E+O0
3.000 49802.102 700.360 8.002 -0.375 0.000 0.8_9001.100E-02
0 3P 1.600E+0!4.126E+049.000E+001.000E+001.000E+00
0 3P 1.6606÷014.126E+049.000E+001.000E+001.0006÷00
26.020 3 3 3 3 0
2.000 0.000 2068.745 13.134 -0.006 0.060 1.899001.701E_2
4.000 9245.344 1812.555 12.609 -0.012 0.000 1.71510!.706-02
2.000 25751.801 2168.610 20.200 0.000 0.000 1.970102.21_-02
C 3P 1.201E+016.364E+049.000E+001.0006+001.000E+00
N 48 1.401E+016.363E+044.000E+001.500E+000.000E+00
CROSS-SECTIONSASSLMEDAS S#_4EFOR NO I-2 OF IMttil_ AL
7.89 8.2!3 9.547 12.31 16.41
O.O00E O0 3.370E-181.5406-172.450E-172.980E-17
CROSS-SECTIONSASSUMED SAME AS SAME FOR NO I-2 OF
6.744 7.035 8.178 10.54 14.06
0.000E O0 3.370E-18!.540E-172.450E-172.980E-17
CROSS-SECTIONSASS_ED SAME AS SAME FOR NO I-2 OF










_ViO I 3 13
6 0 9.179E-01 1 0 8.690E-02 2 0 1.200E-03 0 1 7.660E-02 1 1
2 ! 1.417E-01 3 1 2.800E-03 0 2 5.800E-03 1 2 1.240E-01 2 2
3 2 1.905E-01 4 2 4.3006-03 0 3 3.000E-04 1 3 1.430E-02 2 3
3 3 5.929E-01 4 3 2.318E-0! 2 4 2.390E-02 3 4 1.745E-01 4 4
5 4 2.668E-01 3 5 3.420E-62 4 5 1.825E-01 5 5 4.824E-01 6 5
4 6 4.5206-02 5 6 1.781E-01 6 6 4.583E-01 7 6 3.0956-01 9 6
5 7 5.5406-02 6 7 1.640E-01 7 7 4.554E-01 8 7 3.122E-0110 7
6 8 6.390E-02 8 8 4.750E-01 9 8 2.956E-0111 8 6.700E-03 7 9
9 9 5.184E'0!10 9 2.537E-01 8 !0 7.660E-0210 10 5.801E-0111 10
12 10 4.8!0E-0214 10 3.400E-03 7 11 3.100E-03 9 11 8.280E-0211 11
!2 1! 1.131E-01!3 11 8.540E-0215 11 5.560E-03 8 12 3.700E-03!2 12
!4 12 1.203E-01 9 13 4.!00E-0313 13 7.127E-0115 13 1.380E-0118 13
14 14 6.762E-0116 14 !.234E-0117 !4 4.470E-0215 15 5.7_E-0! 16 15
CROSS-SECTI_S _SUHED SAME AS FOR NO I-2 OF IM#t41El',AL
3.193 3.329 3.870 4.989 6.652 8.890 11.!0
0.000E O0 3.370E-181.540E-172.450E-172.980E-173.030E-172.870E-17
1.180E+07
CN RED I 2 50
0 0 5.602E-01 i 0 3.179E-01 2 0 1.269E-01 3 0 4.,q20E-024
5 0 2.850E-03 6 0 7.500E-04 7 0 2.060E-04 8 0 5.000E-05 0
I 1 4.600E-02 2 I 2.409E-01 3 1 1.942E-01 4 1 9.4!0E-02 5
6 I 1.220E-02 7 I 3.860E-03 8 I 1.100E-03 9 I 3.50_E-04!0
0 2 1.1076-01 I 2 3.5_E-01 2 2 1.160E-02 3 2 9.9506-02 4
5 2 1.330E-01 6 2 6.755E-02 7 2 2.810E-02 8 2 1.040E-02 9
10 2 1.150E-03!I 2 3.500E-0412 2 1.500E-0413 2 5.000E-05 0































4.855E-02 9 3 2.125E-02i0 3 8.450E-03
4.000E-0414 3 1,500E-04!5 3 5.000E-05
2,872E-01 3 4 8,785E-02 4 4 1,489E-01
1.2IOE-OI 8 4 1,088E-0! 9 4 6,955E-02
6.650E-03 13 4 2,650E-03 14 4 1,000E-03
5.000E-05 0 5 1,00OE-'),-'., 1 5 6,150E-03
1,595E-02 5 5 1,591E-0! 6 5 3,040E-02
1,068E-01 tO 5 8,305E-02 11 5 5.02OE-rJ2.
5,300E-03 15 5 2,150E-03 16 5 8,500E-04
1.567E-01 4 6 2.669E-0! 5 6 7_500E-04
1,500E-04 9 6 -,'_,.,_s'r-_'"_,,.,,..,,_. *C!_ 6 9,0!0E-02
3,725E-0214 6 1.940E-02!5 6 9,300E-03
7,500E-04 2 7 1,250E-03 3 7 3,130E-02
2,400E-02 7 7 8......-0_. 8 : 9.770E-02
6.5!5E-02 12 7 8,440E-02 !3 7 7,165E-02
1.480E-02 17 7 7,300E-03 18 7 3,400E-03
5,285E-02 5 8 2,455E-01 6 8 1,390E-01
!.050E-01 !0 8 3,190E-02 11 8 !.650E-03
7,365E-02 15 8 5,TrjOE-02 iG £ 3.7r.,:5E-02
1,000E-04 4 9 6,000E-C'3 5 9 7,980E-02
1,008E-01 9 9 8.250E-03I0 9 9,250E-02
I,GSOE-02 !4 9 5,265E-02 ]5 9 6,860E-02
,.._,_.E-UZ"-' £ r_ 4 10 :?,,SO'3E-,r;45 10 1,070E-_2
...-'.,205E-02 9 1r: 1,242E-01 10 10 2,500E-C.'4
1,425E-02!4 I{E3,500E-0315 i0 3,275E-[!2
5,065E-02 5 1i 6.500E-04 _ 11 !,765E-02
6,450E-03 10 1! 1,297E-0! 11 !i 9,750Z-C3
3,125E-02 15 11 7,500E-04 16 11 1,575E-02
1,762E-01 9 12 2,346E-[!!10 !2 5.500E-04
1.555E-02!4 12 6.985E-02!5 12 4.710E-!]2
2,705E-.n..27 13 2,150E-03 9 !2.3,910E-02
6,075E-02 12 i2 9,5!5E-02 i;_ 13 5,275E-0.'.-'
5,735E-02 17 13 _ _nr-r,-,_-......... :,.,13 7,500E-04
5,365E-02 I0 !4 2,326E-0i !I 14 l,SGgE-Ot
7,175E-02 t5 14 9,500E-04 !E. 14 3,565E-02
1,5r.'OE-049 15 5.500E-03!0 15 7,110E-02
5,755E-02 14 15 3,885E-02 I.=, 15 8.250E-02
5.4!5E-02 9 16 2,500E-04 10 !6 8,25f,'E-03
71545E-02 !4 !6 8,245E-02 15 16 1,700E-02
5,950E-0310 17 3.500E-04!4 !7 1.180E-02
4.340E-0215 !7 1,,.,..,._'"q_-'_._16 17 4,,:_uE-uo'+_"_
6 3 1,416E-0! 7 3 9,500E-02 8 3
11 3 3.150E-0312 3 1.100E-0313 3
0 4 i,400E-03 1 4 5,355E-02 2 4
5 4 1.300E-03 6 4 5,870E-02 7 4
10 4 3,530E-021! 4 1,600E-0212 4
15 4 430%-04 16 4 1,500E-0417 4
't _?"- I'_ "32 5 ..0,.,'-O_3 5 _..994E-014 5
_ _ 2,' 5 !..0,,,.-08 5 8,4qOE-02 9 5
_." ....._[,_02:13 5 i,210E-0214 5
! G 4.000E-04 2 6 1,590E-02 3 6
6 6 !.287E-01 7 6 6.960E-02 8 6
"4 ,n1! 6 8.880E-02!2 6 6,o_5E-0_13 6
16 6 4,200E-0317 6 i,350E-0318 6
4 7 2,067E-01 5 7 2,069E-01 6 7
9 7 9,450E-03!0 7 !,610E-0211 7
14 7 4.825E-0215 7 2,,.qOSE-0216 7
2 8 5,000E-05 3 8 2.950E-03 4 8
7 8 6.345E-02 8 8 3,650E-02 9 8
", - =r 13IZ 8 :,,_3.:_-02 8 7,115E-0214 8
i7 8 2.140E-02!8 8 1,!45E-02 3 9
6 9 2.670E-01 7 9 7,770E-02 8 9
41. 9 5_.uw_=_-n_v_12 9 2,400E-0313 9
I£ 9 6,!70E-02i7 9 4.505E-0218 9
,-. _ - o -,o i 106 iU .I07E-01 7 IU _.,;_.SE-O_£
" r " 1211 10 b,780.-OZ I0 7.205E-0213 10
- _.n 760E-07 _';_b 5. _ :, 10 6.145E-0218 !0
. 4oo:--_',_8 11 2,606E-01 9 !I7 11 _........
._,!2 !,_.._,._5n -n .,7 iZ;"2,700E-02 8 i2
..': 12 !,!84E-01!2 12 _.,_°_90E_n2..13 12
16 12 6,70[iE-0317 12 4,600E-03!8 12
9 13 2,0_6E-01!0 13 1,985E-0111 !3
14 13 3,200E-03i5 !3 5,435E-0216 !3
",!4 1.000E-04 8 14 3.5_0_-0,_ _ 9 14
12 i4 3,i70E-0213 14 6,660E-0214 !4
17 !4 5.970E-02!_ !4 3.145E-02 8 i5
11 i.=,2,520E-0i12 !5 1.!46E-0!i3 15
!6 1_._8,400E-0317 15 1,815E-02.,__15
!! 16 9,090E-0212 16 2.647E-0113 16
.r, " '- "_ !G !8 !6
i2 17 i.128E-0113 17 2,693E-0114 !7
_......i7 7.505E-02_ i7 3.7!5E-02!I _8 6.000E-0412 _8 1 _._-SF-_ou_i_ !8 1,359E-01
C:_SS-SECTIC_8ASSL_ED S¢_4EAS NO i-2 OF iH_H] ET AL
1.!46 1.17_ 1.367 1.763 2.350 3.!4! 3,921
0,,00_r,._...,_:r'_.,._70E__8.1.540E-i7_,..__a_c -_?..2,950E-173.030E-17_,_....I,
•.:_ 4
-,, q,-" __.} "72.,bU_.,
1 0 2.248E-04 i ! 2,248E-0_ ! 2 1.833E-01 1 3 6,24%-01 1 4 6,249E-01
! 5 I_442E-01 i G 3,433E-02 ! ? 8,821E-03 1 8 8,8_!E-03 ! 9 2,609E-(_3
i _n o q_,_r_q_ i .__'3.4%E-04 1 12 3.4968-04 i _ _' =47r-_,4 2 O o _c,_r-_,_
_..UO_ OZ 2 _ 1,300E-02 _ 5 _ 521r-OR2 i S,909E-01 _ 2 9.252E-02 2 3 _ _- _ , ....
2 6 _,437E-04 2 7 2,055E-04 2 8 2.055E-04 3 0 8.909E-[_!_: 1 8,909E-01
3 2 9,252E-02 3 3 !.300E-02 3 4 1.300E-02 3 5 2,521E-03 3 6 6.4_7E-04
, fic,_r_n_ 4 2 7,239E-013 7 2.055E-04 3 8 2,055E-04 4 0 1.088E-0! 4 1 _........
_ _,_..___ac-,_. a, 4 _.._q_°E-n1.. 4 5 2,530E-02 4 6 5,644E-03 4 _ _._53{_Z-03_
94
4 8 1.530F-03 4 9 4.975E-04 4 I0 1.894E-04 5 0 2.248E-04 5 1
5 2 1.833E-0! 5 3 (L249E-OI 5 4 6,249E-01 5 5 !.442E-01 5 6
5 7 B.821E-03 5 8 8,B21E-03 5 9 2,60BE-03 5 I0 8,926E-04 5 11
5 !2 3.4%E-04 5 13 1.542E-04 6 0 2.248E-04 G ! 2.24SE-04 6 2
6 3 6,24.%-01 6 4 6,249E-01 6 5 1,442E-01 6 G 3.433E-02 6 7
6 £ 8,82!E-03 G 9 2,609E-03 G 10 8,926E-04 6 !I 3,4%E-04 6 12
6 "3 1,542E-04 7 2 2,534E-04 7 3 2,281E-01 7 4 2.281E-01 7 5
7 6 !,320E-01 7 7 3,861E-02 7 8 3,861E-02 7 9 1,127E-02 7 10
7 1! 1,335E-03 7 !2 t,335E-03 7 13 5,469E-04 7 !4 2,487E-04 8 2
8 3 2,201E-0! 8 4 2.281E-01 8 5 5.836E-01 8 6 1,320E-01 8 7
8 £ 3,861E-02 8 9 1.127E-02 8 10 3,657E-03 8 11 1,335E-03 8 12
8 13 5.46%-04 8 14 2.487E-04 9 5 2.428E-01 9 6 5.930E-01 9 7
9 8 1,05!E-01 9 9 3.%5E-02 9 10 !.255E-02 9 11 4.4E,2E-039 12
9 13 1.748E-03 9 !4 7.549E-0410 5 1.531E-0310 6 2.259E-0110 7
!0 8 6.444E-0110 9 7.020E-0210 !0 3,617E-02!0 11 1.266E-0210 12
i0 13 4.907E-0310 14 2.062E-03ii 6 8.358E-0311 7 1.780E-01I! 8
!I 9 7,241E-0111 10 3.468E-0211 !I 3,320E-02!I 12 3,320E-0211 13
Ii 14 4.989E-0312 _ 8.358E-0312 7 1.780E--0i!2 8 1,780E-0112 9
12 I0 3.468E-0212 1! 3.320E-0212 12 3.320E-0212 13 1,185E-0212 14
13 7 2.205E-0213 8 2.205E-0213 9 1.088E-0113 i0 8.092E-0113 11
13 !2 7.994E-0313 13 3.150E-0213 14 1,046E-02!4 7 1.1%E-03 14 8
14 ? 3.8!5E-02!4 IO 4.041E-0214 11 8.689E-0114 12 8.589E-0114 13
CROSC:-SECT!_SASS_ED SAME AS FOR NO i-2 OF IF%abll_ AL
























































































0.330 4.0 6.0 88110.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 88153.0
0.330 4.0 2.0 88173.0
0.330 4.0 6.0 83366.0
0,330 4,0 4.0 83319.0
0.330 4.0 2.0 83286.0
0.330 6.0 4.0 86221.0
0.330 4.0 2.0 86138.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 86221.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 86221.0
0.330 2.0 2.0 86138.0
0.330 4.0 2.0 86138.0
0.330 2.0 4.0 86221.0
.000 6.0 6.0 99663.0
0.000 4.0 4.0 99663.0
0.330 6.0 4.0 99663.0
0.000 4.0 6.0 99663.0
0.330 6.0 i0.0 99663.0
0.330 6.0 4.0 96752.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 96752.0
0.330 2.0 4,0 96752.0
0.330 6.0 8.0 104883.0
0.330 4.0 6.0 104811.0
0.330 6.0 6.0 104811.0
0.330 6.0 6.0 105144.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 105121.0
0.330 6.0 4.0 105121.0
0.330 4.0 6.0 105144.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 104615.0
0.3o_ 2.0 2.0 104655.0
0.330 4.0 2.0 104655.0
0.000 2.0 4.0 104615.0
0.330 4.0 6.0 105144.0
0.330 2.0 4.0 105121.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 105121.0
0.330 6.0 4.0 104227.0
0.330 4.0 2.0 104142.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 104227.0
0.330 4.0 4.0 104227,0
0.330 2,0 2.0 104142.0
r,.._n 4.0 2.0 104142.0
0.330 2.0 4.0 104227.0
0,330 6.0 8.0 !06871.0
0,330 4.0 6.0 106816.0
0.330 2.0 4,0 106780,0
0.330 4.0 4.0 106780.0
0.000 2.0 2.0 106761,0
0.330 6.0 6.0 107039.0
35 1
6. 28_40. !2. 83337.
20. 94839. !2. 95511.
1. 32687. 5. 47168.
2.200E+08 1134.982P3 4S 2?4 4P I. 5.
2.500E+08 1134.422P3 4S 2P4 4P i. 5.
2.500E+08 !134.172P3 4S 2P4 4P I. 5,
5.500E+08 1199.552?3 4S 3S 4P I. 4.
5.300E+08 1200.222P3 4S 3S 4P I. 4,
5.500E+08 1200.712P3 4S 3S 4P !. 4.
5.300E+08 1492.62 2P3 2D 3S 2P 2. 5.
5.000E+08 1494,67 2?3 2D 3S 2P 2, 5.
5.800E+07 1492.67 2P3 2D 3S 2P 2. 5.
1.800E÷08 1742,73 2P3 2P 3S 2P3. 5,
1.300E÷08 1745,2'5 2?3 2P 3S 2P 3, 5.
6.500E+07 1745.26 2?3 2P 38 2P 3. 5.
3.500E+07 1742,72 2?3 2P 3S 2P 3. 5.
4.300E+08 1243.17 2?3 2D 3S' 2D 2. 7.
4.300E+08 1243.# 2?3 2D 3S' 2D 2. 7.
4.500E+07 1243.172?3 2D 3S' 2D 2. 7,
3,000E÷07 1243,31 2?3 2D 3S' 2D 2. 7;
5,200E+07 141!.942?3 2P 3S' 2D 3. 7.
2.100E+06 11564.802P4 4P 3P 4S 5. 6.
1.300E+06 11628.002P4 4P 3P 4S 5. G.
6.600E+05 11656.002P4 4P 3P 4S 5. 6.
!.IOOE+08 1167.452?3 2D 3D 2F 2.10.
1,300E+08 1168.542P3 2D 3D 2F 2.10.
9.500E÷06 116£,422P3 2D 3D 2F 2.10,
4.300E+07 1163.8£ 2P3 2D 3D 2D 2.10,
4.300E+07 i164.312P3 2D 3D 2D 2.10.
4.800E÷06 1164.312P3 2D 3D 2D 2.10.
3.200E+06 1163.872P3 2D 3D 2D 2.10.
1.100E+08 1319.722P3 2P 3D 2P 3.!0.
8.500E+07 i319.042?3 2P 3D 2P 3.10.
4.200E{07 1319,042?3 2P 3D 2P 3.10.
2.200E+07 1319.722P3 2P 3D 2P 3.10.
1.300E+08 1310 _A 3D ..... 2P3 2P 2D 3.10
!.100E+08 1310 97 2?3 2P 3D 2D 3.10.
2.300E+07 13t0.97 2P3 2P 3D 2D 3.10.
9.500E+07 1!76.40 2?3 2D 48 2P 2. 8.
!.300E+08 1177.702?3 2D 4S 2P 2. 8.
1.100E+07 !i76.602P3 2D 4S 2P 2. 8.
1.500E+07 1326.632P3 2P 4S 2P 3. 8.
1,700E+07 1327.962P3 2P 4S 2P 3. 8,
8.500E+06 1327,96 2?3 2P 4S 2P3. 8.
3.000E+06 1326.53 2?3 2P 4S 2P 3. 8.
2=540E+05 5328.70 2P4 4p 4P 4D 5.11.
1.890E+05 5356.77 2P4 4P 4P 4D 5.11.
1.070E+05 5372,66 2P4 4P 4P 4D 5.11.
1.180E+05 5367.10 2?4 4P 4P 40 5.11.
2.100E+05 5378.302?4 4P 4P 4D 5.11,
2.820E+05 5281.182P4 4P 4P 4P 5.!I.
-r-,.-.,_ _ _",'r.,--', _ -. r'.-,-? •_........... r,_J., .YZT..}:I2D 97
OF pOOR QUA L|_-_/j
O.O00E+O0 0.000 6,0 4.0 106998.0 1,670E+05 5292.90 2P4 4P 4P 4P 5,1!,
O.O00E+O0 0,000 4,0 2.0 106983.02,730E+05 5309.20 2P4 4P 4P 4P 5.11.
O.O00E+DO 0,000 4,0 6,0 107039.0].130E+05 5293.502P4 4P 4P 4P 5.11.
O.O00E+O0 'O.u_;'_r'n2.0 4.0 106998.01.370E+05 5310,602P_ 4P 4P 4P 5.!!
q.O00E+O0 0,000 6,0 4,0 107447,02,090E+05 5170,002P4 4P 4P 48 5,!!,
.0,44,.01.440E+05 5181 _n 2P4 4P 4D 4S 5,!!,O.O00E+O0 O.O_O 4.0 4.0 , "7 "7 ....
4,alOE-O-: 9,33"J!0,0 6.0 110082.0 3.300E+07 1100.70 2F'320 5S 20 2,12,
2.12nE_02 :_ n 2.0 2.0 .._ '__,33_ 110029,0 2,200E+06 123!.70 _Pq 2P 58 2P 3., ,
2,i20E-02 0,330 4,0 2,0 110029,0 I,IOOE+06 123!.70 2F'32P 5S 2F'3,12,
4.510E-02 0,330 6,0 8.0 94883.01,910E+07 8680.27 38 4P 3P 4D 4. 6,
4,.;_s_-C_ .,,...,.r'o_,' 4,0 6,0 94832,0_.,_3r'r'_07_.,8683,40 38 4P 3P "4D4. 6,
4,510E-02 0,330 2.0 4.0 94795.07.900E+06 8686,!6 38 4P 3P 40 4, G.
4.510E-02 q,33n 6.0 6.0 94832.05,400E+06 87!8.8438 4P .'-:m4D 4. 6.
4.5!0E-02 g,330 4,0 4,0 94795.01.010E+07 871!,71 38 4P 3P _D 4, 6,
4,510E-02 0,330 2,0 2,0 94772,01,710E+07 8703,26 38 4P 3P 4D 4, 6,
4.5!0E-02 0.330 G.O 4.0 94795,07.900E÷05 8747.3638 4P 3P 40 4. G.
4,5!0E-02 0,330 4,0 2,0 94772,03,000E+05 8728,913S 4P 3P 4D 4, 6,
4,460E-02 0.330 6.0 6.0 95533.0_,600ER'07.8216.32_.,'_°4P ..,°°4P -,",_,
4,460E-02 0.330 4,0 4,0 95495.03,630E+06 8210.7138 4P 3P 4P 4, G,
4.460E-02 0.330 2.0 2,0 95477.03,640E+06 8200,3638 4P 3P 4P 4. 6,
n hrmclnn Flnnn 6,0 4.0 9549u.01 020E+07 8242,373£i 4P 3P 4P 4, 6,
4,460E-02 0.330 4.0 2.0 95477.02.020E+07 8223,123.0 4P 3P 4P 4. G.
4,46CE-02 0.330 4.0 6.0 95533.0G,300E+06 8184,8538 4P 3P 4P 4, 6,
4.460E-02 0,330 2.0 4.0 95495.09.200E+06 8188,0128 4P 3P 4P 4, 6.
4,7_=,0_-F!2...... n,330 6,0 4,0 96752.0! 610E+07 7464,31=,_'c4P s:p 48 4, 6,
,,. _6;u2.uI 060E÷07 7442,3038 4P 3P 48 4 6,4,750E-02 0,330 4 n 4.0 g ": _' ,
4.750E-02 {!,3302,0 4,0 96752,05,200E+06 7423,6438 .4p3P 48 4, 6.
t,cnc_r,_ 0 _n 4.0 6.0 96864.0_ 4_nra,'079392,79_.c _P 3P 20 _ 7.
?,_._.a_rr-.,c,.,_r 330.2,0 4.0 ..,.,,.,,g_'_°°0 _,830E+07. 9386,81_._qc2P _P_,2D 5, 7.
7.460E-02 0.330 4.0 4,0 96788.03.340E+06 9460,683F. 2P 3P 2D 5, 7,
?.a_OE-02 0 030 4.F! 4,0 978mq 3 "_':,o r. ... . ........0_÷07 $629.24.,.°°_,?'P.,?P2P ._.=7,
? -, _r,_ .330 2.0 _?'nr,C;1,900E+07 8..90,01_ 2P 7,.4_OE,; 0 2.0 ...... _ ' q 2P 3P 5. ,
7._E:nE-02 0.330 4.0 2.0 97770,09,900E+06 o655,87?c.;2P ?.-'.P2 5, 7.
o_ 4.07,460E-n2 °..._O2.0 97806.04.580E+06 9567.74 "_: )_ _ 2,° _ "_
0.000E+00 O,O00 4,n 6,0 110546.04.000E÷06 4109,963S 2P 3P' 2D 5,14.
0.......OnnEiO0 0.........r,nn 2.0 4,0 1105223 3.400E÷06 4099,95_c 2P 3P' ._D5,14,
F!.._..,..,..,nnFi':'iI!.n..un.,000 4.0 4.0 '_=,_._du22..n6,800E+05 a'_':,_'__c_..,_°3P' 20 .,,:14
1.670E-01 0,330 6.0 8.0 110715.0 2,690E÷07 9045.8_:35' 2_ 3P' 2F 7,!4,
1,670E-01 0,330 4,0 6,0 110711.02,580E'_07 ._._,.,.qna'_oo :,c'_,..'_"D,:°_"2F ?,14.
I,_70E-01 0,330 6,0 6.0 110711.01.800E+06 9049.4738: 2D 3P' 2,:"7.!4.
7.330E-02 0,330 6,0 8,0 i06cJ71.02.000E+06 4253,28 SS 4p 4P 40 4.1!
7.330E-07 0,330 4.0 6.0 !06816,0 1,400E+OG 4254,703_ "_P4P _D 4.1!
7,330E-02 0,336 2,0 4,0 106780,07,900E+05 4254,70 3C-. 4P 4P 40 4.!I
: 68nr-o"; 0,,=306.0 6.0 107039.0 5,!OOE+OG 4223.04._c 4P 4P _P 4,!i
7.680E-02 n,330 4,0 4,0 !06998.0 _.800E+05 4222,12,:,c:a:,.p 4_ 4 _
"7,._,_c':°n"-n°u,.0.33D 2.0 2.0 _n_G_B...U_o - !.200E+06 4218.87_';_,:o_,4P _P 4.1!
"_.o_."Rr'r-r'_._,, .._c':'r'C.O. 4.0 106998.0 3.300E+06 .,..,_'_":,.,..'>=._. _'cP 4P 4P 4,_,'I
7,680E-02 _.730 4,0 2.0 106983.06.100E+06 4224,74 33 4P 4P 4P 4,1-,
7,680E-02 0,330 4,0 6.0 107039.02.200E÷06 4214.7338 4P 4P 4P 4,11,
7.680E-02 0,330 2.0 4,0 106998.03.!00E+0_ 42i5.02'_" _F 4p 4P" __
_.,.,°_?r,r_r:o_.:,_. .n,330G,.;"4,0 107447,01,300E+06 415!.4638 _,,'_'4p 48 4,.i,"
9,270E-02 0.330 4._ 4.0 _n'_aa?r "_800Et05 ._14_,,_._3F. _P
:'_:,';n=_q'_ ",380 2,(' 4.0 107447,03,Qr'r'r*r'_4137,63oc. 4P 4P 48 4,!I,
!.060E-n! n ^_n - ._fi ..........-c._o._4.V _.,_ 106479.0.,_5BOEiOE _._o_no -_.°Pac:,__:_e..._._
It, r I_ Re';,2.0 10647_ n 590E+05 ao_ gr_3:-:_' 4F' 2.'..5,11,,.60_-_. 0 2.0 7, "
98
C-P-





























































































































































































































9060.723P 28 30 2P 7.10.
9028,923P 23 30 2P 7.I0.
I01!4.6_3P 4D 39 4_ 6, 9.
IC112.503P 4D 3D 4F 6. 9.
10108.903P 4D 3D 4F 6. 9.
!0105.103P 40 30 4F 6, 9.
10164.803P 4D 3D 4_ 6, 9.
10147.303P 40 3D 4F 6,9.
10128.303P 40 39 4F 6. 9.
9863,333P 40 30 4D 6. 9.
9822.753P 40 30 4D 6. 9.
9798._73P 4D 3D 40 6. 9.
9788.3C3P 4D 30 40 6. 9.
9872.163P 4D3D 4D 6, 9.
9834,623P 4D 30 49 6. 9.
9810,023P 4D _ 4D 6, 9,
9814,033P 40 30 40 6. 9,
9786.793P 4D 3I) 40 G. 9,
9776,903P 40 30 40 6. 9,
10757.903P 4P 30 4P 6. 9,
10675,003P 4P 3D 4P G, 9.
10623,203P 4P 3D 4P 6, 9,
10718,003P 4P 3D 4P 6. 9.
10644.003P 4P 30 4P 6. 9,
10713,603P 4P 3D 4P 6, 9.
10653,003P 4P 30 4P 6, 9,
10539.603P 4P 3D 40 6. 9,
10507.003P 4P3D 4D 6, 9,
10500.303P 4P 30 4D 6. 9.
10520.603P 4P 3D 40 6, 9,
10513.403P 4P 30 40 6.9,
10563.30 3P 4P 3D 40 6. 9.
10533.90SP 4P 3D 40 6. 9.
12384.003P 43 3D 4P 6. 9.
12330.003P 43 30 4P 6. 9.
12291.003P 43 3D 4P G. 9.
12467.803P 20 30 2F 7.i0,
12401.203P 2D 30 2F 7.10,.
12582,303P 20 30 2F 7.10.
439!,3_3P 2P 3D'23 7.22,
4384._03P 2P 30' 23 7.22.
!0597.003P'2F 39' 2G14,22,
i0591.u03P' 2F 30' 2014,22.
10596.003P'2F 30' 2014.22.
11291.703P 40 4S 4P 6,8,
11313,903P 4D 43 4P 6. 8,
11323,203P 40 43 4P 6, 8,
11227.103P 4D 43 4P 6, 8.
1!206.203P 4D 43 4P 6, 8,
7.310E+0611294,203P 40 43 4P 6. 8,
5,400E÷0612186,903P 4P 43 4P 6, 8.
1,010E+0612232,903P 4P 43 4P G, 8.
1,250E+0612280,003P 4P 43 4P 6. 8,
3.360E+0612288,003P 4P 43 4P 6. 8.
6,200E+0612307,003P 4P 43 4P 6. 8.
F':::- 7'" "¸7
_ _ _",_k'Q _kl LL.L:
O,O00E+O0 0.000 4.0 6.0 103737.0 2.330E+06
r, _c,r I -,o.JcuE-U! 0.330 2.0 4.0 I03668.0 3.180E+06
Z!,OOOE+"!'] - 'q; °,0 6.r'
....t..... 109928.03.110E÷06
3,_:2J_+OC! i,.090 G.O 4.0 109858.0 2.440E+06
C_.O_OE+'I'C i,._r,..4,.,r,_..'_0 I09814.01.930E+06
O,OOCE+;)C O.O_JO 4.0 43 109858.01.250E+06
_,r,_,O_.J.r,;_,,,gr/:-,r, 2.0 i09814.0'.940E+06
n non ,n" _ ,we. 6 n
........uE*.... ,u_._ 6,0 109928.0 1,490E+06
n..._.._unnn_,nn O,:iO0 6.0 4.0 109858.09.400E+05
!.'.O00E+OCI _ r,r,....O_ 4.0 2.0 109814.01.740E+06
:3.OOOE'i<:C;O,C!O0 4,0 6.0 109928.0 8.400E+05
C,O00E+"]_ r:'.O002.0 4.0 109858.08.800E+05
O.O00E+00 ,.,.,,._r'r,nn 2.0 _.U _I,.801.u2.300E+00
"....u_.,..'_'n'P_rlF_9.OOZ 2.0 .._0 112816.02.300E+06
O,OOOE÷OO 0,000 6.0 6.0 112683.0 6,400E÷q5
r,Fmr,_*_:n ',OOC) 4,0 4.n ..-bx:._
..DUO,_+.... n ,OOr,2,0 2 0 4_%:_ r,
r, , _'rn q rff)q 4,0 2.0 _'"_
.,O00_'rJ......... , ....... 0
-, -n -._n;: C_..oFi.;d _ c. c ;:. ,IJ,_Ok .. ' _."_CCO






















4P 43 4P G. £.
4P 4S 4P 6. 8.
40 53 4_ 6.12,
40 _S 4_ _.I;.
40 5S 4P 6.12.
4C 5S 4P 6.12,
4_ 5S 4p 6.12.
4P 5S 4P 6.1_,
4P 5S ap 6,!2,
4F 5_ 4P 6,12.
4P 5S" 4P 6,12.
4P 5S 4P 6.12,
29 5D 20 7,16,
2S 5D 23 7.1G,
4P 69 4P 6.1G,
4P 69 4P 6.16,
4P _; 4P 6.!6.
4P 63 4P B.IG.
4P 6S 4P 6.16.
4P 63 4P GAG,
4P 69 4p 6.16,
5q,:.:45_" _0.484570,414780.4029
?pt ,_r,
_:r 10 0 _q29_ q
I_.99:',_ '_ 426'.::_Q p.o_ _ ".,o_o :,E r,w.,:,
2_ _P 6.[' ':"_ -' ..
i': ,7:.=:61_"-: .... ?....--... ...=_,._u_16.9461!9,03!!
,-; _,';R:_ "!, !47:':'2 ' -o-:_?,..'.,b.,,0 36552 :: 4Rq_-"
3c 2P _,0 m'_,',';,"...... _- _ 5
0,572F,I ' "W_=n ".... c....... 0,6.'.837 0,90213 ::.93876
2P 2S 2,0 935S2.3 ?
1.96966' 4_:,777'_.!5296 "! 97_,__ n ,:<-,-c,'_
3P 42 20,C 94,q_.._ 6
i q_'9_'5 0,774ri_ r,,6ew;c, ,', 77e.93 ' _°7_c'
._-°...... .... v _.°., v ,J. -.,.,_ ..w
v" -':'i:n,. .,.g.5752a0.640770 96056 ! c-_oo=
3P 49 4.0 _ n
q_;-r.'_ 0.42576 0,71686 1,15835 ' " '_.... .. .. .. ,4L,.,8
--_o._r, 10.0 %o_R o 7
:'g _'_ I,i!45h5',E!26!2,31748
3P 2F' 6.0 97793.0 7
"=4.0, =,u.8., _r,.?,._-,c,,.,..,.,! 2604! ._,aE:3='_, . 2.75504
1,22946i _-'_g_ _' _-,o_ _.19268!,19797
30 4F 2,S,Fj _,n,'._;, r,;.... : _...u 9
1.1":L'!4i 1.08153 1,042:95 ..of.,..."r. 0.3, l _...uv",'i¢IICt,
3D 2F !4.0 194851.9 !0
........i ......_ ,£2926i,C!31g!:.'!,95755C!.o::::':.,:_ r- . _ ,0 :_£., v
'm 4P 1'_ 0 Irido'_.:, ;' S
_,.. ..._ . 0 £_0_n =,6[:o=h,.,f,_;_,<0,796,110,74266 '],7C!077
on ,15 20 0 105009,8
_.w . ..
0.9%19 0,766!7 9.69052 ,0,61569 0.56_94
3r'.. ,..._' ii}.:." 105134.9 i0
g,73,q_q 0,67560 0,58413 0.516250,46390
91,4802102.6450114.!854!26.5929!39.4852152._725
27.7908 30.5B5433,5!02 36,532£$9,3273
2!,2740 23.5879 25,9_04 28.4_02 31,0449
0,6263_ 0.76476 0,88044 0,97£!5 1.06_03
i,099961.29427!,53794!,E'37472,19576
3.961231.069501,240091,461771.73434
!.27237 1,6660! 2.10(_4 2,5£564 3,12547




1.20949!.23166!.2597_ ! 2% 9= .....54_




.._,, ......... r_ =._o_ " _77
100
4P 4S 4.0 107448.2 II
0.473550,355980.513160,83399!.39825
47 28 2,0 106478,6 Ii
!,846821,527401.3080!1,197011,14072
4P 4P i2.0 !07016.1 11
0.9467£0,690_0.655010,77972!,06562
4P 2P 6.0 107500.0 11
0,55142?,4£4660,686841,046621.64936
4P 4D 20.0 106825.2 11
1,213163.917120,802090.837370.99659
4P 20 10,0 107400.0 11
0,534850,498680.743091,!47701.80771
4D 4P 12.0 110372,7 13
_.28551!,450511.434601,373941.30755
40 2P 6.0 110229,3 13
1,475251.80857!.887801,88361!,85258
40 40 20.0 110299.1 !3
1.367_6 !.6!28S1,639721,603361.55!8!
40 20 10,0 110461.6 !3
1.19683!,283671,231931.!55311.08135
4D 4F 28.0 110253,3 13
1.421aC!,718361,776351.759521,72129
49 2F 14.0 110346.4 !3
1.345621,55202!,561581,5!783!.46295
4F 49 20.0 110486.0 14
0.59599 0.34209 0,21550 0.140910.09787
4P 20 i0,0 110486,0 !4
0,595990,342090,215500,140910,09787
4F 4P 28,0 110486.0 14
0,595990,342090,215500,140910,09787
4F 2F ]4,0 110486,0 14
0.595990.342090.215500,140910.09787
4F 46 36,_ 119486.0 !4
0.59599 0.34209 0,21550 0,140910,09787






















2.06874 2.7635? 3,49013 4.20755 4.95729
1,195561 ....... i._,.. 1.7!1911.95340
1,476661.94898 2.45514 2.97381 3,52872
2.35250 3.07920 3,82380 4,56096 5.32764




1.50685 1.46644 1.42682 1.39332 1.36255
1.01376 0.95158 0,89426 0.84299 0,79389
1.688631.659121.627851.601491,577!0
1,41222_ 36419 1,3!651_ _?_n
.... .... 1,23105
0.07984 0.05778 0.04376 0.03591 0.03233
0.07984 0,05778 0,04376 0.03591 0,03233
0,07984 0.U_,77c,0.04376 0,035910.uo2o_
0,07984 0.05778 0.04376 0.03591 0.03233
0.07984 0,05778 0.04376 0.03591 0,03233











.,.ur' 3,0 76795.0 2.i00E+08
















1302.!7 2P4 3P 38 38 i. 5.
1304.87 2P4 3P 38 38 !. 5.
1306.04 2P4 3F' 38 38 !. 5.
988,782P4 3P 38' 3D 1.11.
990,2!2P4 3P 38' 3D I,II.
990.802P4 3P 38' 30 i.!!,
988,66 2P4 3P 33' 3D !,ii,



















































O.O00E+O0 0.000 3.0 3.0
O.O00E+O0 0.000 5.0 3.0
2.!40E-01 0.135 7.0 9.0
2.140E-01 0.135 5.0 7.0
2.140E-01 0.135 3.0 5.0
2.140E-0i 0.135 7.0 7.0
2.140E-01 0.135 5.0 5.0
2.140E-01 0.135 3.0 3.0
2.140E-01 0.135 7.0 5.0
2.140E-01 0.135 5.0 3.0
2.140E-01 0.135 3.0 1.0
3.530E-01 0.225 9.0 15.0
3.900E-0! 0.370 7.0 5.0
3.900E-01 0.370 5.0 5.0
3.900E-01 0.370 3.0 5.0
O.O00E+O0 0.000 9,0 %0
4.040E-01 0.155 7.0 9.0
4.040E-01 0.155 5.0 7.0
4.040E-01 0.155 3.0 5.0
4.040E-01 0.155 7.0 7.0
4.040E-0! 0.155 5.0 5.0
4.0406-01 0.155 3.0 3.0
4.040E-01 0.155 7.0 5.0
4.040E-01 0.!55 5.0 3.0
4.]40E-rj! n.155 3.0 i.0
-!.0006+00 0.000 9.0 15.0
0.000E+00 0.000 15.0 21.0
0.0006+00 0.000 2!.0 21.0
0.O00E+OC 0.000 2i,0 27,0
5.4F::OE-01 _3.339 7.0 5.0
5.430E-0! 0.339 5.0 5.0
5.430E-0! 0.32:9 3,0 5.0
6.980E-0! 0.349 9,0 3.0
1.258E+00 0.185 7,0 9.0
!.250E4-00 0.!35 5,0 7.0
!.258E+00 0.185 3.0 5.0
1,258E+00 0.185 7.0 7.0
1.258E+00 0.!85 5.0 5.0
1.2586+00 0.!85 3.0 3.0
1.258E-l'00 0.!85 7.0 5.0
0.000E+00 0.000 5.0 3.0
0,000E+00 0,000 3.0 1.0
0.0006+00 0.000 7.0 5.0
0,000E+00 0.000 5,0 5.0
0.000E+00 0.000 3.0 5.0
&.420E÷00 0.3!8 9.0 3.0
2P4 3P 9,0 78.0
101155.0i.200E+07 7981.97 3P 3P 3S' 3D 7.11.
I01155.08.000E+05 7982.303P 3P 3S' 3D 7.11.
97420.04.190E+07 9265.99 3P 5P 30 50 6. 9.
97420.02.800E+07 9262.73 3P 5P 3D 5D 6. 9.
97420.01.470E+07 9260.88 3P 5o 3D 50 6. 9.
97420.01.400E+07 9265.993P 5P 30 50 G. 9.
97420.02.450E+07 9202.733P 5P 30 50 G. 9.
97421.03.1506+07 9260.88 3P 5P 30 59 6. 9.
97420.02.790E+06 9265.99 3P 5P 30 50 6. 9.
97421.01.050E÷07 9262.73 3P 5P 30 5D 6. 9.
97421.04.200E+07 9260.883P 5P 30 5D 6. 9.
97488.02.350E+07 11287.003P 3P 3D 3D 7. 9.
95476.01.270E+07 11302.20 3P 5P 48 58 6. 8.
95476.09.100E+06 11297.50 3P 5P 48 5S 6. 8.
95476.05.400E+06 11295.00 3P 5P 48 58 6. 8.
96226.01.880E+07 13164.00 3P 3P 48 38 7. 8.
102865.07.0106+06 6158.!93P 5P 40 5D 6.12.
102865.04.680E+06 6156.783P 5P 4D 5D 6.12.
!02865.02.450E+06 6155.99 3P 5P 4D 50 6.12.
102865.02.340E+06 6158.19 3P 5P 4D 5D 6.12.
102865.04.100E+06 6156.78 3P 5P 4D 5D 6.i2,
102865.0 5.270E÷06 6!55.99 3P 5P 40 5D 6.12.
102865.04.670E+05 6158.!93P 5P 4D 5D 6.!2.
102865.0 1.750E+06 6156.783P 5P 4D 50 6.12.
!02865.07.020E+06 6155.993P 5P 40 50 6.12.
102908.03.250E+06 7002.103P 3P 4D 3D 7.12.
129667.04.600E+06 6106.503P' 3D 4D' 3F19.19.
129667.01.980E+06 6269.403P' 3F 4D' 3F19.19.
12%90.0 6.300E+06 6259.60 3P' 3F 40' 3619.19.
102116.03,310E+06 6456.01 3P 5P 58 58 6.11.
102116.02,370E+06 6454.483P 5P 58 58 6.1i.
102116,01.420E+06 6453,64 3F' 5P 58 58 6.11.
102412.06,2006+06 7254,403P 3P 58 38 7.11.
105385.0 1.960E÷06 5230,66 3P 5P 50 50 6,14,
105385.0 1.310E+06 5329.59 3P 5P 5D 50 6.14,
IJ.._8.,.06.900E+05 5328.983P 5P 5D 50 6.14.
105385.06.600E+05 5330.66 3P 5P 5D 50 6.14.
105385.01.150E+06 5329.593P 5P 5D 5D 6.14.
105385.01.480E+06 5328.983P 5P 5D 5D 6.14.
105385.0 1.310E+05 5330,66 3P 5P 50 5D 6,!4,
105385.0 4.910E+05 5329.59 3P 5P 5D 5D _.M.
105385.0 1.970E+06 5328.993P 5P 5D 50 6.!4,
105019.0 1.420E÷06 5436._33P 5P GS 58 6.14,
105019,01.020E+06 5435.763P 5P 68 58 6.14,
105019.06.100E+05 5435.163P 5P 58 58 6.i4.
105165.02,340E+06 6046,403P 3P 68 38 7.14,
i
i_,I!96 ,_._,,,4_Q_44 17.788820.716723.9167
2P4 IP 5.0 15867.7 2
0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2P4 IP i.0 33792.4 3
0,0000 ,._OOnO_ 0.0000 O._.,nnnn0.0000
33 58 _ r_ _7_,6_.° 4_.v w
0.00023 0.04397 0,13992 0,27262 0.40008
38 _°c., 3.0 76794.7. 5
"327.1607 30,5087 34. 0583 .,7. 7269 41.,4359
0.0000 0.0000 U.O000 0.0000 0.0000






.3_.. ._=_ 15.0 86.628.7 6
" ,'.-':_ _.2767rJ :).%244 0.822910.86719
'SF'&_ 9.C! £8630.7 7
,(2_=,74':;,49-_31:_,_2742n.9297!!,40623
:-'[_ 5? 25,0 _7420. D 9
.:_.,_-':: :,.::_3ti ....-,".....70766 0 E,6160
•;(-, _.r, l E _ O"7,4nr. r,
•_'.:.: _.., .LJ,U d"qOOmU
,"qr, r, ._ _0 _, ="s
,:..;L,',:::........::.&%2q0.630890.57887
_ ._P ..... 9q0% q !0
.._'? = 1,133T'. q q.....1.£:437_ :,..4.... 99490 0._/,_i
4F ':"=' _ n 9_,80.0 _n
.-. .. ?_r,_,
4:. F_:: 2,:-;,Z, !_2_G5.! 12
1,-:=='_".._._ 1.40_'_2 , :;o:,=,s,1,31451 i o---.-:o
i,Z1477 1,3.'4_ 1,2762_ i,!_361 !.!i(!44
_" =C" ",= r, _."!.gq_Zq _ L2
f _m=_l! 0 ;,.::,:;A? q -;'-,e,= ....................... _i.-_c,. ?,!3.97rj r',0:_?27
'},595_5 "i ::.:.go.3,, -,_,_,,',., :_r:_; !:, r,cp=.,
,i.::5 _ "" _';"= _].20
!:.::OZ; -r, _c, " "_ -0.2_8
1_:'!(iCi._r,.,_.,'_?-(!.230 -Z:.258
• or.'.', -[.!.ia::; -n _ _ -r.i.23_
",,2+;.- 22.:_10 1 94 4
,i ' ;" ;),Z!0gZ+'30r, qq;,_i,:r:
T,O[;(; i rm r,unr,OEiOr," .,nr,r,,-
_,:iZiC ":="" =_:'_ ........ ;'4 "_4 --qi2,_L , :_C, iC,;',
2.CO:"._ (' ,OC:) 2207.198 16.13;_
2 re-;r: ;.:4,'.",22:";0 2.::K:,.')00 ....., _...... , ,..., :j, t. '..!'.:
,g0.r. _._;_'- ,4!}::._,_ 19'.$2.£_? .""_".£'i '.:_'
2.8 Z:,O4.500E-014,_37E-G2 _.[_ Z'..['
•-1,0 "),0 .a,...,.,._r";r-r':.,_1,452E-05 r.!,O 1,0
1 r, !.Fi " "ci"c _," ..,._, . ',._uu._- 2,22GE-9! 2,0 ! '
:?:n i.'::_ _.r,rrr_rH " r._-r_r,- _. r: 1.0
= _ , r,4.500Z-_C1
..,u i,.: 3._%E-05 O.O 2.rj
1.0 2.0 a =r,r,r_;. ;:,R_ZiE_r,'_ 2 r, 2.0
"_ ': -, ," ," _nO__fil & :o",c_n_
.._0_,:.-6. 1,340E-02 6.C! 2.C!
7.0 2. r_ 4 m_-'_-F£ .......... ....... _ :_ '_-t:5 O.C 3.':'
'J 3.0 ".5('['E-Ol/ 324E-01 ._,',o r,
::,t' 3.) _,W, qF-;," _ IZLE-'b3 4.0 3.0
= - 3.0 " =;'nr-'" 2.- ........ 6.z! 3.'!, _..... ,. :._ 4: : JC -UI
; ;- _ " a _rifi_-L" 4 o_r,__n_. _,,.fi 3.0
0.'; 4.':! 4.3.':t0E--'I 3.237--r,.3 !,[! 4,?
- ...... U '_ 2,9 '_.
............... v. ,'_. ......... 4.0
-_,{[, .¢ '.h . ,'C.:'.,qZ_'' :. £?-'..',C__ 7 ,; ._ "
-,,[: 4,(! _ ..... r ..-- or,?r_r 5
?.? :-:-.:: ,: ..... ' ,: -,:'_r_r,z =
1.69498 2.32813 3.0030£ 3,72587 4.51091
2,00315 2.69438 3,48024 _,_4.._,_' _'_ 5.277_3,..
0.624300.597480.57576?.5g052 _).54£!9
0,53611 0.50361 0,47581 0 4_o0 ..... ,'_
1.13373 1,43874 ..85gZ!i2 .... _,_ _._b..,.
1,178201,12337!.q_4:_6',033330,39714
i, L..,6.... :) U.£i ::'f_3-!,., _., ..: ( . . , OE,.._..; C,
t p?q3n U,L.d, 4_ ..... (,.....:_...... -, ,=? .3 f:,e_:_ r' =Rr' _.g3229
O. _ " "_0
-"-J U. _-
-0.315 -O.30£ -r.i.2'7')
-0.2% -0,28_ -_ ,2-_
-0,278 -0.263 -;, ,217
-[i .259 -0.2a!. -0.1_!.











j .., L+_"- _.I_.
4.5'_OE-;Ji
4 =OOr-O_













q r I q A :! q ",
-i,,.)% 2.,',o.w,rl _ .m_.nc_:,-'.,
:!, O[_': 1, '::$22"J2.02[iE--2
;:i :':":" i -=qn,, 5.LiC!OE-02




















4.0 5.0 4.500E-019.290E-02 5.0 5.0 4,500E-0!2.925E-02
6.0 5.0 4,500E-012.830E-01 7.0 5.0 4.500E-013.06SE-01
8.0 5.0 4.500E-0!3,4!9E-02i0.n 5.0 4.500E-011.161E-04
0.0 6.0 4.500E-011.155E-04 1.0 6.0 4.500E-0!2.700E-D_
_._0 6.0 4.500E-012.362E-02 3.0 6.0 4.500E-01Q..451E-O.,
4.0 6,0 4,500E-01i.509E-01 5.0 6.0 4.500E-014.815E-02
6.0 6.0 4.500E-015.331E-02 7.0 6.0 4.500E-012.415E-01
O.O 6.0 4.500E-0!3.401E-01 9.0 6,0 4.500E-nl3.8BOC-02
!0.0 B.O 4.500E-0!8.094E-05i!.0 6.0 4,500E-011,823E-04
0,0 7.0 4,500E-012.000E-05 1.0 7.0 4.500E-015.861E-04
2.0 7.0 4.500F-01B.691E-03 3.0 7.0 4.500E-013.80!E-02
4.0 7,0 4.500E-011,09BE-01 5,0 7.0 4.500E-011.333E-0!
6.0 7.0 4.500E-012.044E-02 7.0 7.0 4,500E-017.23E-02
8.0 7,0 4.50[!E-012.083E-O! B.O 7.0 4.500E-nl3.B86E-OI
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G,O 14.0 5.000E-n!3.050E-02 6.0 15.0 5.000E-01
6.0 16.0 5.000E-01!.677E-02 6.0 17.0 5.000E-01
6,0 18.0 = _n_ n_J.uuu,.-ul1.159E-02 6.0 19.0 5.000E-0!
6.0 20.0 5.000E-C:I4.371E-02 6.0 21,0 5,000E-01
7,0 2.0 5.000E-014.6_IE-03 7.0 3.0 5.000E-01
7.0 4.0 ,.='O00E-0!,,,,.._,,,o" =c n', 7.0 5.0 5.000E-01
7.0 _6.0,,.,,,,___ nn_'-n4,,3.Geac-O'_._ , 7.0 7.,,n5.000E-01
7.0 8.CI5.000E-018.958E-03 7.0 9,0 5.000E-01
7.0 !'q.O5.000E-012.094E-02 7.0 12.0 5.000E-01
7,9 !3.Z!5.009E-0!3.004Z-02 7.0 14.0 5.000E-01
7.0 ,,,,'_r:5.0n_=-r'i_,_.,3,305£-02 7.[!!6.0 5.000E-Of








































































_.:,0-:.-; 5 ,'.?:_E-_:!4,!58E-02 8,0 G.O
?,0 -:,C; _.?::OE-?.i 2,307E-02 E:,O 9.0
? : :;:.,: _,'?:;OE-[:! 3,144E-03 8,0 ii,0
,£.0:2'." _,CC!OE-CI 2,975E-02 8,0 13.0
.,c',_'.:!._,_: _,£_%E-CII 6,209E-03 8,0 15,0
8,C 1_.0 _ O%E-O! I.OI_IF-028.0 17,0
'.--c,O!_:,rj-.'OOE-013,281E-02 8,0 19.0
'-__ >_ ;:5.070E-'i'i6,9!4E-03 8.0 21.0
9,0 1,0 _.OCOE-0i2,089E-03 9,0 2.0
- ". " 7::"........ 2,910E-02 ?,0 4 n
..,,< .... ,L UU.w-bi ,.
:-.:_ 5,:: ",0'::C;-:-0! 2,967E-02 9.0 6.0
_,'3 ?.0 5.000E-0!8.720E-0S 9.C_ 8.0
...............................,.,II.0
.%G ;-2.0=.:,OOOE-OI!,65!E-02 9.0 !4.0
9,:?15.G ..E.'3OOE-01!,607E-n2 9.0 17,G
_,C!18."......b_'E-ui1.340E-02 9.0 19.0
_"._;'"::',;_O;!E-01" _e,,=_nc:q -q21,0
LL'.',:__ n _ ,',?;-:r-_ 3.172E-02_''r, 2,0
10.0 3,1:.5,C!ODE-013.372E-[;210,0 4.0
LC,S = _"5 I}nc."r-o_ 1 70_,_-0_ _'0 :, 7.0
"3 _'_ -n')',.Z_.C!S,!:' _:.OC::;E-(!I,.,4...E.,,. !0,(' _,0
-_:_.[: 10,.':.t_'%E-0!1,193E-02IG.O !1.0
•r,u 12,0 5,0L'!')E-C'I: q_e,_,--,- - - -" . .....-U.:_'" I:_ ',,L!
"" "_ :.'+--':-Fj" .__0o 'tn 0 '" "i:,. 14,:: _ 2 _.6,0
i£-.0";7,05.000:"-(;I1,902E-02!0,0 19:0
C.t,,: 2:::,? 5.{:::::]E-C. 1.242E-02 /C:,O 2!,0
!!,C: !.0 5.0C.'0E-._:I4.537E-0.3ii.0 2 C
11,: 5.; 5.0%E-C!!_,F.37E-O-:!i,': 6,0
•:.'2 S;: _2 n;., i i00
5 !,00 0 S%E+O00.O00Z+OO
-..n:,.. ,',.;,. .'-',OO,OOOE+OC'_....,._n,_, r,;.,nn._
E'..O;;_.,_:.'_:,o _',r _",36_' ?,002
o r,nr, n 0,-.-_15%'.361 12,073
3,C_'30:"-"q ;"; 917,900.,__,,,..6,u.., 22,500
2,r':''.-"_R _r,n _.=-,c_':,nr, !2.900
i!.C_ 7,(i.=..,CirCE-%2,_'?:!E-_211.0 8.0
!1,0 i";!,05,Z;Z!OE-OI:',122E-0"I!.0 Ii.0
"i O i_ -'_ "_'"r;" _ o,c,.--_-_!I,0....... uv.-.:i,,_v.,.tl., 15,0
__1,"_ r; _ r,,_ .... -_ -r_'__..-,_!I.0
.......... ..;' ,-,3:J_,,_ .: !8.0
ii 0 :c-:,',=. nqnr__:_ c,._cc_q_ii,0 21,0
_., __o ,', 2.00 1,5 5,OOC;E-L"i6, ._.E-_312.0
......... -.4.Or_n_-_r,i _2 o- ,u ,_,L_. .. .... 3,695E-02. , 4.0
12,_._ _.Z;5,'J%E-F.'!!,!2EE-O212,0 7.0
. - " = ....... _ :.;,73"=-D3 " " %0!2",n '-:,q.; b:._ur_-v. !_:,b _
....... " _ ......... " :'='- "_ _'_ _ II,-C'Ld,'.,' :.'J ,U ..' ,L',9:.; ,'-% ,",iiJr....-U_
_c,u 12,c _,_Onr_r-r;_.._.. !,17_-"2.._ ,..,,__' !3,.i
..J, F:,OOCE-OI" _" _- _.... i,,, £,. 0,.!2,0 16,0
i_,v ............................18,0
4n f, p_ ,'h



















































































































































































'_"_'_ _ _ _ _ k:.L k.._ L<'._
OF FOOR ' ............
!8.0 3,0 5,0:]0E-01!,130E-0218,0 5.0
!.S,5 _.;J5,C_%;-0_7,024E-0318dl 7.0
"o 0 _ n _ r,n,__:_: _o_r_.n918.0 I0,0
"P,F '_ _....,r,;.=,_ _,_c_c_OoIE;.O!2,0
,,-, o i:?.'_ "-,SOOE-O! " __ro .0. ................ i£,0 15
--, !:. -¢ n _ ,',nr,r_-,, :. ,;a_r_r,_., IE',,O 13,0
'._.!;1£,S F_.,;":'OE-C'"_,2qE-O? 18.0 !9.0
'- ' :.".":= ""::-_"_" _':':-:'"19.0 0 0
_-<? :' " _ "_'_:-'_ ?,175r-n< . ,, 4............... ":90 ;', u
'_.:,...._ _; :: .........-,_' "-"I' F,.CC!OE-0319,0 8,C!
"o -: 5,_S?E-C!L.645E-03_o ,', 15.0
_.,_. J, U:_-L_. -,,., _ _. • ,.
_9,'."19,0 5,0GOE-_!L,OOEE-_219.C'20,_
_c_ .... 5,gnnr_F!i,,':.OTpr_r:o20;0 0,9
20.0 :,0 = %% ;".:._"_--; t.943E-0220,0 2.0
"_ :' 5,0%--[:!_ ri_':,r-r,3 ;'0.0 4,0
20.0 =,.i2 5.000E-01 _..,..._,_=-n_u=20. n. _.0
_r,.o o -....;:,',c__',_£,216E-03-0 0 9.5
























20,': _o :! =. ",r'r-,',_ :, ,_',or_::.. 20.0 14,0 5,0ONE-01
_.:'.:,r_-.'_ __.......... _. ....:... 5,905E-01
•t'.._
-o,,: !7,C.!.,= ."'n-'-n_..,,.. i,_°'_r-n:' , 19,C:....... 20 '_ 5,OOOE-01
w:,S 21 'C _-C:nr,_-.-_i 'w,..,__.,':',21 fl _;.05.000E-01
:':.¢I -F 0
-1.:i .:,0.5.C!-:CE-ql2._4E ,k ,_"'.02,0 :.,O00E-.4!
_" " - ";= ;'_:':-"__ 836E-% _ " 4.0 5.000E-01
-i,! : :i _- .0::;0:-91 ' .-,'_.r r'_ 7,C: ....... _" TM
"..,-,_'_'.', :, = o:.,;v_r:_. ,:, m_,O."_r,O'_ r, 12,Ci 5,OOOE-01
--'! :.: :".[ ':,-ZL-;?:. ;_,:-L?E-?_ 21 C:!5 '_ 5.".;OC'E-CC
?"

































_*' UiC: 2E, ']2.'.'! _ _:" :L,!\ .
:< O.C;OO.C,F.:OE_:j':r,.:C,C,EiO0 1,147E-0759500,0C_::'
C.4EF! !:!.% ",CC'E+CiO n n.qn;-,m__7"7.:-'.':-'
.,u....... 1....... 65200,995
2,900 :'=?=" %; 2!6E'..610 ",_ ", ", ". r,,',::
....Of O,000 u......
2. Z:O!:" C!....""':: 2:368.745 ":_,._:_-_ _n,.,006.• n,noo.
, :'_:_.:..:..", ..............,,6d .... 0.0!2 0,900
:7,I:! C:,O ::,'.OTCE-O2'_ ,w" "" _ ........
_..; _.:--u: 1,? r,.{ 7,480E-02$,O_' ;m-u,:
_,_ r; " _::.'r.'-_nO 1,200E-03 ' "....U,_ .;,u£,940E-02 7.600E-C:2
;.." .,, " _,.,,_':"'-"-':-0 °._.?.7q_E--; _,_"n i,... _,._OE-uz 1 4_'v-n_
::.C: L,L':,i,_.'r.::!:=-022.80':!£-[!3 O,O 2.._ 7.550E-02 5..SOC;£-03
" • -.n ,--, 2.0 8._nOr-02 E.754E-:_"LS ',:: S,S-'=._E-C2;...., .E-u; _ :
:....; - '6_'_-0° l,¢:r!5E-q_4,C! 2,0 1,900E-02_ _..r:qc_r::,
-,'[ :<,C_.CgCE-C:2S.200E-O4 i.!::",- -'.."n = r,* --
.: .... .o_O,_-u_:1,4:_LiE-02
...... - ,,_- ....... .-. 3,:.:: 3,0 " "" = _o_=_:,*
. _.;,8OOE-L!_'.......
. :...;_'--_'z 2 31_E-01 2.::: z,O ?,76C'E-rj2 2.:790_-!]2
3,:_ a,.,, ..........c,,-,_nr_02_ ";'_5_-n_ a,O 4,0 o m:nr-c,':., =.s,v:,z_::_
4 O .¢,7c.n;_,'_o 9,5_Qr_O_ _ n 5,0 7 r_on__n_ -:. _:,rv_;.<.
._ _-: = :, ,:. ,_or,,'=_;,o1,925E-01 :-,0 5,0 8,500E-92 4,o._a-"-:,',
c,:, '_-!:! t_,_nnc-n'_..,....;... 2 a_z_n-, 4.0 .;." c rv=nr_r.o f =or,c_.:':-

















_5 0 _':n 5,SHOE_03..... v 4.750E-02

















6,0 r, n o _ __.nl ? =.r,nl:_('_
:,n n r,v ;_a__n_5.000E-05
_..0 1,0 o _cf,_-fl! 4 ,nr r,-" . ............ 6C...,.-_Z
...... ,.,v._.I_OE-Oi !,942E-01
: 0 1.0 q IAr,_'-n_ 3.615E-02

















































5 0 0.[! 3.!69E-.01 "_ o:nr-q_
7.0 0.? 3.160E-012.000E-04
0.0 1.0 3.160E-013,7!IE-01
2,0 I 0 "_._:n_'-r.__ ,mq__r._
4.rJ 1,0 3.160E-019.410E-02
6.0 i,0 _,,._,,,,_._cn__n_1 220E-02
8.0 i 0 3 "_'_ n_ _.iOOE_n_
























c_.O 4.') 3.160E-01 5.R_70E-02 7.[; 4.0
?.J 4,0 3.160E-Fd 1,088E-0! 9.0 4.0
• n r: 4,? o -,'-n_-_n" o,530E-02 11.0 4.0
:, _:__r,_ " 13,0!2,0 ':,? ........ _,. _,._50E-03 4.0
°d r: _ ..... --,r- _,_ ,..tnr_¢_O_......... : .... --_,. 1 .. ... 15.0 4,0
2.] 5,-:._.__'.:-Oi i _,.-v_ o.U
,._ .'cn.__n,_ 595F-62 5,rl 5,0
_,,. ..,._............:_,040E-027.0
9.[! 5.C 3.1_"]:'.-0! '-S,44OE-(i2 ._,n. _.,._:,:
.._.U,_ 01 8,305E-z!2 ;" :' _ n!C_,{!5,0 o _r__
_? n _ n _ ,gn_ n_ 2.590E-52 ......5.0
14.S 5,0 3,!60E-01_.,...."nnr-n°,...,...,_'_i:..5,0
..rx,•ED 26,020 .,_ 96 3
:.:', 0,[',05.E'3E-06O,O'.,?E+.'.'}FJ
•.j.4g_] .".OC_.392E-05_._,,,,_,_.,'_nnr,pl,nn
R" =='_4,000 9245.344 I_.I.',,_.... 12.609
2,000 0.000 2068.745 !3.124
1,0 _._' 3.!60E-01 4,000E-{!_, 2,C 6.(!
3,0 6.0 3,!60E-01 1.567E-01 4,0 6,0
5.'? 6.0 Z.160E-01 7.500E-04 6.0 6.C'
_,,_0 6,0 _.,._S=''p-nl..o 4,555Z-02_0.,,,n6.0
• , n 6,0 o _,_r,_-r_ B.p,oO_'-np ".'_ 6.0
_Q .rl
...._ _:..C; _ _cnp_n._ '_7')=;_'_PT_14,0 6.0
":......... G,O E',,lBOE-C',i?.300E-O? ":i,...," 6,0
_0:;,'_7,0 ?,:FJE-'I_!!,250E-':RS,? ,,
" ";".... .067E-% _ "
6,0 7.0 3,1EZ.,E-{_!2._C{,;E-.?,27 _ 7,0
3,_ 7,0 3,'_£OE-t'l3,77!.E-{!29,? _,-'


















_C _= n,O _, ,,-qr r,"
3.,'2.8.0 3.1_0E-0!
: r: o ,-.-160E-01
7,f_ c, ,': o Ic:_p_n_




5,0 q _' "_ "60'-r'I
o r, 9,0 c, -_cr,__n_w i ._.,v L..;_
'_" n 9 n 3,1E,"}.'E-CI
4 _, wi,:.,L! c_r, -, "_r:p_n1


















_.$57S-[_2 14.0 9.0 ._.i6_-u.
6.760E-02 !E,C 9.0 3.160E-0!

























































































3.500E-04 5.0 i0.0 3.160E-01 1.070E-02
!.I07E-01 7.0 !0.0 3.!60E-012.728E-01





5.065E-02 5.0 11.0 3.!GOE-016.500E-04
1.765E-02 7.0 11.0 3.1GOE-011.432E-0!
2.606E-01 9.0 1!.0 3.!GOE-016.450E-03

















;-[ READS IN EXCITATION DATA (ATOMIN, MOLIN)
_i, CALCULATES ATOMIC EXCITATION (EXCTAM) ]
CALCULATES EQUILIBRIUM-EQUIVALENT
NUMBER DENSITIES (ARBITA)
_[ CALCULATES MOLECULAR EXCITATION(MOLEXT) J
CALCULATES EQUILIBRIUM-EQUIVALENT
NUMBER DENSITIES (ARBIT)
READS IN RADIATIVE PROPERTY DATA (RADIN) ]
CALCULATES ATOMIC LINES (ATOMIC) ]
CALCULATES BOUND-FREE RADIATION (BFCONT) I
CALCULATES FREE-FREE RADIATION (FFCONT) I
(CALCULATES MOLECULAR RADIATION)
SETS UP PARAMETERS (SETUP) J
COMPUTE EACH VIBRATIONAL BAND (VUVL)

















SECTION 6. TYPICAL INPUT DECK
_ 3',-....... __': : "<":: ":.:":,i , ' '_-"_- ...... ' .......... --__" .....
.2,r-,'_- ::,::- r)_-..l:;:._ :-" " ' ' " '" -_ _ _-:_. ': :-.__. L.:-,_.., _"E:',_":=bJ_ _h-:;_ :' "-"'
-..r-_" g-':::',:' Pk..t_E '_ E,F-_NI__-__,4z.-,:-J_'. t r.tE, T r.,-.- E,._7.. L
U-:'.':>A7 E, F,
CF!,.-=$CPL i =r:
." E- :-: gT
_: : S' r.._!Z!_....._8 4
,.' E ElF
2 L
• ,:.J..:.- - C 2
! . 160E-92
"!5 0 2
:!.19 !-:0 (i i_
3, .4:3gE-C2 :.:.. 7::_',SE-E : _. 2C4E-.'-:!":: 4.2_,9E-02
l , 9 '-!? R - 1 ".:'. I , 0 ? !1:E - 1 !:} :-:, 01:2 _._-16 ! , E'L]:1'E + 04
4,3C'/E_O,':; 4 : ',-:3 '.-:E + C:':! !:r , O!:!::!E+O0 5, CIOOE+'.:iO
." E ';':L.-
rS, 1 8 8 E - U 4
2 . -_.r _-jE+0 4
' r! i-_A F-+!] :R
2 ........ 92
I. ';.'0 rj E+ 0 ":_
:3, C Z:2- - :-_2
,_-_ _='r, _"J...n:_



















SECTION 7. TYPICAL OUTPUTS
BI_IETlt(O=NO ILINDI_xTION. I=IL/YDIATIO_I) = 1
NFIN1 (EXCITA'TI Ot_l DATA INPUT FILE) = 1
NFIN2(RADIATION DATA INPUT FILE) = 2
NFOUT(OUTPUT F 1LE) = 6
NPRTI (PRINT CONTROL FOR BASIC DATA) = 1
NPRTq(I_RINT COFITROL FOR OOTPIJT) = I
NEHR(FILE I_UHBER OF ERi:tOR HESSACES) = 6
NAIU{AY(LENGFit OF RADIATION ARRAYS) = 15000
_NCA:_,E(NU_qBEH OF CASES) = 1
HSAVE(FILE TO SAVE SPECTRAL OUTPUT) = 3
NPLOT(O=NO PLOT. I=PLOT) = 1
ffAVELS('31tORT _¢AVELENGTH LIHIT IN A) = 2000.0
NAVELL(LONG WAVELENGTIt LIHIT IN A) = 15000.0
_TAR_(¢'VI'ARK WIDTIt FOR HOLECI1LF_. IN A) = 0.3000
- ...... " _._ ,¢*.l, llti i'IOhlIYL,. ._AUI'OR) = ILI._}UO
D(PttY .CAL DEP'I'It, CrI) = 10.000
U.V. LINE E:?_CAPF FACTORS= I.@OOE-03 1.000E-09 I.O00E-O1 U.¥. CONT. ESCAPE FACTOR_-- I.O00E-03 1.090E-02 1.000E-O1
U.V. LIHE Et'_CAPE FACTO;{S= 1.090E-03 I.O00E-02 I.O00E-OI U.V. CONT. ESCAPE FACTOB._; = 1.O00E-03 1.090E-02 1.OOOE-O1
I_DIA'FION STRENGTII tlULTIPLICATION FACTORS= 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ILa-DIATION STRENGTII HULTIPLICATION FACTORS= 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
PukDIA'I'ION STItENGTII tIULTIPLICATION FACTORS = 1.00 1.0010.0010.00 0.01 I .@0 1.00 1.00 l.OO 1.00 1.00 1._0 1.00 1.CO 1.00 1._0
RADIA'I'IGN STIHU'IGTil HULTIPLICATION FAC'I'OP_ = 1 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00
RADIATION E_CAPE FACTORS FOR HOLECULES
1.C90E+O0 1.00OE+O0 I.O0#E+_O I.OOOE+00 1.000E+00
I.C_0E+O0 1.000E+#O 1.09OE+O0 1.000E+_0 1.000E+00
I.OOOE+O0 1 .OOOE+00 1 .OOOE+,O0 1.000E+90 1.000E+00
1.O00E+OO I.O00E+_90 I.O0_E+_O 1.090E+00 1.O00E+O0
I.O00E+O0 1.O00E+O0 I.O00E+OO 1.000E+90 1.OOOE+00
1.000E+O0 1.O00E+O0 1.QOOE+O0 1.000E+O0 1.000E+C9
I.O00E+gO 1.O00E+_O I.O_GE+_)O 1 .000E+90 1.O00E+00
l.O00E+_O I.O00E+OO I.O00E+O0 I.OOOE+(_O I.O00E+OO
I.O_OE+O0 1.O00E-:-O0 1.O_0E+00 1.00OE+00 1.000E+90
1.000E-:-OO 1.000E+O0 1.000E+O0 1.000E+00 1.000E+_O
1.00@E+,$O 1.00(_Z+_0 1 ._GOF-:-_O 1 ._)OOE+L)O 1.000E+90
I.OOOE+O0 1._¢)OE+00 I.¢)OCE+00 1.O00E+OO 1.O00E+O0
I.O'DOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.O00E+O0 1.000E+OO I.O00E+(_O
1 ._0,3E+¢30 1 .G@O.E+0O ! .00OE+O0 1.000E+'90 1.000E+O0
1 _)OOE4_O 1.000E+_O 1.000_.2+00 1.000E+00 1.0OOE+O0
1 O09E+@0 I.O00E+GO I.O00E+_O 1.O00E+OO 1.00OE+00
1 _OOE+@O 1.000E+O0 I.O00.E+(_0 I.O00E+O0 1.OOOE+_O
1 C_f_F+GO 1.O00E-:-OO I._OOE+_O I.O00E+O0 1.00OE+00
1 OOZE+CO I.O0@E+O0 I.O0,OE+_)O 1.O00E+00 I.OOOE+GO
1 O00E+O@ 1000E+O0 I.O00E+O0 I.O00E+00 I.OOOE+_O
1 O9OE+O0 1 O00E+()O 1.0_)OE+O0 1 ._)OOE+00 1.000E+O0
1 O@OE+9© 1 OOOF+_') I.O0_E+O0 1.O00E+@O 1.O00E+O0
1 @90E+_0 1 O00E:-()O I.OOOE+CO I.@OOE+O0 1.OOOE+_O
1 ¢')O_)E-:-O0 1 O00E-;-G!,) I .0OOE+O0 1.O00E+OO 1.O0OE+00
1 .@OOE+CO 1 O00E+i_O I .O0@E+_O 1.000E+00 1.000E+O0
T(tlEAVY PARTICLE 'I'II*,N'_I,. AND ROT. T) = 18(t00.0
TV(VIB]L&TIONAL TEI_tFEIUVI'UI_E) = 14000.0
TE (EI,EC'i'RON 'I'EIqPEt_ATUI_i,',) = I',2)000.0
TARB(ARBITILOxRY EQOILIBAIUH TEHPEATURE)= 9650.0
ANTOTO(It_ITIAL TOTAL NUHBER DENSITY )= 8.013E+16
JL= I IB= I
.IL= 2 IB= I
JL= 3 I B= I
JL= 4 I B = I
JL = 5 I B = I
JL= 1 IB= 2
JL= 2 IB= 2
•IL= 3 I B= 2
JL= 4 I B= 2
JL= 5 I B= 2
JL= 1 I B= 3
JL = 2 IB= 3
JL= 3 I B= 3
JL= 4 I B= "i
JL= 5 IB= 3
JL= 1 IB= 4,
JL= 2 I B= 4
JL= 3 I B= 4
JL= 4 IB: 4,
JL= 5 IB= 4
JL = 1 IB: 5
JL = 2 I B= 5
JL = 3 I B = 5
JL= 4 IB= 5
JL= 5 I B= 5
(' '
NUMBER DENSITY FRACTIONS OF SPECIES
N= 4.813E-01 N+= 3.435E-02 O= 1.788E-01
02= 1.160E-02 CN= 1.O00E-IO C= 1.O00E-IO
0+= 6.204E-03 NE= 4.269E-02 N2+= 6.188E-04
PRESSUI_= 1.965E-01AT_I DENSITY= 2.325E-06 G/CH3 ENTHALPY= 4.571E+11ERG/G
N2 = 2.143E-01 NO= 3.032E-02
NITROGEN EION= 117345.0 CH-I
ION: C= 9.0 5.0 1.0 5.0 E= 100.0 15315.0 32687.0 47168.0
OXYGEN EION= 109837.0 CH-1




MOLECULAR BAND NAHE=N2+ mOLECULAR WEIGHT= 28.010
NUMBER OF ELECTRON-IMPACT DISSOCINFION CROSS-SECTION SET= 4
NUHBER OF ELECTRON-IMPACT EXCITatION CROSS-SECTION SET = 6
NUHBER OF ELECTRONIC LEVELS = 5
_UMBER _F LEVELS IN QUASI-STEADY-STATE CALC. = 4
DEGEN TEB&I WE WEXE WEYE WEZE BE ALPHA
NOLECULAR BAND NAME=N2 MOLECULAR frEIGHT= 28.010
NUMBER OF ELECTRON-IMPACT DISSOCIATION CROSS-SECTION SET= 4
NUMBER OF ELECTRON-IMPACT EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION SET = 6
NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC LEVELS = 5
NUMBER OF LEVELS IN QUASI-STEADY-STATE CALC. = 4
DEGEN TERH WE WEXE WEYE WEZE BE ALPIIA
MOLECULAR BAND NAHE=NO HOLECULAR WEIGHT= 30.010
NUHBER OF ELECTRON-IMPACT DISSOCIATION CROSS-SECTION SET= 3
NUMBER OF ELECTRON-IMPACT EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION SET = 3
NUMBER OF ELECTRONIC LEVELS = 6
NUMBER OF LEVELS IN QUASI-S'FEADY--S'FATE CALC. = 3
DEGEN TEB21 WE WEXE WEYE WEZE BE ALPHA
NOLECULAI1. BAND NAHE=02 HOLECULAR WEIGI1T= 32.000
NU_IBER OF ELECTRON-IHPACT DISSOCIATION CROSS-SECTION SET= 0
NUMBER OF ELECTRON-Il_LPACT EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION SET = 0
NUHBER OF ELECTRONIC LEVELS = 5
NUHBER OF LEVELS IN OUASI-STEADY-STATE CALC. = 0
DEGEN TEB21 WE WEXE WEYE WEZE BE ALPHA
MOLECULAR BAND NAHI"=CN i'IOLECULAR WEICIlT= 26.020
_UHBER OF ELECTRON-ImPACT DISSOCIATION CROSS-SECTION SET= 3
NUHBER GF ELECTRON-ImPACT EXCITATION CROSS-SECTION SET = 3
NUMI;ER (_F ELECTRON !C LEVEI,S = 3
NUMBER OF LEVELS lrI _UASI-STEADY-STATE CALC. = 3
DEGEN TERM WE WEXE WEYE WEZE BE ALPHA
N: EXCITATION TEHPEHATURE= 9607.6 DENSITY _iULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR = 2. 186E-02
O: EXCITATION TEHFERATURE= 9278.2 DENSITY MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR= 1.609E-02
iqUi_JV,ER DENSITIES OF ELECTRO,tIC STATE= 2.517E+13 2.260E+13 1.055E+12 7.419E+11 5.993E+07 CPI3
ELEC'I'iIONIC EXCITATION TENPERATUIiE = 12000..6 11999.5 11999.0 11985.4 16969.7 1(
N2
]iOH_3'.':R DENSITIES OF ELECTRONIC STATE= 1.711E+16 3.815E+13 1.433E+13 1.519E+12 4.641E+07 CN3
ELECfi_C_IIC EXCITATION 'I'EHPEIUVI_I1E = 12000.,0 8774.6 8993.8 9294.9 11767.7 K
NO
NUP_r_ER DENSITIES OF ELECTRONIC STATE= 2.425E+15 2.6_ilE+lO 4.248E+12 1.O00E+IO I.OOOE+lq) CH3
Ei,EC(i_,_rlIC EXCITATION TEHPERATURE = 12000.0 6135.8 8835.5 12000.0 12000.0 K
92
NON_EI! DEbISIT'_S OF ELECTRONIC STATE= I.OOOE+IO 1.O00E+IO 1.0OOE+|_ 1.O00E+IO 2.747E+07 CH3
ELEC'FRO_ iC" _E_KC_TA'I'IO_ TEHPERATURE = 12000.0 120'00.0 12000,0 120_0.0 5_:09.1 K
-.a
CN
NUHBER DENSI_I_ OF ELECTRONIC STATE= 4.319E+06 3.527E+06 1.653E+0_ 1.O00E+IO 1.000E+IO CH3
ELECTRONIC EXCITATION 'FENPERATURE = 12000.0 11654.9 11556.8 12000.0 12000.0 K
DE_t3I'I'Y HULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR= 5.826E+90 5.826E+00 1.540E+00 1.5_0E+00 2.648E+01
1.660E+99 1.660E+00 1.660E+00 1.660E+00 1.660E+_0
1.236E+90 1.236E+_0 1.236E+00 6.314E-02 6.314E-02
2.744E-02 2.'744E-02 5.053E+00 3.455E+00 3.455E+00
EXCITATION TEHPERA3_RE = 11999.0 11999.0 8993.8 8993.8 11767.7
9294.9 9294.9 9294.9 9294.9 9294.9
8B35.5 8835.5 8835.5 6135.8 6185.8
5909.1 5909.1 11556.0 11654.9 11654.9
BAS I C ATON DATA
I_IAHE=NITflOG ATOHIC NEIGtlT = 14.007 IONIZATION POTEI_ITIAL = 117345.0 CH-I
NUHBER OF LIliES,BOUND-FREE CONTINUUH, AND FREE=FREE CONTINUUPI PARAHETERS = 179 35 1
[;A_:_ t C Ari'0_.i 1)ATA
IqAHF=OX_GEIq ATOHIC _'IEIGIt'I'= 16.000 IONIZATION POTENTIAL= 109837.0 CH-I




HOLECIH_AR BAND NAHE=N2+ 1- HOLECULAR NEICHT=
NDE_= 1 NO. OF BANDS= 9_ NO. OF LEVELS= 4
28.010
HOLECULE NO.= 0 ORDER= 0
P_I,ECULAR BAND NAHE=N2+ 1- HOLECULAR i_E1GitT=
NDEX= 1 _0. OF BAND_= 96 NO. OF LEVELS= 4
28.010
HOLECULE NO.= 0 ORDER= 0
HOLECOLAR BAND NAO_E=N2 1+ HOLECOLAR t_EIGIlT=
NDEK= 2 _0. OF BANDS= 94 NO. OF LEVELS= 10
28.019
HOLECULE NO.= 0 ORDER= 0
HOLECULAR BAN_) NAHZ=N2 1+ NOLECULAR NEIGH'F= 28.010
NDEX= 2 NO. OF BANDS= 94 NO. OF LEVELS= 10 HOLECULE NO.= 0 ORDER= 0
HOLECULARBAND NAHE=N2 2+ HOLECULAR WEIGHT= 28.010
NDEX= 1 NO. OF BANDS= 74 NO. OF LEVELS= 10 MOLECULE NO.= 0 ORDER= 0
HOLECULAR BAND NAHE=N2LBH HOLECULAR WEIGItT=
NDEX= 2 NO. OF BANDS= 98 NO. OF LEVELS= 10
28.010
D_LECULE NO. = 0 ORDER= 0
HOLECULAR BAND NADIE=N2LBH
NDEX= 2 NO. OF BANDS= 96
HOLECULAR BAND NAHE=N2BH1
NDEX= 2 NO. OF BANDS= 92
HOLECULAR WEIGHT=
NO. OF LEVELS= 10
HOLECULAR WEIGHT _
NO. OF LEVELS= 10
28.019





HOLECULAR BAND NADIE=N2BH2 HOLECULARWEICHT =
NDEX= 1 NO. OF BANDS= 92 NO. OF LEVELS= 10
28.010
HOLECULE NO.= 0 ORDER = 0
HOLECULAR BAND NAHE=N2BH2 HOLECULAR _?EI_IT =
NDEX= I NO. OF BANDS= 96 NO. OF LEVELS= I0
28.010
HOLECULE NO. = 0 ORDER= 0
Ix)
HOLECUI,AR BAND NAHE=NO B HOLECULAR WEIGHT=
NDEX= I NO. OF BANDS = 96 NO. OF LEVELS= 6
MOLECULAR BAND NAHE=NO B HOLECULAR WEIGHT=
NDEX= I NO. OF BANDS= 94 NO. OF LEVELS= 6
HOLECULAR BAND NAHE=NO B HOLECULAR WEIGH'r=
NDEX= 1 NO. OF BANDS= 46 NO. OF LEVELS= 6
HOLECULAR BAND NAHE=NO G HOLECULAR WEI_IT=
NDEX= 3 NO. OF BANDS= 98 NO. OF LEVELS= 6
HOLECULAR BAND NAHE=NO G HOLECULARWEI_IT =
NDEX= 3 NO. OF BANDS= 98 NO. OF LEVELS= 6
HOLECULAR BAND NAtlE=02 SR HOLECULAR WEIGHT =
NDEX= 1 NO. OF BANDS= 96 NO. OF LEVELS= 5
HOLECULAR BAND NAP_E=02 SIt HOLECULAR WEIGHT=
_DEX= I NO. OF BANDS= 96 NO. OF LEVELS = 5
HOLECULAR BAND NAHE=CN VlO HOLECULAR WEIGHT=
NDEX= I NO. OF BANDS= 70 NO. OF LEVELS= 3
30.010










MOLECULE NO. = 0
32.000











HOLECULAR BAND NAH_=CN RED HOLECULAR WEIGHT = 26.020
NDEX= 3 po OF B_NDS= 86 NO. OF LEVELS = 3 HOLECULE NO.= 0 ORDER = 0
Uo
kA)
HOLECULAR BAND NAHE=CN RED HOLECULAR NEIGIIT=
NDEX= 3 NO. OF BANDS= 96 NO. OF LEVELS= 3
NITP, OG LINES FINIGilED
GLOBAL POWER EHISSION. TOTAL= 2.36487E+01
N Irl'_OG A'FOH F I N I SIIED
CLOBAL POrdEB. EHI SS I ON. TOTAL= 2. 3746,?,E+01
OXYGEN LI NES F I N I SITED
GLOBAL POldER EHISSION. TOTAL= 2.67208E+01
OXYGEN ATOH FINISIIEB
GLOBAL FOIqER EHIS_IOH. TOTAL = 2.67402E+01
N2+ 1- FIHISIIED
CLOBAL I'OWEtl Ei_IISt_ION. TOTA L= 3.03269E+01
lq2+ 1- F I N 1 ::;]tEI)
GLOBAL PONEB. EHIS_ION. TOTAL = 3.97642E+01
N2 1+ FINISiiED
GLOBAL t'O_'_ER EHI_JION. TOTAL= 3.15;319E+01
N2 1+ FINIStlED
GLOBAL POWER I,;HI_SIObl. TOTAL= 3.16307E+01
N2 2 + F I 1_112_IIE0
GLG_;'\L I'ONI¢_iI- EHI_::_ION. TOTAL = 3.16 _2'_E+01
N2LBH F I i_[I [3AED
GLOBAL PO_qER EHI;3SIL_I_I. TOTAL = 3.16828E+01
N2LBH F I R I ,'3tIED
GLOBAL POWER EHISSION. TOTAL = 3.16830E+01
N2B!I 1 F I l?iI _tlED
GLOBAL FOWER E_IISSION. TOTAL= 3.1683()E+01
N2 B_[2 F I N l .q t_'_,D
GLOBAL PO_qERfEHISSIOIN. TOTAL= 3.17215E+01
N2BH2 FINIS,._D
GLOBAL PONER_t r'I_<SIGN" TOTAL= 3.17245E+01
NO B FINI_}_0
GLOBAL POWER EN1StqION. TOTAL = 3.3_35BE+01
IlO B F 1R I :_iii';D
GLOBAL PONER ENI $91 ON. TOTAL = 3.aaal 6E+O 1
NO B FINI_;iIED
GLOBAL POWER ENI_';::ION. TOTAL = 3._13653E+01
NO G F 1 i_ t T'dF.D
(;L©-)AL POtqFi[ EN [ Ski ! t)[_. TOTAL = 3.3917IIE+O 1
NO G FINISttED
GLOBAL POWER EHISSION. TOTAL = 3.39237E+01
02:3R FIR I SttF, I)
GLOBAL POWER EHISSIOfl. TOTAL= 3.39500E+01
02 SR F I N I SIIEI)
GLOBAL POWER EHISSION. TOTAL = 3.39686E+OI
26.020
HOLECULE NO.= 0 ORDER= 0
ABOVE 2500 A= 2.36487E+01
ABOVE 2500 A= 2.37456E+01
ABOVE 2500 A= 2.67196E+01
ABOVE 2500 A= 2.67387E+01
ABOVE 2500 A= 3.03255E+01
ABOVE 2500 A = 3,07628E+01
ABOVE 2500 A = 3.15305E+01
ABOVE 2500 A= 3.16292E+01
ABOVE 2500 A = 3.16813E+01
ABOVE 2500 A = 3.16813E+01
ABOVE 2500 A = 3.16BlBE+01
ABOVE 2590 A = 3.16_13E+01
ABOVE 2500 A= 3.16828E+0{
ABOVE 2500 A= 3.16828E_0_
ABOVE 2500 A= 3.27552E+0|
ABOVE 2500 A = 3.31485E+01
ABOVE 2500 A = 3.31822E+O1
ABOVE 2500 A = 3.31900E+01
ABOVE 2500 A = 3.31935E+01
ABOVE 2500 A= 3.32168E+01
ABOVE 2500 A= 3.32279E+01
ABOVE 3500 A = 2.86487E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A = 2.37416E+01H/CrI3
ABOVE 3500 A= 2.67156E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 2.67341E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 2.89483E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 2.9146BE+01 N/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 2.99146E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.00133E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.00269E+01W/CH3
ABOVE _500 A = 3.00269E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3590 A= 3.¢0269E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.00269E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.00269E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.00269E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.01866E+01W/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.0_594E+01N/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A = a.04929E+01N/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.04930E+011//CH3
ABOVE 3500 A = 3.04930E+01N/CPI3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.05032E+01N/CH3
ABOVE 3500 A= 3.05063E+01N/CH3
>>>>> POINTS OUT OF RANGE. THEY _ILL BE IGNORED.
>>>>> I X(1) Y(I)
>>>>> 2 2.0000E+0_ O.O000E+O0
END OF DI$_FL:-_9.0 -_ 993 VECTORS GENERATED IN 1 PLOT F_IIq'ES.
PROPRIETARY SOFT./ARE PRODUCT OF ISSCO, SAN DIEGO, CA.
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